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P.O.Bo . to 83405-0130 
Charles A. Homer, Esq. (ISB No. 1630) 
DeAnne Casperson, Esq. (ISB No. 6698) 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
P.O. Box 50130 
I, 1:: 2 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Telephone: (208) 523-0620 
Facsimile: (208) 523-9518 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STEEL FARMS, INC., 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
CROFT & REED, INC., 
Defendant. 
CROFT & REED, INC., 
Counterclaimant, 
v. 
STEEL FARMS, INC., 
Counterdefendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Bonneville ) 
Case No. CV-2008-7912 
AFFIDA VIT OF KEVIN STEEL IN 
OPPOSITION TO CROFT & REED'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
KEVIN STEEL, being first duly sworn on oath deposes and states as follows: 
1. I am over 18 years of age and I make this Affidavit based on my own personal 
knowledge. I understand that in making this Affidavit, I am providing sworn 
llG ORIGINAL 
testimony under oath, which may be provided to the Court in this case and under 
penalty of perjury. 
2. I reside in Bonneville County, State of Idaho. 
3. I am the Secretary of Steel Farms, Inc., an Idaho corporation. 
4. Steel Farms, Inc. ('Steel Farms") has been in existence since February of 1990. Its 
business activities include leasing and farming property and/or subleasing farm 
property. 
5. Steel Farms and my family have had an ongoing relationship with the Reed family and 
Croft & Reed, Inc., ("CRl") through which my brother, Doug Steel, and I, and Steel 
Farms, have participated in crop shares and leased certain property from the Reed 
family and CRl. This relationship began with crop-sharing in the mid-1980's. In 
1994, Steel Farms entered into a year to year lease with CRL Over the years, my 
relationship with both Richard "Dick" and Venna Reed was excellent. 
6. Steel Farms entered into a certain lease agreement (the "Lease") with CRI on or about 
April 22, 2004, through which CRr leased to Steel Farms a certain parcel of 
agricultural property (the "Property") located in Bonneville County, Idaho for $40,000 
per year and provided Steel Farms with an option to purchase the leased property (the 
"Option"). Pursuant to the Option, the purchase price for the Property was to be 
$330,006.12 to be paid in annual installments of$40,000.00. A true and correct copy 
of the Lease is attached hereto as Exhibit 1. 
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7. The Lease provided that the Option matured on July 15, 2008, and could be exercised 
by giving written notice to CRI after the Option matured and during the time of the 
Lease. 
8. Prior to entering into the Lease with CRI, Steel Farms was interested in purchasing 
some farm acreage. Richard Reed had previously told me many times over the years 
he wanted to sell CRI's land to Steel Farms. However, Richard Reed always 
indicated he was not ready to sell when the issue came up. Steel Farms initially 
considered purchasing a different parcel for sale. This particular parcel included new 
pivots and several cellars. When Steel Farms informed CRI that it was considering 
purchasing the other property, Dick Reed offered to sell to Steel Farms the CRI 
Property that Steel Farms had leased and farmed for roughly the past twenty years. 
Dick Reed explained to me that CRI had not sold the Propeliy to Steel Farms in the 
past because of tax problems it needed to avoid. CRl offered to sell the Property for 
$440,000.00. Ultimately, Steel Farms accepted the offer and decided to purchase the 
CRI Property. 
9. Upon Steel Farms' decision to purchase the Property, the parties agreed to structure 
the deal in order for CRI to avoid certain tax consequences. Steel Farms and CRI 
enterd into a lease agreement with option to purchase the Property, rather than 
undertaking an immediate sale. I talked to CRI's accountant, Richard Hale, several 
times and he explained how the deal would work. Steel Farms agreed to structure the 
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deal as requested by CRI in order to accommodate CRI's tax concerns. Steel Farms' 
attorney and Mr. Hale consulted to structure the deal as necessary. 
10. Although the Lease and Option set forth annual payments, they were included as part 
of the $440,000.00 purchase price. The first annual payment of $40,000.00 was 
considered a down payment and the remaining $400,000.00 was considered a loan 
with each $40,000.00 annual payment applied to the loan. 
11. An amortization schedule was created in order to determine the proper amounts for 
payments to be made toward the purchase of the Property. The amortization schedule 
was based upon a loan amount of $400,000.00 and a loan period of sixteen years at 
six percent (6%) interest. Pursuant to the amortization schedule, the yearly payments 
made on the loan were to be $40,000.00, with the last year's payment being 
$27,584.54. The amortization schedule was approved and signed by both myself: 
representing Steel Farms, and Venna Reed. representing CRI. Attached hereto as 
Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy ofthe amortization schedule. 
12. Based upon the amortization schedule, a figure of$40,000.00 for annual payment was 
decided upon and incorporated into the Lease, and in consideration for such payments 
made pursuant to the Lease, CRI granted to Steel Farms the Option. 
13. The Lease Agreement provided that the Option matured on July 15,2008, and could 
be exercised by giving written notice to CRI after the Option matured and during the 
time frame of the Lease. The Lease was executed by Kevin and Doug Steel on behalf 
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of Steel Farms, Inc., and by Richard and Venna Reed on behalf of Croft & Reed, Inc. 
Steel Farms fully performed all of its duties under the Lease, including making annual 
payments of $40,000.00 from 2004 through 2008. 
14. Knowing that Steel Farms would be purchasing the Property upon the maturation of 
the Option to Purchase in the Lease Agreement, my brother Doug and I, on behalf of 
Steel Farms, made repairs to the ground well pre-existing on the Property and 
purchased and installed a new pump for the well. The cost of making this permanent 
improvements to the land was $87,656.00. We also purchased two new pivots for 
irrigating the Property, which cost $46,982.00 and $46,372, respectively. 
15. In January of2006, I requested from Venna Reed that CRI provide its written consent 
for Steel Farms to sublease the Property_ She agreed and we executed a Consent to 
Assignment of Lease. A true and correct copy ofthe Consent to Assignment of Lease 
is attached as Exhibit 3. The Consent to Assignment of Sublease specifically stated 
the term of the Lease was April 24, 2004 through March 1,2009. 
16. In approximately January of 2006, I was informed by Virginia Mathews, CRl's 
Secretary, that any future interaction between Steel Farms and eRI would have to be 
done through her. She specifically told me not to contact her mother, Venna Reed, 
who was the president of the company, and to communicate only with her regarding 
matters between Steel Farms and CRI. Consequently, I followed her specific 
directions to address all CRI matters with her. At that point I began taking the annual 
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payments to Virginia Mathews instead of Venn a Reed. Ms. Mathews always accepted 
the payments and never asserted she did not have authority to accept the $40,000.00 
annual payments. 
17. In early 2006, I realized there had been a mistake in the drafting of the Lease. Rather 
than indicating a termination date of March 1, 2009, as Steel Farms and CRI had 
intended, and was acknowledged in the Consent, the Lease contained a termination 
date of March 1, 2008. This termination date made no sense because the Option 
would not mature during the term of the Lease and could therefore not be exercised. 
After realizing this error, I approached CRl and informed CRI of the error through 
Virginia Mathews, as I had been instructed to do. 
18. In April 2006, I went to Ms. Mathews' home and explained the problem with the date 
to her and asked her to initial the necessary change to the Lease on behalf of CRt 
Ms. Mathews stated that she did not know whether she had authority to sign off on 
any modifications of the Lease for CRL She told me she was the secretary for CRI. 
I explained that, as an officer of CRI, I understood she had authority to act on behalf 
of CRI. I explained that I was the secretary for Steel Farms and had authority to act 
on behalf of Steel Farms. Further, I was confused as to who I should consult ifnot 
her based on her prior instruction. After our discussion, she then initialed the 
extension of the Lease for CRI, and I initialed the extension of the Lease for Steel 
Farms. I understood and believed she had authority to execute on behalf of CRl. 
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19. Neither Ms. Mathews or Venna Reed ever contacted me claiming Ms. Mathews did 
not have authority to act on CRl's behalf. CRl never provided me a copy of any 
bylaws, asserting Ms. Mathews did not have authority to act on behalf of CRLMs. 
Mathews never asked me to address the issue with her mother, but agreed to execute 
the amendment of the Lease. In addition, Ms. Mathews never asked to consult with 
her mother or for additional time to review the Lease. I did not say or do anything to 
"coerce" Ms. Mathews into authorizing the amendment to the Lease. I thought the 
mistake was obvious because Venn a Reed acknowledged the term of the Lease to be 
from April 24, 2004 through March 1, 2009 in the Consent to Sublease. Further, 
Venna Reed later signed the sublease that acknowledged the terms of the sublease to 
end February 14, 2009, well after March 1,2008. Ms. Mathews agreed that the Lease 
did not make sense with the March 1, 2008, termination date. 
20. In 2006, with CRl's consent, Steel Farms subleased the Property to Walker Land & 
Cattle, Inc. ("Walker Land"). The Consent to Sublease signed by Venna Reed on 
behalf of CRl stated that the Lease would terminate March 1, 2009. Additionally, the 
sublease between Steel Farms and Walker Land also indicated that the termination 
date of the Lease had been extended to March 1, 2009, as the sublease provided the 
option to Walker Land to continue to sublease the Property through February 14, 
2009. Attached hereto as Exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of the Sublease. 
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21. In March 2008, Steel Farms made a single annual payment to CRI in the form of a 
check in the amount of$40,000.00. Virginia Mathews accepted the check and never 
claimed Steel Farms was a holdover tenant and the rent should be paid month to 
month. 
22. Steel Farms gave notice of its intent to exercise its Option on July 18,2008. A copy 
of the notice to exercise the lease is attached as Exhibit 5. Initially, CRI proceeded 
to honor the Option by selecting a title company and reviewing the purchase and sale 
agreement drafted by Steel Farms' attorney. Steel Farms again contacted CRI on 
September 18, 2008, informing them that Steel Farms was, "ready and willing to 
close." A copy of the September 18,2008, letter is attached as Exhibit 6. The parties 
moved forward in finalizing the Option and all appeared to be proceeding as agreed 
in the Option. Without prior notice, on September 23, 2008, Steel Farms received 
correspondence from CRI indicating CRT's refusal to sell the Property. A true and 
correct copy ofCRI's response is attached as Exhibit 7. In November 2008, I learned 
that CRI had listed the Property as "for sale" with HomePointe for $2,053,900.00. A 
true and correct copy ofthe advertisement I reviewed from the MLS listing is attached 
as Exhibit 8. In addition, CRI advertised the Property for sale to include the irrigation 
system paid for and installed by Steel Farms. 
23. On December 3,2008, Steel Farms again asserted its right to exercise its Option. A 
true and correct copy of its letter is attached as Exhibit 9. Only after Steel Farms 
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indicated it intended to seek judicial assistance to enforce its Option did CRl claim 
default for alleged environmental contamination. 
24. On December 29, 2008, CRl sent correspondence to Steel Farms informing Steel 
Farms that it was terminating the Lease and ordering Steel Farms and/or its assignees 
off of the Property. A true and correct copy of the letter is attached as Exhibit 10. 
25. At one time, I observed that Dick Reed maintained an open dumping pit on the 
Property. I observed the pit and saw Dick Reed throw trash and debris in the pit. 
Dick Reed eventually filled in and covered the pit, burying all discarded waste. CRl 
also contaminated the Property with known oil on previous occasions. CRl had an 
older model tractor which leaked large amounts of oil onto the Property. Dick Reed 
allowed me to use the tractor, but it leaked so much oil I did not use it. 
26. I consulted with Jesse from Walker Land to verify that the alleged default items had 
been corrected. Although some items could not be corrected until the snow cleared, 
I inspected the Property to ensure that the concerns had been addressed. I confirmed 
that any garbage in the pit had been removed and the open buckets of material had 
been removed and cleaned up. 
27. The new pump that was installed by Steel Farms requires a drip lubrication system to 
lubricate the shaft during operation. The pictures produced by CRl ofthe pump show 
the lubrication system which is required for normal operation. The itTigation system 
sits on a concrete pad and does not drip oil on the soil. Any pump system like this 
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would look similar and is not improperly maintained. We had the pump professional 
installed and have operated it according to the installation instructions. 
/ »t~i 
Dated this _..':/_ day of ~, 20090 
Kevin Steel 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this f:Y~day of May, 2009. 
Notary Public for the State of Idaho 
(seal) Residing at: :!d&cn £0-\\6 ;:s.n 
My commission expires: ~,hd- {dOVi 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I served a copy ofthe following described pleading or document 
on the attorneys listed below by hand delivering, by mailing or by facsimile, with the correct 
postage thereon, on this 5~ day of May, 2009. 
DOCUMENT SERVED: 
ATTORNEYS SERVED: 
Nathan Olsen 
AFFIDA VIT OF KEVIN STEEL IN OPPOSITION 
TO CROFT & REED'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
BEARD, ST. CLAIR, GAFFNEY, P.A. 
2105 Coronado Street 
( v)First Class Mail 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( vf Facsimile 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404-7495 ( ) Overnight Mail 
DeAnne Casperson, sq. 
GIWPDATAICAH\149J9IPJeadingsISum Judg C&R Opp KSAFF.wpd:beJ 
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BOHHEVILLE COUNTY RECORDER 
1220780 APRl7'06 PM 4 24 
When RecordedPlease Return To: 
tNS1. '~~~~;~~~-TijJ~~~'~1 
. Gregory J. Ehardt 
Ehardt & Torgesen, PLLC 
2235 East 25th Street, Suite 290 
Idaho Falls, 1083404 
LEASE 
SUMMARY OF CERTAIN LEASE PROVISIONS and REFERENCES 
DATE ,7 ' 
INST. conE t If/ 
!MAOE!lI'OS --ftf-_····· 
vW~ --:1llta'-1 
<;'rxn; Of IDl !if) j--;:; . 
COUNTY Of HONNEVIi.LE) I i ~ htreb,\' c!cnify Ih~1 the wiauI,\' .' 
; '"slrumem was recorded. I Ron/1ld ~more, COUllty R(!C(m\er ;1 
B~j Deputy 
. ReQ~E...1!qrd (/t;h ' 
LANDLORD/LESSOR: Croft and Reed, Inc., an Idaho Corporation, and Richard and 
Venna Reed, husband and wife. 
TENANT/LESSEE: Steel Farms, Inc., an Idaho Corporation 
LEASE TERM: Four Years 
RENT: Forty Thousand Dollars annually. ($40,000.00) 
SECURITY DEPOSIT: None. 
DESCRIPTION OF PREMISES: 4488 North .11Sth West, Idaho Falls Idaho 83402, more 
fully described on Exhibit "A" attached hereto. 
USE OF PREMISES: Any lawful purpose. 
ADDRESS FOR NOTICES: LESSOR: Croft and Reed, Inc, 
EFFECTIVE DATE: 
EXHIBITS: 
LEASE:... Page 1 
LESSEE 
c/o Richard and Venna Reed 
3950 Tuscany Drive 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Steel Farms, Inc. 
2462 West 49th North 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
The date specified in paragraph 1 hereof. 
~, 
Exhibit "A" Description of Premises. 
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Exhibit 1 
PL·1 
The foregoing is a summary only and reference should always be made to the full 
Lease provisions. References have been provided for convenience and designate some, 
but not necessarily all, of the other Articles where references to the particular ItSummary 
of Lease Provisions" appear. Each reference in this Lease to any of the summarized 
Lease provisions contained in this "Summary of Lease Provisions" shall be construed to 
incorporate all of the terms provided under each summarized Lease provision and in case 
of any conflict with the balance of the Lease, the latter shall control. 
1. AGREEMENT TO LEASE 
Landlord hereby agrees to lease to Tenant and Tenant hereby agrees to lease 
from Landlord on the J..'L day of ApR.-:/. , 2004 ("Effective Date"). the Premises 
herein described for the term, at the rental and subject to and upon all of the terms, 
covenants and agreements hereinafter set forth. 
2. PREMISES 
2.1. Premises. The Premises shall consist of the lands and improvements and 
fixtures on the property more fully described on Exhibit "A" attached hereto. 
2.2. Construction - Tenant Improvements. Landlord is not obligated to construct any 
improvements to the Premises. 
3. TERM K·S2- ~ . ~~. 
3.1. Term and Possession. The term of the Lease s~" commence on the Effective 
Date and shall end on the 1s1 day of March, _ Possession of the Premises 
pursuant to this Lease shall be given at the commencement of the term. 
3.2. Not Used 
4. RENT 
4.1. Rent. The rental for each year during the Term (or any holdover) shall be Forty 
Thousand Dollars ($40,000.00) per year ("Base Rent"). Base Rent shall be 
payable in equal annual installments, in advance, on the first day of March during 
the term of the Lease. 
4.2. Payment. All rent shall be paid in US currency and shall be paid at such place 
as Landlord shall designate from time to time. 
4.3. Not Used 
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4.4. Not Used 
4.5. Not Used 
5. SECURITY DEPOSIT 
5.1. Security. No security deposit is required with this Lease. 
5.2. Not Used 
5.3. Not Used 
6. TAXES 
6.1. PROPERTY TAXES. Landlord shall be responsible to pay for any and all real 
and personal property taxes and assessments levied or assessed for any year 
upon the Premises or upon the operation or occupancy thereof. In addition to 
the foregoing, Landlord shall be responsible to pay for taxes, fees and charges: 
(a) upon, allocable to, or measured by the area of the Premises or on the rent 
payable hereunder, including any gross receipts or gross rental tax levied by the 
State, any political subdivision thereof, including any gross receipts or gross 
rental tax levied by the State, any political subdivision thereof, County, City, or 
Federal Government with respect to the receipt of such rent; or (b) upon or with 
respect to the possession, leasing, operations, management, maintenance, 
alteration, repair. use or occupancy by Tenant of the Premises or any portion 
thereof; or (c) upon this transaction or any document to which Tenant is a party 
creating or transferring an interest or an estate in the Premises; or (d) fees 
relating to the water district assessment; or (e) any fees in lieu of property taxes 
or other fees or charges levied against Landlord by or on behalf of any 
governmental or quasi-governmental entity for services by or on behalf or any 
governmental or quasi-government entity. 
6.2. Not Used 
7. USE 
7.1. Use. Tenant may use the Premises solely for the purposes of set forth in the 
summary and may not otherwise utilize the Premises without the prior written 
consent of the Landlord. 
7.2. Suitability. Tenant acknowledges that neither Landlord nor any agent of 
Landlord has made any representation or warranty with respect to the 
condition of the Premises, or with respect to the suitability of the Premises 
for the conduct of Tenant's business, including, without limitation, 
warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. Prior to the 
execution hereof, the Landlord has provided the Tenant with an opportunity to fully 
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inspect the Premises (and it have its agents or contractors inspect the Premises) 
and to notify the Landlord of any condition of the Premises that is not acceptable 
to the Tenant. The taking by Tenant of possession of the Premises shall 
conclusively establish that the Premises were at such time in satisfactory 
condition. Tenant shall be responsible for obtaining all necessary occupancy 
permits pertaining to the tenancy herein created. 
7.3. Uses Prohibited. 
7.3.1. During the term of this Lease, the Premises, and every part thereof, shan be 
kept by the Tenant in a clean and wholesome condition, free of any 
objectionable noises, odors or nuisances. 
7.3.2. Tenant shall not do or permit anything to be done in or about the Premises 
nor bring or keep anything therein which will in any way affect any fire or other 
insurance upon the Premises or any of its contents (unless Tenant shall pay 
any increased premium as a result of such use of acts), or cause a 
cancellation of any insurance policy covering the Premises or the Building or 
any of its contents, nor shall Tenant sell or permit to be kept, used or sold in or 
.about said Premises any hazardous substance or any articles which may be 
prohibited by a standard form policy of fire insurance. All property kept, stored 
or maintained within the Premises by Tenant shall be at Tenant's sole risk. 
7.3.3. Tenant shall not do or permit anything to be done in or about the Premises 
which will in any way obstruct or interfere with the rights of other Tenants or 
occupants of the building or buildings adjoining or neighboring the Premises or 
injure or annoy them or use or allow the Premises to be used for any unlawful 
or objectionable purpose, nor shall Tenant cause, maintain or permit any 
nuisance in, on or about the Premises. Tenant shall not commit or suffer to 
be committed any waste in or upon the Premises. 
7.3.4. Tenant shall not use the Premises or permit anything to be done in or about 
the Premises which will in any way conflict with any law, statute, ordinance or 
governmental rule or regulation or requirement of duly constituted public 
authorities now in force or which may hereafter be enacted or promulgated. 
Tenant at its sole cost and expense shall promptly comply with all laws, 
statutes, ordinances and govemmental rules, regulations or reqUirements now 
in force or which may hereafter be in force and with the requirements of any 
board of fire underwriters or other similar body now or hereafter constituted 
relating to or affecting the condition, use or occupancy of the Premises 
including, without limitation, all state, federal and local environmental 
protection laws. The judgment of any court of competent jurisdiction or the 
admission of Tenant in any action against Tenant, whether Landlord be a 
party thereto or not. that Tenant has violated by law, statutes, ordinance or 
governmental rule, regulation or requirement, shall be conclusive of the fact as 
between Landlord and Tenant. 
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7.3.5. Not Used 
8. MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS, ALTERATIONS AND ADDITIONS AND UTILITIES 
8.1. Maintenance and Repairs. 
8.1.1. By Landlord and Tenant. Landlord and Tenant agree at all times during the 
term of this Lease, to maintain the Premises in the same manner that the 
Premises has been maintained by both the Landlord and Tenant in the past. 
8.1.2. Not Used 
8.2. Alterations. 
8.2.1. Tenant shall not make any alterations or additions to the Premises nor make 
any contract therefor without first procuring Landlord's written consent, which 
shall not be unreasonably withheld. 
8.3. Not Used 
9. NOT USED 
10. NOT USED 
11. INDEMNITY 
11.1. Indemnification Provisions. 
11.1.1.Tenant shall indemnify and hold harmless Landlord from and against any 
and all claims arising from Tenant's use of the premises or the conduct of its 
business or from any activity, work, or thing done, permitted or suffered by 
Tenant in or about Tenant's Premises, and shall further indemnify and hold 
Landlord harmless from and against any and all claims arising from any 
breach of or default in the performance of any obligation on Tenant's part to 
be performed under the terms of this Lease, or arising from any act or 
negligence of Tenant, or any of its agents, contractors, or employees, and 
from and against all costs, attorney's fees, expenses and liabilities incurred in 
or from any such claim or action or proceeding brought thereon; and in case 
any action or proceeding be brought against Landlord by reason of any such 
claim, the Tenant, upon notice from Landlord, shall defend the same at 
Tenant's expense by counsel reasonably satisfactory to Landlord. Tenant, as 
a material part of the consideration to Landlord, hereby assumes all risk of 
damage to property or injury to persons, in, upon or about the Premises and 
Tenant hereby waives all claims in respect thereof against Landlord, excepting 
only damage or injury resulting from the negligence of Landlord, its employees 
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and agents, or of and from any costs, attorney's fees, expenses and liabilities 
resulting from or caused by construction defects in the structural portion of the 
Premises. 
11.1.2.Landlord shall indemnify and hold harmless Tenant from and against any 
and all claims arising from Landlord's use of the premises or the conduct of its 
business or from any activity, work, or thing done, permitted or suffered by 
Landlord in or about Landlord's Premises, and shall further indemnify and hold 
Tenant harmless from and against any and all claims arising from any breach 
of or default in the performance of any obligation on Landlord's part to be 
performed under the terms of this Lease, or arising from any aet or negligence 
of Landlord, or any of its agents, contractors, or employees, and from and 
against all costs, attorney's fees, expenses and liabilities incurred in or from 
any such claim or action or' proceeding brought thereon; and in case any 
action or proceeding be brought against Tenant by reason of any such claim, 
the Landlord, upon notice from Tenant, shall defend the same at Landlord's 
expense by counsel reasonably satisfactory to Tenant. Landlord, as a 
material part of the consideration to Tenant, hereby assumes all risk of 
damage to property or injury to persons, in, upon or about the Premises and 
Landlord hereby waives all claims in respect thereof against Tenant, excepting 
only damage or injury resulting from the negligence of Tenant, its employees 
and agents, or of and from any costs, attorney's fees, expenses and liabilities 
resulting from or caused by construction defects in the structural portion of the 
Premises. 
11.2. Not Used 
12. INSURANCE 
12.1. General Liability and Property Damage. Landlord shall at all times during the 
term hereof and at its own cost and expense procure and continue in force Bodily 
Injury Liability and Property Damage Liability Insurance adequate to protect 
Landlord and Tenant and naming Tenant as an additional insured in the liability 
contract against liability for injury or death of any person in connection with the 
use, operation or condition of the Premises. Such insurance at all times shall be 
in an amount of not less than $1,000,000.00 combined single limit for bodily injury 
and property damage. 
12.2. Not Used 
12.3. Not Used 
12.4. Waiver of Subrogation. To the fullest extent permitted under applicable policies 
of insurance, Landlord and Tenant each hereby waives any and all rights of 
recovery against the officers, employees, agents and representatives of such 
other party for loss of or damage to such waiving party of its property or the 
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property of others under the standard form of fire insurance policy with all 
permissible extension endorsements covering additional perils or under any other 
policy of insurance carried by such waiving party in lieu thereof. 
13. NOT USED 
14. NOT USED 
15. ASSIGNMENT AND SUBLEASE 
15.1. Tenant shall not voluntarily or by operation of any law assign, license, transfer, 
mortgage or otherwise encumber all or any part of Tenant's interest in this Lease 
or in the Premises, and shall not sublet or license all or any part of the Premises 
without the prior written consent of Landlord, which shall not be unreasonably 
withheld. 
16. NOT USED 
16.1. Quiet Enjoyment. Landlord agrees that Tenant, upon paying the rent and 
performing the covenants and conditions of this Lease, may quietly have, hold and 
enjoy the Premises during the term hereof or any extension thereof. 
16.2. Not Used 
17. DEFAULT: REMEDIES 
17.1. Default. The occurrence of any of the following shall constitute a material 
default and breach of this Lease by Tenant: 
17.1.1.Any failure by Tenant to pay rent or any other monetary sums required to be 
paid hereunder within 30 days from the date they are required to be paid. 
17.1.2.The repudiation of this Lease by Tenant, any action by Tenant which 
renders performance by Tenant of its obligations under this Lease impossible, 
or any action by Tenant which demonstrates an intent by Tenant not to 
perform an obligation under this Lease or not to continue with the 
performance of obligations under this Lease. 
17.1.3.Not Used 
17 .1.4.A failure by Tenant to observe and perform any other provision of this Lease 
to be observed or performed byTenant or any provision of the Obligations to 
be observed or performed by Tenant, where such failure continues for thirty 
(30) days after written notice thereof by Landlord to Tenant; provided, 
however, that if the nature of the default is such that the same cannot 
reasonably be cured within said thirty (30) day period, Tenant shall not be 
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deemed to be in default if Tenant shall within such period commence such 
cure and thereafter diligently prosecute the same to completion. 
17.2. Not Used 
17.3. Remedies. In the event of any such material default or breach by Tenant, 
Landlord may at any time thereafter without limiting Landlord in the exercise of any 
right or remedy at law or in equity which Landlord may have by reason of such 
default or breach: 
17.3.1.Maintain this Lease in full force and effect and recover the rent and other 
monetary charges as they become due, including amounts due through 
acceleration as provided below, without terminating Tenant's right to 
possession irrespective of whether Tenant shall have abandoned the 
Premises. Landlord shall have the right to attempt to relet the Premises at 
such rent and upon such conditions and for such a term, and to do all acts 
necessary to maintain or preserve the Premises as Landlord deems 
reasonable and necessary to maintain or preserve the Premises as Landlord 
deems reasonable and necessary without being deemed to have elected to 
terminate the Lease. 
17.3.2.Terminate Tenant's right to possession by any lawful means, in which case 
Tenant's rights under this Lease shall terminate and Tenant shall immediately 
surrender possession of the Premises to Landlord 
17.4. NotUsed 
17.5. Not Used 
17.6. Not Used 
17.7. Not Used 
17.8. Default by Landlord. Landlord shall be in default if Landlord fails to perform 
obligations required of Landlord within a reasonable time, but in no event later 
than thirty (30) days after written notice by Tenant to Landlord specifying wherein 
Landlord has failed to perform such obligations. T enantshall, among .other 
remedies, demand specific performance from Landlord herein in this Lease. 
18. NOT USED 
19. OPTION TO PURCHASE PREMISES 
19.1, Option. The Landlord hereby grants to the Tenant the exclusive and 
irrevocable Option to Purchase the Premises upon the terms and conditions set 
forth in this paragraph 19 (herein called the "Option"). The Option shall mature on 
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July 15, 2008 and may thereafter be exercised as herein provided. If the Tenant 
exercises the Option, then the Landlord and the Tenant shall buy and sell the 
Premises upon the following terms and conditions. 
19.2. Purchase Price. The Purchase Price for the Premises shall be equal to Three 
Hundred Thirty Thousand Six Dollars and thirteen· cents ($330,006.13). The 
. purchase price shall be paid in equal annual installments of Forty Thousand 
Dollars ($40,000.00) beginning on the 1s1 day of March, 2009 with a final payment 
due and owing on the 1st day of March, 2020, in the amount of Twenty Seven 
Thousand, Five Hundred Eighty-Four Dollars and Forty-Two cents ($27,584.42). 
19.3. Conveyance .. At Closing, Seller shall convey the Real Property to Buyer by a 
general Warranty Deed in a form reasonably satisfactory to the Buyer (herein the 
"Deed"). Title to the Real Property shall be marketable and insurable and shall be 
free and clear of all liens, encumbrances and restrictions other than (i) real 
property taxes and assessments for the current year which are not due and 
payable on or before the Closing Date, and Oi) the Permitted Exceptions (as 
hereinafter defined). 
19.4. Title Commitment/Review Period. 
19.4.1.Title Commitment. Within fifteen (15) days after exercise of the option as 
herein provided, the Landlord shall deliver to the Tenant (a) a current 
commitment for an owner's ALTA standard coverage policy of title insurance 
together with (b) a legible copy of a/l exceptions referred to in the said report 
(the commitment report, together with a legible copy of all exceptions referred 
to in the said report is herein referred to as the "Title Commitment") issued by 
a mutually agreed upon Title Company (the 'Title Company"), describing the 
Real Property, listing Buyer as the prospective named insured and showing 
the Purchase Price as the policy amount. 
19.4.2.Review of Title Commitment. 
Buyer shall have seven (7) days after receipt of the Title Commitment (the 
"Review Period") in which to notify Seller of any objections Buyer has to any 
matters shown or referred to in the Title Commitment. Any exceptions or other 
items that are set forth in the Title Commitment and to which Buyer does not 
object within the Review Period shall be deemed to be permitted exceptions 
(the "Permitted Exceptions"). 
With regard to items to which Buyer does object within the Review Period, 
Seller shall, within seven (7) days after receipt of notice from Buyer of Buyer's 
objections, notify Buyer of Seller's agreement or refusal t6 cure such 
objections. If Seller is unable or unwilling to cure such objections by Closing 
Date, including any objections resulting from the extended coverage 
endorsements, Buyer may, at Buyer's option, either (i) waive the objections 
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not cured or (ii) within seven (7) days after receipt by the Buyer of the 
foregoing notice by Seller, terminate this Offer by notice to Seller. (In the 
event that the Buyer elects to terminate as herein provided, the consideration 
due on exercise as provided in 19.9.1 hereof shall be applied first to pay the 
premium due for the Title Commitment and the remainder thereof shall be 
refunded to the Buyer and neither party shall have any further liability to the 
other.) 
19.5. Taxes and Proration. The term "taxes" when used in the Option means aI/ 
general and special taxes levied against the Premises and the improvements and 
fixtures thereon by any taxing unit for any purpose and includes but is not limited 
to those for bonds, special improvements, irrigation and drainage. All taxes, 
whether paid or unpaid, shall be prorated between the Landlord and the Tenant on 
a time basis as of the date of the time of Closing Date. Subject to the provisions 
hereof regarding Tenant payments as rent, the Landlord shall pay before 
delinquency all taxes prorated for the period of time before such date and the 
Tenant shall pay before delinquency all taxes prorated for the period of time of and 
after such date. 
19.6. Possession. The Tenant shall have possession of the Premises as provided 
herein on the Closing Date hereof, subject to all the provisions of this lease. 
19.7. Risk of Loss. The risk of loss or damage to the Premises and the 
improvements thereon shall be borne by the parties hereto as provided in this 
lease until the closing of this purchase option. The Tenant (as buyer) shall bear 
such risk of loss or damage after closing of the purchase. 
19.8. Manner of Closing Sale. If the Option is exercised, the sale of the Premises 
shall be closed in the manner following: 
. 19.8.1. The parties shall mutually agree on a Closing Agent prior to the "Closing 
Date". 
19.8.2.The time of closing this sale shall be at such time as the Tenant may 
designate by in writing at the time of exercise of the Option (herein called time 
of closing), but in no event shall the date be less that thirty (30) days or more 
than sixty (60) days following the exercise of the Option, unless (i) the 
Landlord shall agree in writing to such other closing time or (ii) an automatic 
extension of the closing is provided for herein. If, after exercise, the Option is 
not closed as herein provided then the same shall lapse and be of no further 
force or effect whatsoever. 
19.8.3. The place of closing this sale shall be at the offices of the closing agent or 
at such other place as the parties hereto may hereafter designate by mutual 
agreement in writing deposited with the closing agent (herein called place of 
closing). The term "time and place of closingl! means the time of closing and 
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the place of closing set forth above. 
19.8.4. All fees of the closing agent shall be paid one half (1/2) by the Landlord and 
one half (1/2) by the Tenant. The premium on the title insurance policy shall 
be paid by the Landlord. If other closing expenses are incLirred for which no 
provision is made in this option to purchase, such closing expenses shall be 
paid one half by the Tenant and one half by the Landlord. 
19.8.5. Recording fees incurred in closing shall be paid as follows: the Landlord 
shall pay all recording fees incurred to clear title to the Premises to meet the 
requirements of paragraph 19.4 and the Tenant shall pay all recording fees 
incurred to record the Deed. 
19.8.6 All items provided in the Option to be prorated shall be prorated as of the 
date specified in the Option for proration thereof but if no date is specified for 
the proration thereof then such item shall be prorated as of the time of closing 
herein specified or as changed as herein provided. If the closing of this sale 
shall occur before the taxes for the current year are known, then the proration 
of taxes shall be based on the taxes for the preceding year and each party 
hereto accepts such basis of proration as final. 
19.9. Exercising of Option to Purchase. 
19.9.1.To exercise the Option, the Tenant must give written notice thereof to the 
Landlord subsequent to the maturity of this option on July 15, 2008 and during 
the Term of this lease (including any agreed extension or exercised option 
term but excluding any holdover term). Any attempt to exercise the Option 
that does not strictly comply with this paragraph is void and does not 
constitute an effective exercise the Option. 
19.9.2.If the Tenant exercises the Option to Purchase as provided in the Option, 
then (i) the Landlord and the Tenant shall be firmly bound to buy and sell the 
Premises on the terms and conditions provided in the Option; and the parties 
hereto shall in good faith cooperate to close this sale. 
19.9.3.The Tenant's right to exercise the Option is suspended and the Tenant shall 
not have the right to exercise the Option while the Tenant is in default in 
performing any of the provisions of this lease to be performed by the Tenant, 
whether or not a notice of default has been served by the Landlord specifying 
such defaults. Tenant's right to exercise the Option is cancelled in the event 
of the cancellation of the term as herein provided. 
19.9.4.ln the event that, after exercise as herein provided, the Buyer shall fail to 
close the transaction contemplated hereby for any reason other than as a 
result of termination of this option as provided in 19.4.2 hereof, the Seller shall 
retain the consideration paid as provided in 19.9.1, without limiting any 
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remedy that the Seller may have as a result of such failure to close. 
19.10. Not Used. 
19.11. Time of Essence. Time and prompt performance of each and every provision 
of the Option is of the essence. 
19.12. Recording the Option Prohibited. This Lease and Option herein shall be 
recorded in the county where the Premises are located. 
19.13. Assignment or Transfer Prohibited. The Tenant shall not sell or contract to sell 
or assign or contract to assign or otherwise transfer or hypothecate or assign as 
security or pledge or otherwise encumber the T enanfs interest in the Option or the 
Premises or any part thereof separate from this lease without first obtaining the 
written consent of the Landlord. Any violation of the provisions of this paragraph 
by the Tenant shall forthwith and without notice terminate the Option to Purchase. 
Likewise, the Landlord shall not sell or contract to sell or assign or contract to 
assign or otherwise transfer or hypothecate or assign as security or pledge or 
otherwise encumber the Landlord's interest in the Option or the Premises or any 
part thereof separate from this lease without first obtaining the written consent of 
the Tenant. 
19.14. Not Used 
20. MISCELLANEOUS 
20.1. Estoppel Certificate. 
20.1.1.Landlord or Tenant shall at any time upon not less than ten (10) days prior 
written notice from the respective Landlord or Tenant execute, acknowledge 
and deliver to Landlord or Tenant as necessary a statement in writing (i) 
certifying that this Lease is unmodified and in full force and effect (or, if 
modified, stating the nature of such modification and certifying that this Lease, 
as so modified, is in full force and effect) and the date to which the rent and 
other charges are paid in advance, if any, and (ii) acknowledging that there 
are not, to Landlord or Tenant's respective knowledge, any uncured defaults 
on the part of Landlord hereunder, or specifying such defaults if they are 
claimed. Any such statement may be conclusively relied upon by any 
prospective purchaser or encumbrance of the Premises or the Building. 
20.1.2.Landlord or Tenant's failure to deliver such statement within such time shall 
be conclusive upon Tenant (i) that this Lease is in full force and effect, without 
modification except as may be represented by Landlord or Tenant, (ii) that 
there are no uncured defaults in Landlord's or Tenant's performance, and (iii) 
that not more than an amount equal to one month's rent has been paid in 
advance. 
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20.2. Not Used 
20.3. Captions; Attachments; Defined Terms. 
20.3.1.The captions of the paragraphs of this Lease are for convenience only and 
shall not be deemed to be relevant in resolving any question of interpretation 
or construction of any section of this Lease. 
20.3.2.Exhibits attached hereto, and addenda and schedules initialed by the 
parties, are deemed by attachment to constitute part of this Lease and are 
incorporated herein. 
20.3.3.The words "Landlord" and "Tenant," as used herein, shall include the plural 
as well as the singular. Words used in neuter gender include the masculine 
and feminine. Words used in the masculine or feminine gender include the 
neuter. If there be more than one Landlord or Tenant, the obligations 
hereunder imposed upon Landlord or Tenant shall be joint and several; as to 
a Tenant which consists of husband and wife, the obligations shall extend 
individually to their sole and separate property as well as community property. 
The term "Landlord" shall mean only the owner or owners at the time in 
question of the fee title or a Tenant's interest in a ground lease of the 
Premises or the Building. The obligations contained in this Lease to be 
performed by landlord shall be binding on Landlord's successors and assigns 
only during their respective periods of ownership. 
20.4. Entire Agreement. This instrument, along with any exhibits and attachments 
hereto, constitutes the entire agreement between Landlord and Tenant relative to 
the Premises. This agreement and the exhibits and attachments may be altered, 
amended or revoked only by an instrument in writing signed by both Landlord and 
Tenant. 
20.5. Severability. If any term or provision of this lease shall, to any extent be 
determined by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid or unenforceable, the 
remainder of this Lease shall not be affected thereby, and each term and provision 
of this Lease shall be valid and be enforceable to the fullest extent permitted by 
law; and it is the intention of the parties hereto that if any provision of this Lease is 
capable of two constructions, one of which would render the provision valid, then 
the provision shall have the meaning which renders it valid. 
20.6. Costs of Suit. 
20.6.1.Each party shall have the right to seek and obtain reasonable attorney's 
fees and costs in enforcing its right hereunder. In the event of any 
controversy, claim or action being made, filed or instituted between the parties 
to this Agreement to enforce the terms and conditions hereof or arising from 
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the breach of any provision hereof, the prevailing party will be entitled to 
receive from the other party all costs, damages, and expenses, including 
reasonable attorney's fees, incurred by the prevailing party, whether or not 
such controversy or claim is litigated or prosecuted to judgment. The 
prevailing party will be that party who was awarded judgment as a result of 
trial or arbitration, or who receives a payment of money or other concession, 
from the other party in settlement of claims asserted by this party; 
20.6.2.Should Landlord, without fault on Landlord's part, be made a party to any 
litigation instituted by Tenant or by a third party against Tenant, or by or 
against any person holding under or using the Premises, by license of Tenant, 
or for the foreclosure of any lien for labor or materials furnished to or for 
Tenant or any such other person or otherwise arising out of or resulting from 
any act or transaction of Tenant or of any such other person, Tenant 
covenants to save and hold Landlord harmless from any judgment rendered 
against Landlord or the Premises or any part thereof, and all costs and 
expenses, including reasonable attorney's fees incurred by Landlord in or in 
connection with such litigation. 
20.7. Time; Joint and Several Liability. Time is of the essence of this Lease and each 
and every provision hereof, except as to the conditions relating to the delivery of 
possession of the Premises to Tenant. All the terms, covenants and conditions 
contained in this Lease to be performed by either party, if such party shall consist 
of more than one person or organization, shall be deemed to be joint and several, 
and a/l rights and remedies of the parties shall be cumulative and nonexclusive of 
any other remedy at law or in equity. 
20.8. Binding Effect; Choice of Law. The parties hereto agree that all the provisions 
hereof are to be construed as both covenants and conditions as though the words 
importing such covenants and conditions were used in each separate paragraph 
hereof. Subject to any provisions hereof restricting assignment or subletting by 
Tenant, all of the provisions hereof shall bind and inure to the benefit of the parties 
hereto and their respective heirs, legal representatives, successors and assigns. 
This Lease shall be governed by the laws of the State of Idaho. 
;20.9. Waiver. No covenant, term or condition or the breach thereof shall be deemed 
waived, except by written consent of the party against whom the waiver is claimed, 
and any waiver or the breach of any covenant, term or condition shall not be 
deemed to be a waiver of any covenant, term or condition. Acceptance by 
Landlord of any performance by Tenant after the time the same shall have 
become due shall not constitute a waiver by Landlord of the breach or default of 
any covenant, term or condition unless otherwise expressly agreed to by Landlord 
in writing. 
20.10. Surrender of Premises. The voluntary or other surrender of this Lease by 
Tenant, or a mutual cancellation thereof, shall not work a merger and shall. at the 
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option of Landlord, terminate all or any existing subleases or subtenancies, or 
. may, at the option of Landlord, operate as an assignment to it of any or all such 
subleases or subtenancies. 
20.11. Holding Over. If Tenant remains in possession of all or any part of the 
Premises after the expiration of the term hereof, with or without the express or 
implied consent of Landlord, such tenancy shall be from month to month only, 
and not a renewal hereof or an extension for any further term, and in such case 
rent, including percentage rent and other monetary sums due hereunder, shall be 
payable in the amount and at the time specified in this Lease and such month 
tenancy shall be subject to every other term, covenant and agreement contained 
herein. 
20.12. Acts of God. Any prevention, delay or stoppage due to strikes, lockouts, labor 
disputes, acts of God, inability to obtain labor or materials or reasonable 
substitutes therefor, governmental restrictions, governmental regulations, 
governmental controls, enemy or hostile governmental action, civil commotion, fire 
or other casualty, and other causes beyond the reasonable control of the party 
obligated to perform, shall excuse the performance by such party for a period 
equal to any such prevention, delay or stoppage except the obligations imposed 
with regard to rent and other charges to be paid by Tenant pursuant to this Lease. 
20.13. Not Used. 
20.14. Notices. All notices or demands of any kind required or desired to be given by 
Landlord or Tenant hereunder shall be in writing and shall be deemed delivered 
forty-eight (48) hours after depositing the notice or demand in the United States 
mail, certified or registered, postage prepaid, addressed to the Landlord or Tenant 
respectively at the addresses set forth under the summary above or at such other 
address as requested pursuant to written notice given as provided hereunder. 
20.15. Authority. If Tenant is a corporation, each individual executing this Lease on 
behalf of said corporation represents and warrants that he is duly authorized to 
execute and deliver this Lease on behalf of said corporation in accordance with a 
duly adopted resolution of the Board of Directors of said corporation or in 
accordance with the Bylaws of said corporation, and that this Lease is binding 
upon said corporation in accordance with its terms. If Tenant is a corporation, 
Tenant shall simultaneously with the execution of this Lease, deliver to Landlord a 
certified copy of a resolution of the Board of Directors of said corporation 
authorizing or ratifying the execution of this Lease, and a certificate of good 
standing for the corporation. 
20.16. Not Used 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Landlord and Tenant have executed this Lease 
on this __ day of April, 2004. 
LANDLORD: 
Croft and Reed, Inc. 
>:~~~ .~R~ _~__ _ _ ~ 
by: ~~~ 
Venna Reed, ______ -'-
STATE OF IDAHO 
County of \&ItI!~(1( lie 
) 
: ss 
) 
TENANT: 
Steel Farms, Inc. 
bYL~ 
KeviflSteel, 
---------------
bY~~ Doug Ste 
On this £:l day of April, 2004, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public for 
the State of Idaho, personally appeared, &~44WI &<!!d ~;/ff ~~d ,known or 
identified to me to be the manager or a member of c}" _'Y-,- __ r/ --x<!d , the 
Corporation that executed the instrument or the person who executed the instrument on 
behalf of said Corporation and acknowledged to me that such Corporation executed the 
same 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
countYOf~~ 
) 
: ss 
) 
On this ». day of April, 2004, before me, th ndersigned, a Notary Public for 
the State of Idaho, personally appeared, c:..d , known or 
identified to me to be the manager or a member of . c!!- d , the 
Corporation that executed the instrument or the person who executed the instrument on 
behalf of said Corporation and acknowledged to me that such Corporation executed the 
same 
N tary Public ~heSta~f Idaho 
Residing at: ~. ~ / 
My Commission EXPires7~ /-i; ,;J&?? 
STATE OF IDAHO 
countyo~ 
) 
: ss 
) 
On this d~ day of April. 2004, befor rSigned, a Notary Public for 
the State of Idaho, personally appeared, . known or 
identified to me to be the manager or a me beli f , the 
Corporation that executed the instrument or the person who executed the instrument on 
behalf of said Corporation and acknowledged to me that such Corporation executed the 
same 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
countyofd~ 
) 
: ss 
) 
On this d2- day of April, 2004, before ed, a Notary Public for 
the State of Idaho, personally appeared, known or 
identified to me to be the manager or a memoer of , the 
Corporation that executed the instrument or the person who executed the instrument-on 
behalf of said Corporation and acknowledged to me that such Corporation executed the 
same 
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EXHIBIT nA" 
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREMISES 
TOWNSHIP 3 NORTH, RANGE 36 EAST OF THE BOISE MERIDIAN 
Section: 32; SW1/4SW1/4 
TOWNSHIP 2 NORTH, RANGE 36 EAST OF THE BOISE MERIDIAN 
Section: 5; S1/2NW1/4 
The South Half of the Northwest Quarter (S1/2NW1/4) of 
Section Five (5), and the Northeast Quarter (NE1/4) of 
Section Six (6), all in Township Two (2) North, 
Range Thirty-six (36). East of the Boise Meridian" 
TOWNSHIP 3 NORTH, RANGE 36 EAST OF THE BOISE MERIDIAN 
Section: 32 S1/2NW, N1/2N1/2N1/2SW1/4 
The Southwest Quarter and the North Half of the Northwest 
Quarter (SW1/4N1/2NW1/4) of Section 5, Township 2 North, Range 
36, East Boise Meridian; The East Half of the Southwest 
Quarter (E1/2SW1/4), and the Northwest Quarter ofthe Southwest 
Quarter (NW1/4SW1/4), and the South Half of the Northwest Quar-
ter (S1/2NW1/4), all in Section 32, Township 3 North, Range 36, 
East of the Boise Meridian" 
Initials: 
Landlord Tenant 
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Enter Values Loan $ummary I 
I loan Amount $ 400,000.00 I Scheduled Payment I $ 39,580.86 I 
-
I Annual Interest Rate 6.00 % Scheduled Number of Payments 16 
Loan Period in Years 
-. 
16 
Number of Payments Per Year 1 
Start Date of Loan 3/1/2004 1 
Aclual Number of Payments 16 
Total Early Payments $ 6,287.10 
Totallnlerest $ 229,239.58 
Optional Extra Payments $ 419.14 
Lender Name: I Richard Reed ~==~~~------------~ 
Pmt Payment Beginning Scheduled Extra Total Ending 
No. Date Balance Payment Payment Payment Principal Interest Balance 
t:%':I~~YJ~~~~CB..."S!m(1lUW~ "~z:m!rl!l:;:;!!'·'U!"f!""Mrtm'l!!·~~;r.fi~~I,;'1 
1 3/1/2005 $ 400,000.00 $ 39,580.86 $ 419.14 $ 40,000.00 $ 16,000.00 $ 24,000.00 $ 384,000.00 
2 3(1/2006 384,000.00 39,580.86 419.14 40,000.00 16,960.00 23,040.00 367,040.01 
3 3/1/2007 367.040.0~ 39,580.86 419.14 40,000.00 17,977.60 22,022.40 349,062.41 
4 3/1/2008 349,062.41 39,580.86 419.14 40,000.00 19,056.25 20,943.74 330,006.16 
5 3/1/2009 330,006.16 39,580.86 419.14 40,000.00 20,199.63 19,800.37 309,808.53 
6 3/1/2010 309,806.53 39,580.86 419.14 40,000.00 21,411.61 18,588.39 288,394.92 
7 3/1/2011 288,394.92 39,580.86 419.14 40,000.00 22,696.30 17,303.70 265,698.62 
8 3/1/2012 265.698.62 39,580.86 419.14 40,000.00 24,058.08 15,941.92 241,640.54 
9 3/1/2013 241,640.54 39,580.86 419.14 40,000.00 25,501.57 14,498.43 216.138.97 
10 3/1/2014 216.138.97 39,580.86 419.14 40.000.00 27.031.66 12,968.34 189,107.31 
11 3/1/2015 189.107.31 39,580.88 419.14 40,000.00 28,653.58 11,346.44 160,453.76 
12 311/2016 160,453.76 39,580.86 419.14 40.000.00 30,372.77 9.627.23 130,080.98 
13 3/1/2017 130,080.98 39,580.86 419.14 40,000.00 32,195.14 7,804.86 97,885.85 
14 3/1/2018 97,885.85 39,580.86 419.14 40,000.00 34,126.85 5,873.15 63,759.00 
15 3/1/2019 63,759.00 39,580.86 419.14 40,000.00 36,174.46 3,825.54 27,584.54 
16 311/2020 27,584.54 39,580.86 27,584.54 25,929.47 1,655.07 0.00 
D~~ 
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Exhibit 2 
CONSENT TO ASSIGNMENT OF LEASE 
TIDS CONSENT TO ASSIGNMENT OF LEASE ("Agreement") is entered into by and between 
CROFT AND REED, INC., an Idaho Corporation and RICHARD AND VENNA REED, husband and 
wife (collectively hereinafter referred to as "Lessor"), and STEEL FARMS, INC. (hereinafter referred to 
as either "Lessee" or "Assignor" as appropriate), and WALKER LAND AND CATTLE, LLC, -an Idaho 
Limited Liability Company ("Assignee"). 
RECITALS 
WHEREAS, Lessor and Lessee entered into that certain Lease Agreement dated the 24111 day of 
April, 2004 (the "Lease") attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and incorporated herein by reference, wherein 
Lessee is currently leasing the premises located at 4488 North llSth West, Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402 (the 
"Premises") from Lessor which Lease commenced on the 241h day of April, 2004 and ends on the I st day 
of March, 2009; 
WHEREAS, Lessee desires to assign all of its right, title, interest, obligations, and duties to 
Assignee, and Assignee desires to accept said assignment from Lessee and assume all right, title, interest, 
obligations, and duties in and to the Lease from Lessee, including any and all liabilities and warranties 
therein (hereinafter referred to as the "Assignment"); 
WHEREAS, Lessor desires to grant its written approval to said Assignment and assumption of 
the Lease by Assignee; and 
WHEREAS, Lessor herein agrees to substitute Assignee in as the Lessee under the Lease in 
place of Assignor, and further agrees to look solely to Assignee to perform each and every duty, 
obligation, representation, and warranty under that Lease as if Assignor were never a party to said Lease. 
NOW THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration the receipt of which is hereby 
acknowledged by the parties, the parties herein agree as follows: 
AGREEMENT 
I. The Recitals above are incorporated herein by reference as if specifically set forth in this 
paragraph I. Moreover, Richard Reed passed away subsequent to the signing of the Lease, and as a 
result, Venna Reed became the sole survivor of her husband's estate. Venna Reed herein represents and 
warrants that she is the sole slrrvivor of Richard Reed and was the sole beneficiary of his estate. 
Furthermore, Venna Reed has not assigned away any of her late husband's rights and responsibilities in 
the Lease. 
2. Lessor, under that certain Lease with Lessee, relating to the premises located at 4488 
North IlS th West, Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402, hereby consents to the assignment of the Lease to Assignee. 
3. The Lease is in full force and effect as of the date hereof and will continue in full force 
and effect on identical terms following the consummation of the transaction contemplated herein. 
4. Neither Lessee nor Lessor are in default under the terms of the Lease, for any reason 
whatsoever. 
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5. Lessor acknowledges and agrees that Lessee has complied with all of its duties, 
requirements, obligations and warranties under the Lease as of the date of this Agreement. 
6. Lessor and Lessee have not assigned or otherwise sold, transferred or encumbered their 
interest under the Lease. 
7. No event has occurred which, with notice oflapse oftime, would constitute a breach or 
default or permit termination, modification or acceleration of the Lease. 
8. To the best of Lessor's knowledge, there is no pending Or threatened litigation or 
governmental action concerning the Lease or the validity ofthe Lease, the terms or enforceability of the 
Lease, or the perfOimance or the lack of perfornlance by any party to the Lease. 
9. Lessor hereby declares that all lease payments under the Lease have been paid by Lessee 
through the date of execution of this Agreement. 
10. Assignee accepts the assignment from Assignor and hereby agrees to perform Lessee's 
obligations, duties, responsibilities, and liabilities with respect to the Lease, as amended, arising from 
and after the date hereof and agrees to pay, perform and discharge, when due, all of the duties and 
obligations on the part of Assignor which are to be paid, perfonned and discharged in connection with 
the Lease and security deposits from and after the date hereof. 
II. Assignee agrees to be responsible for and indemnify Assignor from and against any loss, 
cost or expense, including reasonable attorneys' fees and court costs arising as a result of any breach by 
Assignee of Lessee's obligations under the lease. 
12. This Agreement shall be governed in all respects, whether as to its validity, construction, 
capacity, performance or otherwise by the laws of the state ofIdaho and, subject to any applicable 
agreement regarding arbitration, no action involving this Agreement may be brought except in the 
Seventh Judicial District Court, Idaho Falls, Bonneville County, State ofIdaho or in the United States 
District Court for the District ofIdaho. 
13. This Agreement constitutes the sole and entire agreement between the parties and 
supersedes any and all understandings and agreements made prior hereto, if any. There are no collateral 
understandings, representations or agreements other than those contained herein, except for the contracts 
that the parties sign subsequent to this document that transfers all rights and responsibilities of Tenant's 
obligation under the Lease to Assignee. 
14. The provisions of this Agreement are severable and if any part of it is found to be 
unenforceable, the other provisions shall remain fully valid and enforceable. 
15. In the event either party must retain the services of an attorney to enforce the telms of 
this Agreement, the prevailing party shall be entitled to all court and accounting costs, together with 
reasonable attorneys' fees, whether incurred at trial, on appeal, or without resort to suit~ 
16. No provision of this Agreement shall be amended, waived or modified except by an 
instrument in writing signed by the parties hereto. 
17. The parties acknowledge that they have read and understand the contents of this 
Agreement. There are no other representations or promises made or relied upon to influence the parties 
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to enter into this Agreement, and that the parties execute this Agreement knowingly and voluntarily and 
of their own free will and choice. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Lessor has signed this Consent to Assignment of Lease this __ 
day of January, 2006. 
"LESSOR" 
Croft and Reed, Inc., an Idaho Corporation 
'-l:~ - eel P ~t, ~\ By: ,i.Q./v \.. yt.\Jv' '. 11t<,,:z 
Venna Reed, as Per;onal Repr~sentative of the 
Estate of Richard Reed 
Venna Reed, individually 
"LESSEE"I"ASSIGNOR" 
Steel Fanus, Inc., an Idaho Corporation 
"ASSIGNEE" 
Walker Land & Cattle, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability 
Company 
By ____________________________ _ 
Its 
----------------------------------
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss 
County of Bonneville ) 
On this ltday of January, 2006, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said 
State, personally appeared Ue:. n 0 <L C !t g.J, , known to me to be the Pre-$. 'J... -.J. of 
Croft and Reed, Inc., the Idaho Corporation that executed the foregoing i'nstrument and acknowledged to 
me that he executed the same on behalf of said corporation. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss 
County ofBOImeville ) 
blie 
t Idaho Falls, Idaho 
My Commission Expires: 0 '9,..0 1 .. 0 lr 
On this Hday of January, 2006, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said 
State, personally appeared Venna Reed, personal representative of Richard Reed, known or identified to 
me as the personal representative of Richard Reed and the person that executed the foregoing instrument 
and acknowledged to me thai she executed the same for and on behalf of the Estate of Richard Reed. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and 
year in this certificate first above written. 
d'" 
l 
;) , 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss 
County of Bonne vi He ) 
ota Public 
~.Sl·.CUll· g at Idaho Falls, Idaho 
My Commission Expires: Q Cj .. d 1.-02-
On this lL day of January, 2006, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said 
State, personally appeared Venn a Reed, known or identified to me as the person that executed the 
foregoing instrument and acknowledged to me that she executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and 
year in this certificate first above written. 
NotalYtJ Ublic '.-R~idihg at Idaho Falls, Idaho 
My Commission Expires: 0 (:1,.0 '1:. O$'~ 
,) 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss 
County of Bonneville ) 
On this II day of October, 200 I, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said 
State, personally appeared !(Ld~,,- S.tLe..-l , known to me to be the Se..e../Ir...s of 
Steel Farms, Inc., the corporation that executed the foregoing instrument and acknowledged to me that 
such corporation executed the same. 
IN WI1NESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and 
year in this certificate first above written. 
ota Public 
Re .. g at Idaho Falls, Idaho 
My Commission Expires: 0 q~09..or 
STA TE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss 
County of Bonneville ) 
On this _day of October, 2001, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said 
State, personally appeared , known to me to be the of Walker 
Land & Cattle, LLC, the Idaho Limited Liability Company that executed the foregoing instrument and 
acknowledged to me that such company executed the same. 
IN WI1NESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and 
year in this certificate first above written. 
Notary Public 
Residing at Idaho Falls, Idaho 
My Commission Expires: ______ _ 
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SUBLEASE AGREEMENT 
.:t:::: 
THIS SUBLEASE AGREEMENT ("Sublease"), made and effective this 11: day 
of April, 2006, by and between STEEL FARMS, INC., an Idaho corporation 
("SUBLESSOR"), and WALKER LAND & CA TILE, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company ("SUBLESSEE"); and CROFT AND REED, INC., an Idaho corporation 
( "Landlord"). 
WITNESSETH: 
The parties hereto, for the consideration hereinafter mentioned, covenant and 
agree as follows: 
1. SUBLESSOR'S LEASE WITH CROFT AND REED, INC. 
It is understood and agreed that SUBLESSOR and Landlord entered into 
that certain Lease Agreement ("Lease") dated the _ day of April, 2004, wherein 
SUBLESSOR agreed to lease from Landlord the Premises, as defined hereinafter in 
paragraph 2. Copies of the Lease have been provided to SUBLESSEE for review and 
SUBLESSEE is familiar with the terms and provisions of the Lease. It is understood 
and agreed that SUBLESSEE is subleasing the premises hereinafter described from 
SUBLESSOR as a Sublessee subject to the terms and provisions of the Lease. 
SUBLESSEE agrees that in connection with this Sublease and the use and occupancy 
of the Premises hereinafter described, that SUBLESSEE shall not take any action 
which shall constitute a default or violation of the terms and provisions of the Lease. 
2. PREMISES. 
SUBLESSOR hereby subleases to SUBLESSEE the real property set 
forth and described in Exhibit A, attached hereto and incorporated herein by this 
reference ("Premises"). 
It is specifically understood and agreed that SUBLESSEE shall not 
acquire any greater rights in the Premises than that which is held by SUBLESSOR 
pursuant to the terms and provisions of the Lease. 
3. TERM/RENTAL AND ADDITIONAL EXPENSES. 
The term of this Sublease Agreement shall commence on the 15lh day of 
February, 2006 and shall continue until the 14th day of February, 2007 ("Initial Term"). 
SUBLESSEE shall pay to SUBLESSOR the sum of Forty Thousand Dollars and no 
cents ($40,000.00) by April 7, 2006 for the Initial Te:rm of this Sublease Agreement. 
The term of the Sublease expires on the 14th day of February, 2007, provided however, 
SUBLESSEE, at its sale option and expense, may exercise an additional one (1) year 
option ("First Option") to sublease the Premises according to the same terms and 
conditions of this Sublease. In order to exercise the First Option, SUBLESSEE must 
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make an additional payment of Forty Thousand Dollars and no cents ($40,000.00) on or 
before the 14th day of February, 2007 to SUBLESSOR, which payment shall be 
considered rent for the one year period commencing on the 15th day of February, 2007 
and terminating on the 14th day of February, 2008. Failure to make the additional 
payment of $40,000.00 on or before the 14th day of February, 2007 will automatically 
terminate this Sublease in its entirety and neither the SUBLESSOR nor the 
SUBLESSEE shall have any further rights or responsibilities to one another pursuant to 
the terms of this Sublease. In the event that the SUBLESSEE exercises the First 
Option above, SUBLESSEE shall have one final option to sublease the Premises for an 
additional one (1) year period ("Second Option"), according to the same terms and 
conditions of this Sublease. In order to exercise the Second Option, SUBLESSEE must 
make an additional payment of Forty Thousand Dollars and no cents ($40,000.00) on or 
before the 14th day of February, 2008 to SUBLESSOR. which payment shall be 
considered rent for the one year period commencing on the 15th day of February, 2008 
and terminating on the 14th day of February, 2009. Failure to make the additional 
payment of $40,000.00 on or before the 14th day of February, 2008 will automatically 
terminate this Sublease in its entirety and neither the SUBLESSOR nor the 
SUBLESSEE shall have any further rights or responsibilities to one another pursuant to 
the terms of this Sublease. SUBLESSEE shall have no other options to sublease the 
Premises from SUBLESSOR. 
Pursuant to the Lease, property taxes and insurance shall continue to be paid by 
the Landlord. Notwithstanding anything in the Lease to the contrary however, in 
addition to the rent, SUBLESSEE herein agrees to be solely responsible to pay for any 
and all maintenance fees and costs, and all other miscellaneous costs expenses 
attributable to the Premises such as maintenance, repair and all expenses of the 
pumps, motors, pipes, pivots, and mainlines ("Additional Expenses"). SUBLESSEE 
herein agrees to keep all pumps, motors, pipes, pivots, and mainlines in good working 
repair and condition at all times during this Sublease. 
Any Additional Expenses shall be paid as they become due during the 
term of this Sublease. Rent shall be made payable to Steel Farms, Inc., and mailed or 
delivered to the same at 2462 West 49 Ih North, Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402. In the event 
SUBLESSOR is in default under the terms and provisions of the Lease, Landlord shall 
notify SUBLESSEE of said default. Thereafter, upon request from Landlord, 
SUBLESSEE is authorized and instructed to make the rental payments and payments 
of Additional Expenses directly to the Landlord. Such rental payments and Additional 
Expenses payments shall be made directly to the Landlord so long as SUBLESSOR is 
in default in any of the terms and provisions of the Lease. Any payments made to 
SUBLESSOR while SUBLESSOR is in default under the Lease shall be held in trust by 
SUBLESSOR for the benefit of the Landlord. Said payments by SUBLESSEE shall be 
credited to SUBLESSEE and as a result, SUBLESSEE shall have the right to enforce 
this Sublease Agreement against both Landlord and SUBLESSOR. In the event that 
any of the Rent or Additional Expenses become due and payable and are not directly 
paid by SUBLESSEE to Landlord in accordance with this Sublease Agreement, 
SUBLESSOR may pay said amount(s) and SUBLESSEE shall pay, within ten (10) days 
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from the date of written notice of payment to SUBLESSEE from SUBLESSOR, to 
SUBLESSOR all amounts previously paid by SUBLESSOR including one percent (1 %) 
of the total amount that was paid by SUBLESSOR to Landlord to pay for miscellaneous 
expenses of enforcing this Sublease. 
4. ALTERATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS. 
SUBLESSEE shall be responsible for any and all costs and expenses 
arising from any and all future improvements and maintenance on the Premises, 
provided however, SUBLESSEE shall not alter or improve the whole nor any part of the 
Premises with changes of a permanent nature, without first obtaining the written 
consent of SUBLESSOR and the Landlord. Any improvements or additions of a 
permanent nature made to said Premises pursuant to written consent of SUBLESSOR 
and the Landlord shall be the property of the Landlord unless stated otherwise in said 
written consent. All personal property placed in the Premises by SUBLESSEE and 
used in its business, as well as replacements and additional similar items which may be 
used on the Premises in the future, whether physically attached to the Premises or not, 
is and shall remain the property of SUBLESSEE. Upon the expiration or termination of 
this Sublease Agreement, SUBLESSEE may, within a reasonable time, remove all its 
property, and shall repair at its own proper cost and expense any damage caused by 
such removal. If consent is granted for improvements to SUBLESSEE, SUBLESSEE 
shall obtain all necessary governmental approvals and shall comply with all applicable 
building and safety codes. 
5. . MAINTENANCE. 
As previously stated, SUBLESSEE shall be responsible for any and all 
costs arising from and attributable to the maintenance and upkeep of the Premises and 
improvements thereon, including but not limited to the pumps, motors, pipes, pivots, 
and mainlines. 
6. UTILITIES. 
SUBLESSEE will pay all charges for water, sewage, heat, electriCity and 
trash service. SUBLESSEE shall pay for its own telephone service. 
7. TAXES. 
Landlord shall pay all taxes and assessments against the Premises. 
SUBLESSEE shall pay all taxes and assessments against its personal property, 
including fixtures and signs. 
8. SUBLESSEE'S INSURANCE. 
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Sublease or the Lease, 
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SUBLESSEE shall at all times during the term of the Sublease, and at its own cost and 
expense, procure and continue in force Bodily Injury Liability and Property Damage 
liability Insurance adequate to protect SUBLESSEE, SUBLESSOR and Landlord, and 
shall name SUBLESSOR and Landlord as additional insureds in the liability contract 
against liability for injury or death of any person in connection with the use, operation or 
condition of the Premises. Such insurance at all times shall be in an amount of not less 
than $1,000,000.00 combined single limit for bodily injury and property damage and 
provide for a ten (10) day written notice to SUBLESSOR and the Landlord of 
termination or material alteration in coverage. 
9. SUBROGATION AND INDEMNIFICATION. 
It is agreed between SUBLESSOR and SUBLESSEE that SUBLESSEE 
hereby releases SUBLESSOR and Landlord from any and all liability of every kind and 
nature which may result from the perils of fire, lightning or extended coverage perils 
which either originates, incurs, or causes property damage on the Premises, such 
release to include situations where the negligence of SUBLESSEE or its agents, 
employees, members, servants or representatives causes or contributes to the 
occurrence of the resultant damage. SUBLESSEE agrees to furnish appropriate 
subrogation waiver endorsements of its respective insurance companies. Moreover, 
SUBLESSEE herein agrees to indemnify and hold harmless SUBLESSOR and 
Landlord and their agents, officers, board of directors. shareholders, members, 
representatives, attorneys, successors and assigns harmless from any and all claims, 
causes or action, demands, and all liability of any kind that may arise to either the 
Premises or someone on or around the Premises that results from SUBLESSEE'S use 
of or negligence with respect to the Premises. 
10. CONDITIONS OF THE SUBLEASE. 
It is hereby agreed that if default by SUBLESSEE in any Sublease 
payment or in the observance of the covenants herein contained shall continue for a 
period of ten (10) days after SUBLESSEE receives written notice thereof by certified 
mail return receipt requested from SUBLESSOR, then it shall be lawful for 
SUBLESSOR to take all legally available actions for redress. 
SUBLESSEE does hereby covenant, promise and agree to pay 
SUBLESSOR the Rent in the manner herein specified, and, except as otherwise 
provided herein or in the Lease, at the expiration of the Sublease term, or in the event 
of earlier termination of this Sublease Agreement, SUBLESSEE agrees to quit and 
surrender the Premises in as good state and condition as the same are now in, 
reasonable use and wear thereof and damage by fire and the elements excepted. 
Failure on the part of SUBLESSOR to take action against SUBLESSEE 
by reason of any particular breach of the provisions of this Sublease Agreement shall 
not be deemed a waiver of any subsequent breach on the part of SUBLESSEE of any 
provision of this Sublease. 
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11. NOTICE. 
Where notice is required to be sent in accordance with this Sublease 
Agreement, such notice to be effective must be given in writing and sent by prepaid 
post to: 
SUBLESSOR: 
Steel Farms, Inc. 
2462 West 49th North 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402 
Facsimile (208) ____ _ 
SUBLESSEE: 
Walker Land & Cattle, LLC 
PO Box 129 
Menan, Idaho 83434 
Facsimile (208) 754-4961 
Landlord: 
Croft and Reed, Inc. 
c/o Virginia Matthews 
2583 Genevieve Way 
Idaho F'alls, Idaho 83402 
12. WASTE AND LIENS. 
SUBLESSEE shall not commit waste on the Premises or suffer any liens 
of any kind or character to accrue against the same or any part thereof. 
13. USE. 
SUBLESEE shall use the Premises solely in the manner authorized by the 
terms and conditions of the Lease. 
14. INSPECTION. 
SUBLESSEE agrees that SUBLESSOR or Landlord, or any 
representative of said SUBLESSOR or Landlord, may enter at all reasonable times 
upon the Premises to view the same and to do anything necessary to protect and 
preserve the property of SUBLESSOR or Landlord and their interest therein. 
15. QUIET ENJOYMENT. 
SUBLESSOR agrees that SUBLESSEE shall have the peaceful and quiet 
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enjoyment of the Premises, provided SUBLESSEE is not determined to be in default. 
16. DEFAULT. 
The occurrence of anyone of the following events shall constitute a 
default of this Sublease Agreement: 
Failure of SUBLESSEE to make any payment of rent or other required 
payment, when due, and such failure continues for a period of ten (10) days after 
written notice shall have been received by registered mail to SUBLESSEE; 
Any action taken by SUBLESSEE which shall constitute a default or a 
violation of the terms and provisions of the Lease; 
Vacating or abandonment of all or a substantial portion of the Premises; 
Failure of SUBLESSEE or SUBLESSOR to comply with any provisions of 
this Sublease Agreement, which such failure shall continue for ten (10) days after 
written notice shall have been received by registered mail to SUBLESSEE or 
SUBLESSOR; 
The making of an assignment or general arrangement for the benefit of 
creditors by SUBLESSEE or guarantors of SUBLESSEE'S obligations; 
The filing by SUBLESSEE or a guarantor of SUBLESSEE'S of a petition 
under any section or chapter of the present Federal Bankruptcy Act or amendment 
thereto or under any similar law or statute of the United States of any state or province 
thereof; 
The appointment of a receiver or trustee for all or substantially all of the 
assets of SUBLESSEE or any guarantor of SUBLESSEE'S obligations and such 
receivership shall not have been terminated or stayed within the time permitted by law; 
or 
The attachment, execution or other judiCial seizure of substantially all of 
SUBLESEE'S assets located in the Premises or of SUBLESSEE'S interest in this 
Sublease Agreement which seizure is not discharged within ten (10) days. 
17. ASSIGNMENT. 
SUBLESSEE shall not assign this Sublease Agreement or further sublet 
the Premises without the prior written consent of SUBLESSOR and Landlord, which 
consent will not be unreasonably withheld. SUBLESSEE shall be responsible for 
payment of all costs of Landlord associated with the review and approval of any 
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proposed assignment of Sublease. 
18. SUCCESSORS. 
This Sublease Agreement shall extend, inure to and be binding upon the 
respective heirs, administrators, successors and assigns of the parties hereto. 
19. COUNTERPARTS. 
This Sublease Agreement shall be executed in several counterparts each 
of which shall be deemed to be an original. 
20. AUTHORIZATION. 
SUBLESSOR and SUBLESSEE acknowledge and represent that the 
signatories below are authorized to execute this Sublease Agreement on their behalf 
and that SUBLESSOR and SUBLESSEE have each approved and accepted this 
Sublease Agreement. 
21. INTEGRATION, COMPLETE AGREEMENT. 
SUBLESSOR and SUBLESSEE acknowledge that the terms of this 
Sublease Agreement may vary from the terms contained in the Lease or any other 
preliminary agreements or negotiations made prior to the execution of this Sublease. 
SUBLESSOR and SUBLESSEE agree that the terms, covenants and conditions of this 
Sublease shall supercede all such prior negotiations and agreements, that there are no 
other verbal promises, implied promises, agreements, stipulations, representations or 
warranties of ~my kind or nature, excepting those set forth in this Sublease Agreement 
and that this Sublease shall be and is the final expression of the agreement of the 
parties and shall control. No modification of this Sublease shall be valid unless in writing 
and executed by the parties to this agreement. 
22. SEVERANCE AND VALIDITY. 
In the event any provision of this Sublease or any part thereof shall be 
determined by any court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, void, or otherwise 
unenforceable, the remaining provisions hereunder or parts thereof, shall remain in full 
force and effect, and shall in no way be effected, impaired or invalidated thereby, it 
being agreed that such remaining provisions shall be construed in a manner most 
closely approximating the intention of the parties with respect to the invalid, void or 
unenforceable provision or part thereof. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have hereunder caused their 
names to be subscribed by their proper officers the day and year first above written. 
"SUBLESSOR" 
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Steel Farms, an Idaho corporation 
By:~ __ =-~ __ ~~ __________ __ 
Its: ~~~~~-----------------
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State of Idaho } 
}ss. 
County of Bom1eville } 
On thiS~ of April, in the year 2006, beforr me, a Notary Public in and for said state, 
personally appeared /'(A-s~ I~ Sk~-1 ~.:::J.U )+e~ 
________________________________ ~ _____________________________ known 
or identified to me to be ~~~'person whose name is subscribed to the within instrument and 
acknowledged to me that'executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and affixe 
year first above written. 
ry Public for the 
Residing at: 
Commission Expires: 
Residing in idaho Falls, Idaho 
Commission Expires O:J·19-2010 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) 58. 
County of Bonneville ) 
On this Ji: day of April, 2006, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for 
the said stale, personally appearedj)o~ L. S+e-t-I ,known or identified to me to be 
the fJresl ct~ of Steel Farms, Inc .• the company that executed the 
instrument or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, 
and acknowledged to me that such company executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official 
seal, the day and year in \UIR,,~wrtificate first above itten. J 
:\\\\\\'c GA !fIlII'" ~ ... \.\{. QP ~ .. §i~v ...... ··"·· ..•. ~r~ -~~~ .. ' ". ~~;; ;;r ~-.' • ~ ... ~ 
§ /~OTA \y.\ -~ i __ IY Y ~ ~ No ry Public for State of Ida 
.... II ~e~ .. --~ *\ p j i Residing ~t I?aho F~lIs, Idaho 
\ \" UBL\C .. /* l My commiSSion expIres on: O:!:c(1_:l..2lD 
~~S\'-'" ", * ~q~"""""~O~f ~' .... ,,; ~ OF \Q~\\\'\'{' "J"m","'\\~ 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Bonneville ) 
On this IF day of April, 2006, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for 
the said state erSQ ally appeared t<'WltJ S+e:t.A , known or identified to me to 
be the ~1:::!1d5 of Steel Farms, Inc., the company that executed 
the instrument or t e person who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, 
and acknowledged to me that such company executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official 
seal, the day and year in this certificate first above tten. 
SUBLEASE - 9 
Notary Public for State of Idah 
Residing at Idaho Falls, Idaho 
My commission expires on: () 3-(? ~ ~r::Jf/b 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
County of Bonneville 
) 
) ss. 
) 
"SUBLESSEE" 
Walker Land & Cattle, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company 
By __________________________ ___ 
Its 
------------~-------
/ 
On this __ day of April, 2006, before me, the undersigned, Notary Public in and for 
the said state, personally appeared__ , nown or identified to me 
to be the of Walker Land & C ttle, LLC. the company that 
executed the instrument or the person who executed the' strument on behalf of said 
corporation, and acknowledged to me that such campa y executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto se my hand and affixed my official 
seal, the day and year in this certificate first above ritten. 
SUBLEASE - 10 
Nota Public for State of Idaho 
Resi ing at Idaho Falls. Idaho 
My ommission expires on: ___ _ 
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State of Idaho 
aid state, 
~ ~~ 
or identified to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the within instrument and 
aclmowledged to me that executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my hand and affixed m 
year first above written. 
165 
Notary Public for the State ofIdaho 
Residing at: :r:D t<i f.k.:> f::..M.,U 
Commission Expires: e J -.. ( r -.20 ( 0 
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State of Idaho 
County of Bonneville 
} 
}ss. 
} 
On this (l1i'-day of Aprjk2006 Lbefore me, MilH F. Gabettas, a Notary Public in and for said state, 
personally appeared .j)QI'-O I-Yi V\\,. LJ A.\ toer known or identified to me to be the Managing 
Member in the Limited Liability Company known as Walker Land and Cattle, LLC and who executed the 
foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to me that S L executed the same in said LLC name. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have h~~_@Uf!m~ hand a~d affixed my offie' ea~ the da1and r in 7 ___ 
this certificate first above written§;,y~'\~' ~~.E'j~~ .'. -~ a" ' •• '';'''';o!; ~~~ ..... ' .... -Jdl~~ ;:~., "~ "-! /~aTARy\ ~ 
State of Idaho 
County of Bonneville 
§ ! dB/IiIJ>e.... ! § Notary P lie for the State of Idaho 
~ ~ : S Residing at: Idaho Falls ~ *\ PUBL\C /*1 Commission Expires: 03-19-2010 
~ '.. .* ~ ~ .~. .~. ~ ~ ~n"···· ....... ···"" § 
""""ffl"E Of \\) ~ ... ",~ :tlfli,,,,,,,O""" 
} 
}ss. 
} 
~ 
On this It" day of April,2006 ,before me, Milli F, Gabettas, a Notary Public in and for said state, 
personally appeared ~ 0 l~ -N. WaJ \('0/: known or identified to me to be the Managing 
Member in the LimitedLiability Company known as Wa~nd and Cattle, LLC and who executed the 
foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to me that -- executed the same in said LLC name. 
\\\\\\llIl1lt'f} :t ~\\ ,IIF; 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have 1.k~~~~Jiji£~~and affixed my offi 1 seal the day and ar i 
this certificate first above written.§~~ •• •·• ..... :10,...,~ 
State of Idaho 
County of BOIUleville 
~~/ alAR',···· ~ '"' :;: r ... \! , ~ ~ ~ :~ ~ ~ t 
~ ~ dIJl"*'~ } ! Notary ublic for the State of Idaho % -li-, PUB\)C /* j Residing at: Idaho Falls 
%. ....... - ... ~.. /I Commission Expires: 03-19·2010 
~ &'').. ....... 0r.4... §f 
~I: I')j h-- t"\f: \'0 ~~ 
",t" I c:. u{ ~~ .. 
"lflmIHIIII'\\\ 
} 
}ss. 
} 
On this t~ay of April,2~6 , 
personally appeared 0. W known or identified to me to be the Managing 
Memb~r i~ the Limited Liability Co pany known as W~d and Cattle, LLC and who executed the 
foregomg Instrument, and acknowledged to me that executed the same in said LLC name. 
I~ WlT~ESS WHEREOF, I,have hereunto set my hand and fixed m offi ial seal the:!ay year i 2 
this certIficate first above wrltten. \111 ' . \\,,~\n A'IIIJIIII ~ ,~.:~." ~. G B~ )''1'11'1;. • ._ #" V ............. ~~,. , ~~ ." " •. )I\SI~ ~;:-:---;::--;7.--:;:~:;---;::----7---::--:--:----...,L-l~/ O'Y'AR ...... \ Not~I?' Public for the State of Idaho .~ : ~ I Y ~ ~ Resldmg at: Idaho Falls 
~ i _111~ i §Commission Expires: 03~19-2010 
~ \ PUBL\C iff.! ~ *.". .. ~ ~ I' .- t;: ~ _rl···.. . .... 0 ,,~, ~Q~ •••••••••• ~~~~ ""'~/J: It:: OF \\),\~"' ... '... 
:11///1/1,11\1"\\ 
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State of Idaho 
County of BOlmeviJle 
} 
}ss. 
} 
~ 
On this l r day of April,f006 ,before me,~.ttas, a Notary Public in and for said state, 
personally appeared ~ \ en .,..... M. ' ~ known or identified to me to be the Managing 
Member in the Limited Liability Company known as Wa ker Land and C tile L and who executed the 
foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to me that executed the same in said LLC name. 
IN.WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereun~~.~ct'~~ffixed my officia e. the day and ye in 
this certificate first above written. ,#0 .. ····· ....... \9;t~ . 
\\\\\\\lIIII'tIIll. ~
~~.. .. ~ i~/ O:lA,Ry \ ~ . 
.. l~ ~ _ • i \ ...". . ..-. V ~tjy Public for the State of Idaho 
~ \, pua\..~ /Refling at: Idaho Falls 
'\ ¥..... . .. <~~ssion Expires: 03·19·2010 
~ '. "h..'~§ . ~ .~, ........ , ~{:* 
'/'1;; 1)!\7E (j( ~ \"", 
"'1'1".",,\\\\\'\ 
State of Idaho } 
}ss. 
County of Bonneville } 
Jp.. 
On this (k' day of Ap( , before me, Mil: F. Gabettas, a Notary Public in and for said state, 
personally appeared W~ UG.v--- known or identified to me to be the Managing 
Member in the Limited Liabi ity Company known as Walker Land and Ca Ie LLC and who executed the 
foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to me th~\1 executed the same in said LtC name. 
. .~\\"'\'~\GABE-;IIIi,,.. . 
this certlficate first above wrItten. ~~/ AR .... :~ , f /..,~o1 Y \ %, 
~ WI~ESS WHEREOF, I.have hereu$l9'~~tnY'tumG'Ii€4~~~.xed my offi 1 seal the1aY d year 
...... ., t ... 
= : ~~~ -+;--~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~ 
; \. PUB\...\(J NIrt~ ubUe for the State of Idaho 
State of Idaho 
~ ..;c.... ./~elling at: Idaho Falls 
~* ~';':"'''''''''''''~ssion Expires: 03-19-2010 "'~""1. 1)fJ'E (j( \Q~,~,,~ 
} 
}ss. 
} 
'11"//1111",.\',1,,0,\ 
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State of Idaho } 
}ss. 
County of BOlUleville } 
b<-
On this i1 day of April,2006 , before me, Milli F. Gabettas, a Notary Public in and for said state, 
personally appeared A / I uStu> K. W~lK"'" known or identified to me to be the Managing 
Member in the Limited Liability ~ompany known as WalkeL Land and Cattle, LLC and who executed the 
foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to me that Slu..-= executed the same in said LLC name. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have Iier~~~"'Yt.w..d and affixed y ficial seal thJda nd ye 
this certificate first above written. $'f:.. ,) .: .......... ~y.l!*, . ;:;~v... ' .. _~..: 
State of'Idaho 
~~".... • ... llP~ .. i /~OTARy\ \ ' 
5 f <I1ftJoco.... ~ ~otary Public for the State of Idaho 
~ \ Pu C i gResiding at: Idaho Falls % *\. BU l* I Commission Expires: 03-19-2010 
~ .0'·, f.t£" ~ ~v~;:;: ......... · ~ 
... ~/,1. ~ C; OF \0 ~\*'~ ~/1111"'lnn\\\\ 
} 
}ss. 
County of Bonneville } 
On this Ir~day of April,2006 , bef9re me, Milli F. Gabettas, a Notary Public in and for said state, 
personally appeared {..()Il(N V. Wa.l g;;; known or identified to me to be the Managing 
Member in the Limited Liability Company known as Walker Land and Cattle, LLC and who executed the 
foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to me that _. k.L execute the same in said LLC name. 
\\\,,,mUlIlI1t1 ~ WIT~ESS WHEREOF, I have ~.~ and affixed my f cil\! seal the day 
this certificate first above written~'-~~>' •.••• ~~ 
State of Idaho 
County of Bonneville 
~~/ ". (j)~ ! / ~OTARy\ % ' 
~ i .."e.... i §Notary Public for the State of 
~ *\ PUBUC :~ € Residing at: Idaho Falls 
\ .C\"" ..... I Commission Expires: 03-19-20 I 0 
'" u·l..·· " 0 § ~~?I;'::"":"'" ~"$"1 
';111,' ~ OF \O~,\\" 
Illmllm\\\\\\\ 
} 
}ss. 
} 
.J::-
On this (f day of April,2006L-' before me, Milli F. Gabett1!s, a Notary Public in and for said state, 
personally appeared t) I f. .. t.1 S. WaLk'f.C known or identified to me to be the Managing 
Member in the Limited Liability Company known as walk~d and Cattle. LLC and who executed the 
foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to me that S; executed the same in said LLC name. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my offi ial seal the day an 
this certificate first above written.:<.\\,\\\I\~'~~II" ~'\" \ f. ~L'-'1",. ,'$~\) .......... <.:: r .. "-. $~ ........ .. ...... ~~/~. 
;: .- ... 'tp(;' f /~OTAl?y\ \ 
l)\ p;~;:;-C L J 
~ ....... . ....... f 
'10 U',):) ••••• • ••• 0 ."''' 
'%.. ?<1-,..:......... ,)" ::::,:.' 
.. ,.... ~ C; OF lOp..'· ... ,,'. 7"II,,,,,,.w . ",~\\'i 
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State of Idaho } 
}ss. 
County of Bonneville } 
On this [r:lay of APtil,2:06 , before me, Milli F. Gabettas, a Notary Public in and for said state, 
personally appeared .fj I cr.1 t C;. 6' g,\c:. ~Qr' known or identified to me to be the Managing 
Member in the Limited Liability Company known as WaikerLand and Cattle, LLC and who executed the 
foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to me that ~ executed the Same in said LLC nam7e. IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set m~ hand and affixed my 0 ial seal thetaY dye in this certificate first above written. ~\\\\'~\W I~AIiIIII/' , ~ ,,~~\y ,.: .•• " 8.t'~~~ -§~~. ••••• ··'::-',X~ . ,- -. ,-
~ "". .1'" ~i;':'~---,fI-"":"--:-____ ~--:-""---";;'-f-=--
State of Idaho 
County of BOlmeviHe 
! .:' ~ 0 TAIt')"" ta ublic for the State of Idaho 
~ [ ..... ~~ ... l R~iding at: Idaho Falls 
% *\ J:)US j C~ssionExpires; 03-19-2010 ~... LIe / ..... $ ~dl~~.~. ._ •• JI(" R 
~A1~"~""""'o # 
-""'1,;-OF IO~\'\~" 
} . 
}ss. 
} 
"t"IIII!\~\\\'~ 
...,.. 
On this (V day of April,2006 ,before m~itli F. Ga,ttas, a Notary Public in and for said state, 
personally appeared (' .e,{tZ4- CR,..Lc...k,SD known or identified to me to be the Managing 
Member in the Limited Liabffity Company known as W~d and Cattle. LLC and who executed the 
foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to me that executed the same in said LLC name. 
~\\\\lIUUU/"/f 
:\"f\.\ f G~ II,;. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereu~~V}ml·ha'ii~·&b:l~ifJixed my offic' eal the dJY an ear in this certificate first above written. ~..... "~~ft~ . $' :' N07"A .... "Y. '\,i> ~! '"11? 1_ \ (p~. .• = : ~& '-~:~'--~~~~~~--~~~~~~ 
State of Idaho 
% *\ /:>Ub ~ 1'Jot~ry ublic for the State of Idaho 
" (J'l \. oL J C ./Re~iding at: Idaho Falls %~~ .............. , .. ~Omrnission Expires: 03-19-2010 
~,;,:; -or: IOJ\'(\~\\~~ 
) 
}ss. 
11If'I/III\I\\\\\\ 
County of Bonneville } 
On this It~ day of April,2 6, before me, Milli F. Gabettas, a Notary Public in and for said state, 
personally appeared Q I tA,.,J. L· ..t:lV known or identified to me to be the Managing 
Memb~r i~ the Limited Liability Company known as Walk<1L~nd and Cattle. LLC and who executed the 
foregomg mstrument, and acknowledged to me that .s J\.9.- executed the same in said LLC name. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my offi i seal the day an 
this certificate first above written. 
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 
The party's signature below indicates that they have read, understood and agreed to be 
bound by the foregoing and have executed this document as of the day and year 
hereinbelow first written. 
Croft & Reed, Inc. 
~~~C,~ 
"Landlord" 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Bonneville ) 
On this.3 /I.,{ day of April, 2006, befo,ry me, the un9,ersigned, a Notary Public In and for 
the said st~e, pe~sonally appeared It.AJla€t e.. 1G<.tc(. known or identified to me to 
be the !!rLM~ of Croft & Reed, Inc., the company that executed the 
instrument or the person who executed the instrument on behalf of said corporation, 
and acknowledged to me that such company executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official 
seal, the day and year in this certificate first above written. 
SUBLEASE - 11 
~(~d2~' 
No ary Public for State of Idaho 
Residing at Idaho Falls, Idaho d 
My commission expires on: ~ - 2!5 ~ 2006 
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EXHIBIT A 
The real property situated in Bonneville County, Idaho, more particularly described as 
follows: 
Tract 7: 
Section 32, Township 3 North, Range 36, East of the Boise Meridian, Bonneville 
County, Idaho: 
Southwest Quarter of the Southwest Quarter (SW~SW~) 
Excepting Therefrom: That certain property deeded to Bonneville County for Roadway 
Purposes, recorded on April 26, 1966 as Instrument No. 360096. 
Tract 8: 
Section 32, Township 3 North, Range 36, East of the Boise Meridian, Bonneville 
County, Idaho: 
East half of the Southwest Quarter (E~SW~) 
Northwest Quarter of the Southwest Quarter (NW~SW~) 
Excepting therefrom the North Half of the North Half of the North Half of the Southwest 
Quarter (NY2NY2NY2SW~) of Section 32, Township 3 North, Range 36, East of the 
Boise Meridian, Bonneville County, Idaho. 
ALSO Excepting Therefrom: That certain property deeded to Bonneville County for 
Roadway Purposes, recorded on April 26, 1966 as Instrument No. 360096. 
Tract 9: 
Section 5, Township 2 North, Range 36, East of the Boise Meridian, Bonneville County, 
Idaho. 
North Half of the Northwest Quarter (N~NW"!I.I) 
Excepting Therefrom: That certain property deeded to Bonneville County for Roadway 
Purposes, recorded on June 11, 1968 as Instrument No. 386586. 
Tract 10: 
Section 5, Township 2 North, Range 36 East of the Boise Meridian, Bonneville County, 
Idaho: 
South Half of the Northwest Quarter (S%NW~) 
Excepting Therefrom: That certain property deeded to Bonneville County for Roadway 
Purposes, recorded on April 26, 1966 as Instrument No. 360095 and recorded on June 
11, 1968 as Instrument No. 386585. 
SUBLEASE - 12 
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Tract 11: 
Section 5, Township 2 North, Range 36, East of the Boise Meridian, Bonneville County, 
Idaho: 
Southwest Quarter (SW~) 
Excepting Therefrom: That certain property deeded to State of Idaho for Roadway 
Purposes, recorded on July 25,1950 as in Book 72 of Deeds at Page 577. 
Also Excepting Therefrom: That certain property deeded to Bonneville County for 
Roadway Purposes, recorded on June 11, 1968 as Instrument No. 386585. 
SUBLEASE ~ 13 
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EXERCISE OF OPTION TO PURCHASE PREMISES 
Steel Farms, Inc., an Idaho Corporation ("Steel Farms"), by and through 
its agents signing below, hereby exercises its option (the "Option") to purchase certain 
real property located at 4488 North 11Sth West, Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402 (the .. 
"Premises"), which is more particularly described below. 
RECITALS 
WHEREAS, Steel Farms and Croft and Reed, Inc., an Idaho Corporation, 
and Richard and Venna Reed, I,usband and wife, of 3950 Tuscany Drive, Idaho Falls, 
Idaho 83404 (collectively, the "Reeds") entered into a Lease with the option to purchase 
(hereinafter "Lease"), which was executed on April 22, 2004 and is incorporated by 
reference herein; 
WHEREAS, Paragraph 19 of the Lease grants Steel Farms an exclusive 
and irrevocable option to purchase the premises located at 4488 North 1151h West, 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402, all in accordance with paragraph 19; 
WHEREAS, Paragraph 19.9 of the Lease, states that Steel Farms must 
give written .notice to the Reeds "subsequent to the maturity of this option on July 15, 
2008 and during the term of this lease (including any extension or exercised option term 
but excluding any holdover term)"; 
WHEREAS, Paragraph 19.2 of the Lease states that the purchase price 
for the Premises shall be equal to Three Hundred Thirty Thousand Six Dollars and 
thirteen cents ($330,006.13); and 
WHEREAS, Paragraph 19.8 of the Lease, states that the time of Closing 
the purchase shall be at such time as Steel Farms deSignates in writing at the time of 
the exercise of the Option, but in no event shall the date be less than thirty days or more 
than sixty days following the exercise of the Option. 
NOW THEREFORE, the parties herein agree as follows: 
WITNESSETH 
1. Exercise of Option. Pursuant to Paragraph 19 of the Lease, Steel 
Farms hereby exercises its Option to purchase all of the following described Premises 
situated in the City of Idaho Falls, County of Bonneville, State of Idaho, commonly 
known as 4488 North 11Sth West, Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402, and particularly described 
as follows, to wit: 
173 
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EXHIBIT B 
LEASE AGREEMENT 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PREMISES 
TOWNSHIP 3 NORTH, RANGE 36 EAST OF THE BOISE MERIDIAN 
Section: 32; SW1/4SW1/4 
TOWNSHIP 2 NORTH, RANGE 36 EAST OF THE BOISE MERIDIAN 
Section: 5; S1/2NW1I4 
The South Half of the Northwest Quarter (S 1/2NW1 14) of 
Section Five (5), and the Northeast Quarter (NE1/4) of 
Section Six (6), all in Township Two (2) North, 
Range Thirty-six (36), East of the Boise Meridian. 
TOWNSHIP 3 NORTH, RANGE 36 EAST OF THE BOISE MERIDIAN 
Section: 32 S1/2NW, N1/2N1/2N1/2SW1/4 
The Southwest Quarter and the North Half of the Northwest 
Quarter (SW1/4N1/2NW1/4) of Section 5, Township 2 North, Range 
36, East Boise Meridian; The East Half of the Southwest . 
Quarter (E1/2SW1/4), and the Northwest Quarter of the Southwest 
Quarter (NW1/4SW1/4), and the South Half of the Northwest Quar-
ter (S1/2NW1/4), all in Section 32, Township 3 North, Range 36, 
East of the Boise Meridian. 
2. Option Purchase Price. Steel Farms shall pay to the Reeds 
Three Hundred Thirty Thousand Six Dollars and thirteen cents ($330,006.13), payable 
in equal annual installments of Forty Thousand Dollars ($40,000.00) beginning on the 
1 sl day of March, 2009 with a final payment of Twenty Seven Thousand Five Hundred 
Eighty Four Dollars and forty two cents ($27,584.42) due on the 1st day of March, 2020. 
3. Closing. Pursuant to Paragraph 19.8 of the Lease, the Closing 
shall take place no sooner than 30 days from the date of this Exercise of Option and no 
later than 60 days from said date. As such, the Closing shall take place on or before 
the 20 th day of September, 2008, provided however, if the Closing does not take place 
on or before the 20th day of September, 2008, the parties shall agree, in writing, to a 
later date, as soon thereafter as practical, to reschedule the Closing. 
4. Time is of the Essence. Time is of the essence in this Option. 
IN WITNESS HEREOF, Steel Farms has caused this instrument to be 
signed. 
STEEL FARMS, INC. 
BY:C~ 
Its. lij~.:-~ 
Dated: :jL2if?dR2-
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GREGORvJ.EHARDT,PA 
Gregory J. Ehardt • 2805 Valencia Drive. Idaho Falls, 10 83404 • (208) 525·9400 ext. 6 
September 18, 2008 
Nathan M. Olsen, Esq. 
Beard, st. Clair, Gaffney, McNamarra, and Calder 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404 
Dear Nathan, 
Thank you for speaking with me today regarding the contract between Steel Fanns and 
Croft and Reed, Inc. I write this letter to infonn you that Steel Fanns and the owners 
thereof are ready and willing to close the purchase of your client's property pursuant to 
the contract. We are not aware of anything that we have missed in exercising the option 
found within the Lease Agreement. If you are aware of requirements that we are missing 
within the contract, please communicate your concerns to us so that we might conect our 
notice and proceed to closing. 
Since our conversation, Steel Fanus and I have spoken with Charles Homer of Holden, 
Kidwell, Hahn and Crapo. Because I no longer practice law much anymore, Mr. Horner 
has agreed to take this case in my place. If you would please conununicate with him 
from this time forward, we would appreciate it. 
Thank you. 
Sincerely, 
/ JhJ"J ~ fL~f 
<6r.eg:ry 1. Ehardt 
Exhibit 6 
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A ttoyJIU0'¥ 
Attorneys admitted in 
Idaho Oregon Washington -Wyoming 
September 23,2008 
Charles Allen Horner 
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo PLLC 
PO Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Nathan M. Olsen 
2105 Coronado Street· Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Phone (208) 557-5209· Fax (208) 525-1794 
Emailnathan@beardstclair.com 
Re: Steel Farms, Inc. Purchase Agreement with Croft and Reed Inc. 
Dear Chuck, 
We have been retained by Croft & Reed, Inc. (CRI) to examine a lease/option and proposed 
purchase agreement with Steel Farms, Inc. (SFI) for property that SFI has been leasing from CRI 
located at 448 North 115111 West in Idaho Falls. It is my understanding from Greg Ehardt that 
you are now representing SFI. 
After reviewing the April 22, 2004, lease/option language (2004 Lease/Option), SFI's July 18, 
2008, notice to exercise the option (July 2008 Notice), and SFI's proposed purchase agreement 
PPA), I have advised CRI not to move forward with the purchase agreement under the terms 
prescribed in these documents. The terms of the 2004 Lease/Option are incomplete or flawed, 
and are unenforceable. Moreover, it is not in the best interest of CRI to self finance a purchase 
agreement with a "non-interest bearing" note. 
Such problems with the agreement are summarized below: 
• The legal description in the 2004 Lease/Option is flawed. Further, the legal description 
of SFI's July 2008 Notice is different than the language of the 2004 Lease/Option and 
PPA. 
• The purchase price terms contained within Section 19.2 of the 2004 Lease/Option are 
inconsistent and/or incomplete. The purchase price is listed at $330,006.13. However, 
the total amount paid under the provision would be $427,584.42. No interest rate is 
stated or agreed to. 
• It would be impossible for CRI to deliver a title "free and clear of all liens, encumbrances 
and restrictions etc ... " pursuant to Section 19.2 of the 2004 Lease/Option, in that the 
property would be subject to a lien with SFL 
• No consideration was paid by SFI for the option. 
• CRI is concemed that SFI may be violating the broadly ranging assignment and transfer 
prohibitions of Section 19.13 of the 2004 Lease/Option. 
• The proposed "non-interest bearing note" would be an illegal transaction from a tax 
perspective, and a violation of CRrs fiduciary obligations to the corporation. 
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Exhibit 7 
Winston V. Beard John G. Sl. Clair Michael D. Gaffney Harlow J. McNamara Gregory C. Calder Jatin O. Hammer 
Lance J. Schuster Gordon S. Thatcher Jeffrey D. BrUllson Nathan M. Olsen John M. Avondet Julie Stompel' Blair J. Grover. of Counsel 
Page 2 
September 23, 2008 
Ii> CRI is not in the business of self financing property purchases, and would be 
uncomfortable with such responsibilities. 
Notwithstanding my client's concerns and the unenforceability of the option, in recognition of 
SFI and CRrs longstanding relationship •. CRI is willing to negotiate an acceptable purchase 
agreement with SFI. Moreover, CRI is willing to negotiate an extension of the lease. My client 
is CU1l'ently seeking an evaluation of the property to detemline its value and price. However, 
CRI would be willing to sell the property to SFI at lower than the appraised value (unless the 
cunent value is less than the originally proposed $330,006.l3). SFI would also be required to 
obtain acceptable financing on its own within 120 days of the agreement. Of course, the legal 
description of the property needs further examination. CRI may request that SFI split the costs 
of conducting a survey. SFI must also accept the propelty "as is," and release CRl from any 
liability outside of a traditional wananty deed. 
Again. CRI is willing to work on a resolution to this issue. As a demonstration of good faith, to 
give SFI an opportunity to evaluate CRrs proposal and negotiate a new agreement, CRI will not 
accept any other purchase offers for the property within 14 days of the date of this letter. 
:Af:;I;. m~~w how your client intends to proceed. 
~l\lt:j:JJ-
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Idaho Falls Real Estate - Snak erMLS Page 1 of 2 
S~;:gr!Ch liStitlgS 
Recent lisUngs 
O~H" li\gellltf,; 
('GilU r Offk~$ 
EXHIBIT 
\ <:R~ 
j CJ 
AS~ (jci2{"'Oil of 1(1::,(1 1. ] (I R :; , ~' 
H~~~r"'l h {::·r L I~tg ?: ! 
Expanded display of Ml# 156440 
Unit 
#: 
Subdivision: 
City: IDAHO FALLS 
Elementary: WESTSIDE 91 EL 
High: SKYLINE 91 HS 
Prcl#: RP02N36E52401 , RP02N 
Sub 
Area: 
MLS#: 156440 
List Pr: $2,053,900 
Compass Pt: NW 
Apx Acrg: 437 
Farm Type: Irrigated Ground 
County: Bonneville 
Listing Off: HomePointe Real Es 
Office Phone: (208) 528-8300 
Listing Agt: Cindy Crezee (2481 ) 
Agent Phone: (208) 757-0116 
Agent Email : hQu;;ehunt4u@rnsn ,\ 
Zir: 
Co State: ID 
WEST '8AHO FALLS 
Middle: EAGLE ROCK 91JH 
Lot S2: 
Frontage: Depth: 
Taxes: 1220.5 Tax YI': 2007 AVG/MO - Elec: 
.W Asc Dues: Exmpt: ~I I~ Fixer Upper: False Crct Brkr Exmpt: 
0 1'iBI: 0 
437 Till: 0 
Y ~i'i(,filY 2/21 /1961 !Jat~ : 
:l'1'i9 .. Well 
O~'.ltmls: 
Legal: See Attached Documents 
AGRICULTURAL 
;~i f :: 0 !:i: t!~ 0 
\;jJ~~; i n ; :~',l~ : 1440 ;"1:) 0 
179 
Il'I'g: 0 CAP: 0 
Irrg: 0 Gr~p: 0 
Well in'i~ 
Depth: Wa& 
!':<llf~~. BO-AGRICUL rURAL ZONE f.~ff}8elt: : 
o BB'!F Grd SIc: 
o l'2,t:El! ~~l lil~l: 6:JHl~ : 
~,Y,,'j: 0 :;\J'i: 0 ~;mj!! [m~l : 0 
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Snake River MLS 
1508 Midway 
Idaho Falls, lD 83406 
Office: 208-523-1477 
Fax: 208-522-7867 
jnfQ.@snakerivermJ1;~£.Qm 
Lower: 
8smnt: 
SF: 0 
SF: 0 
so: 0 FB: 0 
SO: 0 FB: 0 
HB: 0 Fam: 0 Lvg: 0 Kit: 0 Frml Ong: 0 Oil/Of 
HB: 0 Fam: 0 Lvg: 0 Kit: 0 Fl'ml Dng: 0 Dn/Of 
Inclusions: 1440 square foot shop, four grain bins, and water Rights. 
Exclusions: Personal Property 
Public Info: This is an e)(cellent farm with great water rights that is located 10 miles west on thE 
Included in the sale is a 1440 sq foot shop, and four Grain bins. 
Farm TypeStyle: Irrigated Ground 
iieat Source/Type: 
Exterior-Primary: 
Other Rooms: 
Construction/Status: 
Foundation: None 
Interior Features: 
Fireplace: 
Fence Type/Info: Livestock Permitted, Outbuildings 
Outbuildings: Prairie Land 
Garage # StallslType: 1 Story 
Air Conditioning: 
Exterior-Secondary: Metal 
Laundry: Workshop 
Basement: 
Roof: Concrete 
Appliances Included: 
Exterior Features: 
Soil Type: 
Domestic Water: Grain Bin, Machi 
Shop 
Sewer: Well-Private Irrigation Sourcefrype: 
Provider/Other Info: Sprinkler Irrigation, Water Rights, View: Idaho Falls Power 
Pivot, Wheel Lines 
Topography/Setting: Valley View Driveway Type: 
Access Road: Terms: 
County: Cash, Conventional 
All information is deemed reliable, but is not guaranteed. Consult with your real estate prof, 
provided information. 
Search Listings ! OurAgents ! Our Offices ! 90nioct Us I Home I Site Mop I Privacv Po 
Irm ,- Li3; , ..... '-. l _::':':::i ___ LS 'c, 
The information found on this website is provided as a COurt","\, to jj,ose using wwwSnoveRiverMLScc 
information found herein. 
Site provided by www.mlsidx.cofll . Systerns Engineering. Inc 
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MlS #: FK156440A (Active) list PrilC@: 
$2,053,900 
(31 
Views) 3843 NW Arco Highwaljf IDAHO FALLS, ID 83402 
VA YS ON MARKET: 8 UNIT#: 
COUNTY: Bonneville FARM TYPE: Irrigated Ground 
STYLE: 1 Story 
TOTAL BEDROOMS: 0 
TOTAL FULL BATHS: 0 
TOTAL HALF BA THS: 0 
SUB AREA: WEST IDAHO FALLS 
SUBDNlS/ON: NONE 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL: WESTSIDE 
91EL 
f.~~~lrf~~I~~~~m~1 TOTAL 314 BATHS: 0  BATHS: 0 
APX TOTAL SQFT: 0 
W~;~~~~\ft~, APX YEAR BUILT: 0 
GARAGE # STALLSITYPE: 
MIDDLE SCHOOL: EAGLE ROCK 91JH 
HIGH SCHOOL: SKYLINE 91 HS 
ZONING-GENERAL: AGRICULTURAL 
ZONING-SPECIFIC: BO-AGRfCUL TURAL 
ZONE 
TOPOGRAPHY~ETTING: 
SOIL TYPE: Prairie Land 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION: See Attached Documents 
LOT SIZE (APX SQFT): APX ACREAGE: 437 FRONTAGE: DEPTH: FLOOD PLAIN: U 
WATER RIGHTS: Y PRIORITY DATE: 2/21/1961 WELL DEPTH: 
IRRIGATION WATER: Yes IRRIGATION TYPElEQUlPMENT: IRRIGA nON DETAILS: Well 
CVNTS: No IRRIGSRC: Sprinkler Irrigation, Water Rights, Pivot. Wheel Lines 
PRCL #: RP02N36E52401 , RP02N TAXES: 1220.5 TAX YR: 2007 CBEXMPT: HOEXMPT:N ASCFEE$: 
HOA: No HOA PAID: HOA FEE AMOUNT: 
DDTTLACR: 0 DDACRTLB: 0 DDACRIRG: 0 DDACRCRP: 0 DDACROTH:O 
LSACROTH:O LSTTLACR: 437 LSACRTLB: 0 LSACRIRG: 0 LSACRCRP: 0 
SqFt: #Bdrms: #FB: #HB: #Fam: #Lvg: 
Upper: 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Main: 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Lower: 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8smn!: 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ABV GRADE SQFT: 0 BLW GRADE SOFT: 0 
#Kit: 
o 
o 
o 
o 
#FrmIDng: 
o 
o 
o 
o 
#Den/Ofc: #Lndry: 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
% BASEMENT RN: 0 
#Frplc: 
o 
o 
o 
o 
# WINDOW PANES: FRAME TYPE: AVG ELECTRIC SlMO: AVG GAS $llWO: AVG HEAT $/MO: 
ADDITIONAL RESIDENCE: ADDITIONAL RESIDENCE SOFT: 0 HANDICAP ACCESS: No 
CONS TRUCTION/S TA TUS: OTHER ROOMS: Workshop 
EXTERIOR-PRIMARY: Metal LAUNDRY: 
EXTERIOR-SECONDARY: FIREPLACE: 
FOUNDA TlON: Concrete APPUANCES INCLUDED: 
ROOF: INTERIOR FEA TURES: 
/-IEAT SOURCEfTYPE: EXTERIOR FEA TURES: Livestock Permitted, Outbuildings 
AIR CONDITIONING: FENCE TYPEIINFO: 
DOMESTIC WATER: Weil-Private OUTBUILDINGS: Grain Bin, MachineJEquipment Building, Shop 
SEWER: VIEW: Valley VieW 
PROVIDER/OTHER INFO: Idaho Falls Power DRIVEWA Y TYPE: 
BASEMENT: None ACCESS ROAD: 
INCLUSIONS: 1440 square foot shop, four grain bins, and water Rights. 
EXCLUSIONS: Personal Property 
PUBLIC INFO: This is an excellent farm with great water rights that is located 10 miles west on the Areo Highway. Included in the sale 
is a 1440 sq foot shop, and four Grain bins . 
PRIVATE INFO: 
DRIVING DIRECTIONS BEGINNING AT: 10 Miles west form Reed's Dairy on the Arco Highway 
OWNER NAP/IE: Reed 
oeC/CNTCT MWi: Cindy Crezee 
CNTRTYPE: Exclusive Right to Sell 
OCCUPANTICONTACT PRIMARY PHONE: 2087570116 
ALT PNN1: 2087570 '1 16 ALi PNN2: 2085288300 
BA CaMP: 2.5 NAGTOFFR: 2.5 DUAUVAR: No AGTBONUS: (,IIIN COIlRM: 
KEYBXTIME: KE'fLOCATN: NlA FXR UPPR: No KE YBXTYPE: NONE 
SIGN: Yes I1lGEfJT OWNED: No BUYER EXCLUSIONS: 1\\0 
SHOWING U\DSfRUCnOftSS: Cal! 1 stINo Answer/Show 
POSSESSIOfIJ: To Be Arranged 
fERMS: Cash. Conventional 
US r Df), TE: 1 , /28f2008 EXPIRE 1iJf), IE: ·l/2i2009 
CO-USe OFFffCE: 
FORCLDSURIE:No 
PEf>Jf!J5f<JG FJA rE: 
FJDSPU~ 'V OM Df<.rrERNET: Yes 
CO-L1Se f.'JGE§'JT: 
181 
OFFICE NAME: HomePointe Real Estate (#:3056) 
MAIN: (208) 528-8300 
FAX: (208) 552-5766 
USnNG AGENT:Cindy Crezee (#:2481) 
AGENT EMAIL: r.oLlsehu)liLllt@rnsn.cOl.ll 
CELL: (208) 757-0116 
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182 
DeAnne Casperson 
Licensed in IdallO, Missouri and KansRs 
E-Inaii: dcasperson@holdenlegal.colO 
Via Facsimile 
Nathan Olsen 
December 3, 2008 
BEARD, ST. CLAIR, GAFFNEY, P.A. 
2105 Coronado StTeet 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404-7495 
Re: Steel Farms, Inc. Option to Purchase 
Dear Nathan: 
Tel: (:lOR) 523-0620 
Fax: (20R) 523-9518 
www.holdelllegal.com 
On behalf of our client, Steel Farms, Inc. CSteel Farms"), we are hereby providing 
this letter, informing you and yoW' client, Croft and Reed, Inc. CCroft and Reed"), of 
St~el Farm's claim of interest in the Croft and Reed property. As you are aware, Steel 
Farms and Croft and Reed entered into a Lease agreement, which included an option for 
Steel Farms to purchase the property. Although our client has exercised its option, Croft 
and Reed has refused to proceed with the sale. 
Steel Farms intends to take whatever action is necessary to enforce its option rights 
under the Lease. Although the Lease was previously recorded, Steel Farms intends to 
record aN otice of Option, providing notice of its rights in the property to any potential 
purchasers. Consequently, we are requesting that your client not enter into any sales 
contracts with a third patty until this matter can be resolved. 
If you have any questions or comments, please give me a call. 
Best regards, 
~~~ 
DeAnne Casperson 
G:IWPDATAICAHI1491910Isen.12030BJtr.wpd:bel 
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December 29. 2008 
Charle.~ Allen Homer 
DtAnne Casperson 
all' 
Holden, Kidwell. HAhn & Crapo PLLC 
PO Box 50130 
IdRho Palls. 1D RJ405 
VIA Fnx: (208) 523-95 I 8 
08 5Z9 9732 
Nqthan M. Olsen 
2105 COfonlldo Street· [dllhn Fnll ,~, m 83404 
Phone (20R) !i:'i7-S209 • Fux (208) 525-1794 
Re: Steel Fanm. ... Croft and RBBd maftBr. Notlco of lease concellanol') domand to withdraw recorded 
Notice of Option a"d purcha.~e proposal. 
Dear Chuck and DeAnne. 
Bccaulle of the vast differences that currently e,Jdlil in the position of our respective clients in this matter, 
my clients have decIded not to proceed with mediation at thilt time. Instend. they hnve UKtu me to send 
you thill letter with additionnl information and demllnus, !Iii well as a proposal to resolve mnttel'S outside 
of litigation. 
Please find enclosed Notice ofTelminfltion of the lealle hetween Steel Fanus and CrofL anti Reed. 
Pursuant to the provisions of th~ 2004 Lease Agreement, this Notice hAs also been senl by registered mail 
to Steel Farms directly. 
Croft and Reed's decision to tcrmina~e the lealle comes as n result of I'CCCllt iJll;ptlclions of the leased 
premises. where they discowretI lin megal dumping ground, open (\nd spilled oil drums, and f/lcilitiel; in 
disrepair nmong other issues. Thesc activities are hlatnnl nnd lin-curable violations of the lease, Ilnd ~re 
Iluffieient for the lense's iinmediRte termination. My clients had conducted an investigation of the 
property to determine its current value and also in follOW-lip to section 6.11 of your proposed purchase 
contract, which would hRve required them to indemnify the Steels from environmental nnd hazardous 
mnterials violations on the property,. They were obvlou~ly very displeased to discover tllest! issue!! on the 
pmperly, and tert they hnd no choice but to move forward With termination. 
In addition, Rccording to Secliun J 9.9.4 of the lease, Steel Fnrms' option to purchase is terminatcd in the 
event of c/lncellatfon of the lensc. My client&; therefore demnnd thnt you remove lht Notice of Option 
your clients rccorutd on December 3. 2008. wllft!n 10 days receipt of this letter. If the Notice is not 
removed. we will file for declnmfory relief as well as a chdm for "Illander of title." 
The Noticc of Termillntion provides 30 dllYs for the Sleeh antI theIr tenants to vacate the property, or fllce 
an action for unlawful detniner. Alternatively, Steel Pllfms mny negotiate n new dell I for pll1'chl1se of the 
property under tel'm~ de .. ~crihed lAter in this letter. 
You have indicRted to me your client's intention lO move forward with a compll\lnt for specific 
performnnce ofthc purchase of the lensed property. My September 23,2008, letler listed a Ilumber of 
inhc('cnt flnWII with the 2004 Lease that illvulidliles Steel Farms option to buy the property. My clients 
have asked me to shore with you some additional informntion (in addition to the cnncellatioll of the lense) 
that further invaliclntes the option. illcluuing bUL not necessarily limIted to (he following: 
') According to our cnlculntiolll; tht stRted legal description. of the Steel's Exercise of Option 
describes nround 800 neres some of which i~ not owned by CRI, nnd which is nolan lIecurate 
www.bcnrdslcillir.com 
Wlnsulli V. Senfd John O. SI. Clair Michael D. Gaml~l' "'"flow J, McNunmu Grogory C. Cnldcl" Jotill O. Huunner 
JI, t/ (3 
u'"c~ I. Sc"uslcr GOrdOIl S. Thllcltcr Jerfrey D. Brunson NutllUn M. Ol~t!II John M. Avondcl Julie Slonlflcr Blnir 1. Gruver. or CO\ln~1lI 
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description of the farm. This demonstrnte~ thnt there WIlS no "meeting of the minds" in the 
2004 Lease Agreement as to willi! property would be subject to the option. Moreover. CRI 
cannot bllrgain for whnt it does not own or control. 
2) It has become npPllfent to CRJ that Steelflanns hns ahempted to transfer itil interest in the 
option to 1\ third PlUty. [II fllCl, CRI has lenTlled that there may be wrllten ngreements nod/oJ' 
earnest money exchanged with thcse 3'u parties. This conduct is in direct violation of Section 
19,13 of the Lease which conluins brond prohibitions on any fOI'm of tmnsfcrring or flSliigning 
of the option without the written consent of CRI. Such II violnlion autollll:lticltlly cllncels the 
option. 
3) There exists n strong iuuication that the CRI principals lacked the capacity or were unduly 
influenced to negotiate or entcr into the 2004 LeaRc Aglocemenl. This agreement was 
negotiated primarily between CRT ownel' Richard "Dick" Reed Sr. and Kevin Clnd Doug Steel. 
The only olher CRI owner at the time, Venna Reed, !limply left nil business mnll~rs in regard to 
the corporation in hel' husl>and's hllnds and had no involvement whatsoever in the negotiations. 
At that time. Dick Reed wns suffering from a tel'minaJ illness, and in fact the agreement wns 
signed only a few day~ prior lo MI'. Reed's death. Purth~r. Mr. Reed was On several strong 
medications thaI impaired his mentnl state nndjudgment. The family believes that Dick Inckell 
the mentnl coherency to ulldersllmd the terms nod gravity of this agreement. In fnct. for the 
first and onty time ever Dick. did not consult his attorney hefore entering into a mnjor 
agreement regnlljing the cOl'poralioti's properly. Tnis fact has been oonfirmed by his nttomey, 
These factors regarding Dick's cnpncity explain the missing component~. en-ors IUld 
conlmdictionR .'ipread throughout the agreement It ah.'O explains why the proposed purchase 
price was well below what the market would beal' even in 2004, nnd why contract CRUS fol' 12 
ycar sclf financing WAll not even lIecured by the property. 
Ilopefully. this additional information will help demonstrate to your clients the futility of moving forward 
, with legal action. Nevertheless. CRI slill hopes to avoid litigation. In a goorl faith effort to do so, CRr 
would agree to lIell the propel'ly to the Steels at a price of $1,500,000, which Is lower than the Usted price. 
Sleels would need to finance the purchase witn cash, and no later than 60 days atler the executioll of Cl 
signcd purchase and sale agl'eement. Given the various discrepancies in the legal description, the snle 
would be subject to an agreed upon survey, Moreover. there nrc sevcral provi/;ionll in the initial proposal 
that arc unacccptilble. including future tax liabilities jmpo~ed upon CruflllmJ Reed. that we cnn di~cuss 
fUrlhel' If we get to that point. This offer will expire within 48 hours of the receipt of this letter. 
In summary. CRI has lerminated the leflse and expect:! Steel Farms nnd its tenants to vacate the property 
110 later than 30 days from the day they receive the notice. Moreover. lhe NoUce of Option must be 
withdrewn withi~ 10 days of this letter or legnlllc{ioll will follow, However, CRr wuuld still be willing to 
sell the properly to the Sleels for $1.5 million according to the terms de.'\crlbed nbove. but requiros noticc 
of acceptance of this offer within 48 hours. 
Tha k you fOfNCyr c0f15idcmtion, 
5 rcl 
! 
Nathan Olsen 
enclosures 
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NOTICE OF TERMINATION OF LEASE 
TO: Steel Farms, Inc., (Sleel Fnrms) (Tenllllt) and all other guests nnd/or subtennnts. 
AT: Steel Farms, Inc. 
2462 West 49111 North 
Idnho Falls, ID 83402 
Copied to: 
Charles Homer and DeAnne Caspersoll 
Attorneys for Steel Farms. Inc. 
Holden Kidwell Bahan & Crapo P.L.L.C. 
1000 Riverwalk Drive. Suite 200 
Idaho 1'1l1l$, Idaho 83405 
Fax: (208)523-9518 
FROM:Croflllnd Reed. fnc (CRI) (LnndIord) 
Through its attorney. Nnthan M. OIRen 
Beard, St. Cla~t Gaffney PA 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Fulls. 10 83404 
eRr MS conducted an inspection of the renlnl property located at 4488 i':orth IIS'b West 
(premises), and hns dil;covered several past and present activities which constitutc violations of your 
obligatiot'!~ undel' you April 22, 2004, Lease Agl'eemelll uuo April 3. 2006, Sublease Agreement. CRI has 
also detenlllned tbat these actions render perfolmance by you of your obHgntions under the Lease lind 
Sublease impos~ible. and/or demonstmtes nn intent by you not to perform your obligations llnder the 
Lense, and is therefore subject to immediAte termination purf;ullnl to Section 17.1.2. of thc Lense. 
Such aClivities include but are not necessarily limited to the following: 
I) Unlnwfully using the property ali a "landfill" by burying rubbish and possibly hazardous 
materials in nn open pIt. (see attached phologmphs) 
2) Uuluwfully and negligently storing hazardous materials (see attnehed photogmphs,) 
3) Unlawrully conlllminating the soil nnd groundwnter with hazMdous mntcl'illlA (Aee nttnched 
photographs.) 
4) Failure to maintain facilities belonging to CR~ in good working ol·dcl'. 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTJFIED that your tenancy of the premises at 4488 North J 151h West is 
tenninnted. This is YOUI' thirty (30' day written notice to vncate ihe property. You nnd nil of your 
properly mUSl be removed from the premises on 01' before February 1 t 2009. If you fnil to vacnte the 
premises. an unlnwful detainel' action will he filed to evict you. If lin unlnwftll detainer action is filed, the 
prevailing parly is entitled to an award of all aumney fees nnd court costs incul'red. The service of this 
Notice should not bc construed ns a waiver of the LIll'ldlord's right to continue any pending actions for 
unlnwfuJ deluiner. 
DATED: DECEMBER 29, 2008 
I ~ 'I' I I ~ I i r :iiJ II , '1 'I 1 iili !: 188 ~ i i:, ~ n , ;,;:J !i ~ Pl-lO, f 
Charles A. Homer, Esq. (ISB No. 1630) 
DeAnne Casperson, Esq. (ISB No. 6698) 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
P.O. Box 50130 
f "( 
, '( ' .. ' I ,. 
I 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Telephone: (208) 523-0620 
Facsimile: (208) 523-9518 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
j iO r·4 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STEEL FARMS, INC., 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
CROFT & REED, INC., 
Defendant 
CROFT & REED, INC., 
Counterclaimant, 
v. 
STEEL FARMS, INC., 
Counterdefendants. 
Case No. CV-2008-7912 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION 
TO CROFT & REED, INC.'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW, Plaintiff Steel Farms, Inc. ("Steel Farms") by and through its counsel 
of record, Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C., and hereby submits its Memorandum 
in Opposition to Croft & Reed, Inc. 's ("CRI") Motion for Summary Judgment as follows: 
nDI~lliAI 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In 2004, Steel Farms entered into a contract with CRl to purchase farm ground Steel 
Farms had been leasing from CRl for approximately twenty-three years (the "Property"). 
Although Steel Farms wanted to purchase the Property, CRl requested that the agreement be 
structured as a lease (the "Lease") with an option to purchase (the "Option") in order to avoid 
certain tax liability for CRI. To accommodate CRI, Steel Farms agreed to structure the 
purchase as recommended by CRI's accountant. At the time the Lease and Option were 
entered into, Steel Farms negotiated exclusively with Richard ("Dick") and Venn a Reed with 
whom Kevin and Dong Steel had an excellent relationship. Unfortunately, both Dick and 
Venna Reed had passed away when Steel Farms exercised its Option. The current officers 
and directors of CRI refuse to honor the contractual agreement. 
In an effort to avoid its contractual commitments regarding Steel Farm's Option, CRl 
claims in its summary judgment numerous legal theories. In its motion, CRl has failed to 
meet its burden necessary to establish that it is entitled to summary jUdgment. None of its 
theories allow it to avoid the Option to Purchase. Steel Farms will shortly be asserting its 
own Motion for Summary Judgment, seeking to have the Court enforce the clearly set forth 
Option agreed to by the parties. 
II. STATEM~NT OF FACTS 
Steel Farms and CRl have had an ongoing relationship through which Steel Farms has 
farmed and/or leased the Property from CRl for roughly the past twenty-three years. (Kevin 
Steel Aff., ~ 5). The relationship between the two parties began as a crop-sharing 
2 MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO CROFT & REED, INC.'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
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relationship in the mid-1980's, in which the Steel family farmed a portion of the Property. 
(Kevin Steel Aff., ~ 5). From 1994 to 2004, Steel Farms and CRI were parties to a year to 
year lease under which Steel Farms leased and farmed the Property. (Kevin Steel Aff., ,r 5). 
The most recent lease agreement between Steel Farms and CRI, and the Lease at issue in this 
action, was executed on or about April 22, 2004. (Kevin Steel Aff., ~ 6, Ex. 1). Over the 
years, the relationship between the parties was excellent. (Kevin Steel Aff., ~ 5). 
Prior to entering into the Lease, Steel Farms wanted to purchase some farm land. 
(Kevin Steel Aff., ~ 8). Dick Reed had repeatedly stated he desired to sell the Property to 
Steel Farms, but was not ready to do so when the parties had discussed it in the past. Steel 
Farms found another farm property for sale it was interested in, which included new pivots 
and several potato cellars. (Kevin Steel Aff., ~ 8). Steel Farms consulted with Dick Reed 
about potentially purchasing the Property prior to taking any action on the other farm land 
because he had always expressed a desire to sell to them. In response, Dick Reed indicated 
CRI desired to sell the Property to Steel Farms and explained that it had not done so in the 
past because of tax problems it needed to avoid. (Kevin Steel Aff., ~ 8). 
CRI offered to sell the Property to Steel Farms for $440,000.00. (Kevin Steel AfC 
~ 8). Based upon CRI's offer, Steel Farms agreed to purchase CRI's Property. Upon Steel 
Farms's decision to purchase the Property, CRT consulted with its accountant, Richard Hale, 
regarding the details of the purchase. (Kevin Steel Aff., ~ 9). After doing so, the parties 
agreed to structure the deal as a Lease with Option to purchase, rather than an outright sale, 
in order for CRI to avoid paying additional taxes. (Kevin Steel Aff., ~ 9). Steel Farms 
3 MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO CROFT & REED, INC. 'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
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agreed to the Lease with Option to purchase in order to accommodate CRT's tax benefits. 
(Kevin Steel Aff., ~ 9). Kevin Steel spoke to CRI's accountant, Richard Hale, and he 
explained how the deal would work. (Kevin Steel, Aff. ~ 9). 
An amortization schedule was created in order to determine the proper amounts for 
, 
payments to be made for the purchase ofthe Property to be included in the Lease Agreement. 
(Kevin Steel Aff., ~ 10-11, Ex. 2). The amortization schedule was based upon a loan amount 
of $400,000.00 and a loan period of sixteen years at 6.00% interest because the first lease 
payment of$40,000.00 was applied to the purchase price as a down payment. (Kevin Steel 
Aff., '111). Pursuant to the amortization schedule, the yearly payments made on the Lease 
and Option were to be $40,000.00, with the last year's payment being $27,584.54. (Kevin 
Steel Aff., ~ 11, Ex. 2). The schedule was approved and signed by both Kevin Steel and 
Venna Reed. (Kevin Steel Aff., ~ 1 LEx. 2). 
Pursuant to the Option in the Lease, the purchase price for the property after five 
annual payments was to be $330,006.13 and was to be paid in equal annual installments of 
$40,000.00. (Kevin Steel Aff., ~ 10-11). The purchase price in the Lease was the balance of 
the $400,000.00 loan after the four annual $40,000.00 rent payments for years 2005 through 
2008. (Kevin Steel Aff., ~ 10-12)1. The Lease Agreement provided that the Option matured 
on July 15, 2008, and could be exercised by giving written notice to CRI after the Option 
matured and during the time frame of the Lease. (Kevin Steel Aff., ~ 13). The Lease was 
1 The first annual payment was considered a down payment, which reduced the loan amount 
to $400,000.00 from the $440,000.00 purchase price. 
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executed by Kevin and Doug Steel on behalf of Steel Farms, Inc., and by Richard and Venna 
Reed on behalf of Croft & Reed, Inc. (Kevin Steel Aff., ~ 13). 
Steel Farms fully performed all of its duties under the Lease, including making annual 
rental payments of $40,000.00 from 2004 through 2008. (Kevin Steel Aff., ,r 13). Virginia 
Mathews accepted annual payments for CRl from 2006 through 2008. In anticipation of its 
future ownership of the Property, Steel Farms made improvements and repairs to the ground 
well and pump pre-existing on the Property~ costing Steel Farms approximately $87,656.00. 
(Kevin Steel Aff., ,-r 14). Additionally, Steel Farms also purchased two new pivot sprinklers 
for the purpose of irrigating the Property at a cost of $46,982.00 and $46,372.00, 
respectfully. (Kevin Steel Aff., ~ 14). 
In early 2006, Steel Farms realized there had been a mistake in the drafting of the 
Lease. Rather than indicating a termination date of March 1, 2009, as the parties had 
intended and was clearly indicated by the date upon which the Option could be exercised, the 
Lease contained a termination date of March 1, 2008. (Kevin Steel Aff., ~ 17). Upon this 
discovery, Steel Farms brought the mistake to the attention of CRI through Virginia 
Mathews, CRI's secretary. Kevin Steel brought the matter to the attention of Ms. Mathews 
instead of Venn a Reed because Ms. Mathews had specifically instructed him to deal with her 
and not her mother, Venna Reed, for all matters involving CRr. (Kevin Steel Aff., ~ 16-17). 
Kevin Steel explained the error to Virginia Mathews. (Kevin Steel Aff., ~ 17-18). Initially, 
Ms. Mathews stated she was unsure whether she had authority to sign on behalf of CRl as 
the secretary. Kevin Steel responded that he understood any officer had authority to execute 
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a document on behalf of a corporation. He further explained he was the secretary of Steel 
Farms and had authority to sign on behalf of Steel Farms. (Kevin Steel Aff., ,-r 18). After 
their conversation, Virginia Mathews initialed the extension of the termination date in the 
Lease on behalf of CRl. (Kevin Steel Aff., ,-r 18). Kevin Steel initialed the termination date 
on behalf of Steel Farms. A copy of the Lease, including the corrected termination date, was 
recorded in the records of Bonneville County. (Kevin Steel Aff., ,-r 6, Ex. 1 (see recording 
stamp). Kevin Steel did not coerce Ms. Mathews into signing the Lease. (Kevin Steel Aff., 
~ 19). 
Although Ms. Mathews now claims she did not have authority to sign and her initials 
are meaningless, she never asked Mr. Steel to discuss the matter with her mother, in spite of 
her prior instruction, or brought the matter to her mother's attention. Ms. Mathews initialed 
the Lease and Option and took no action to inquire whether she did not have authority. 
(Casperson Aff., ,-r 2, Ex. "A" (V. Mathews Depo., p. 73-78). Kevin Steel understood and 
believed she had authority to execute the amendment on behalf of CRI. (Kevin Steel Aff., 
~ 18). 
In 2006, with eRI's consent, Steel Farms subleased the Property to Walker Land & 
Cattle, Inc. ("Walker Land"). The Consent to Sublease signed by Venn a Reed on behalf of 
CRI stated that the Lease would terminate March 1,2009. (Kevin Steel Aff.,,-r 15, Ex. 3;,-r 
20). Additionally, the sublease between Steel Farms and Walker Land also indicated that the 
termination date of the Lease had been extended to March 1,2009, as the sublease provided 
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the option to Walker Land to continue to sublease the Propeliy through February 14,2009. 
(Kevin Steel Aft., ~ 20, Ex. 4). 
Steel Farms notified CRI of its intent to exercise its Option on July 18,2008. (Kevin 
Steel Aff., ~ 22, Ex. 5). CRI selected a title company and began review of a purchase and 
sale agreement. (Kevin Steel Aft., ~ 22). On September 18, 2008, Steel Farms again 
contacted CRI, stating that it was "ready and willing to close" on the purchase of the Property 
pursuant to the Lease. (Kevin Steel Aft., ~ 22, Ex. 6). Initially, the parties proceeded to 
move forward with finalizing the Option. (Kevin Steel Aff., ,-r 22). On September 23,2008, 
Steel Farms received correspondence from CRI indicating CRl's refusal to sell the Property 
to Steel Farms pursuant to the Lease. (Kevin Steel Aff., ~ 22, Ex. 7). Steel Farms then 
learned in November that eRI had listed the Property as "for sale" with HomePointe Real 
Estate with a list price of$2,053,900.00, (Kevin Steel Aff., ~ 22, Ex. 8). Again, Steel Farms 
asserted its rights to purchase the Property. (Kevin Steel Aff., ~ 23, Ex. 9). Only after Steel 
Farms indicated it intended to seek judicial enforcement of its Option did CRl claim any 
alleged environmental problems or assert that Ms. Mathews did not have authority to amend 
the Lease. (Kevin Steel Aft.. ~ 23; ~ 24, Ex. 10). eRI's continuing refusal to allow Steel 
Farms to exercise its Option pursuant to the Lease forms the basis of this dispute. 
HI. ARGUMENT 
A. VALID CONTRACTS SHOULD BE ENFORCED. 
As CRI points out in its Memorandum in Support of its Motion for Summary 
Judgment ("Memorandum"), valid contracts should be enforced. (Memorandum, p. 10). 
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Steel Farms exercised its Option pursuant to the terms ofthe Lease and is therefore entitled 
to purchase the Property subject to those terms agreed to in the Lease. 
B. STEEL FARMS WAS NOT IN A HOLDOVER PERIOD AT THE TIME IT 
ATTEMPTED TO EXERCISE THE OPTION BUT RATHER WAS STILL 
WITHIN THE TERM UNDER THE LEASE. 
CRI claims that the Lease expired on March 1,2008 and that Steel Farms was in a 
holdover period from March 1, 2008 to March 1, 2009, thereby prohibiting Steel Farms from 
exercising its Option under the Lease. However, the expiration date of the Lease was 
extended to March L 2009. bv the actions of Kevin Steel. on behalf of Steel Farms, and 
~ ".... . 
Virginia R. Mathews, on behalf of CRI, and further acknowledged and ratified by Venna 
Reed. Steel Farms' exercise of its Option was therefore valid and enforceable. 
1. Virginia Mathews Had Authority to Extend the Expiration of the Lease 
to March 1, 2009. 
Although Virginia Mathews claims not to have had any authority to extend the Lease, 
by her initialing the change to the Lease, she did have authority and CRI ratified the change. 
At the time she initialed the change of expiration date in the Lease, Virginia Mathews had 
both actual and apparent authority to execute documents as an agent of CRI. The Idaho 
Supreme Court described the nature of an agency relationship in Gissel v. State as follows: 
Agency is a fiduciary relationship in which the principal confers authority 
upon the agent to act for the principal. Restatement (Second) of Agency § 1 & 
7 (1957). Agency can be established in three ways. First, real authority-an 
expression by the principal, either written or oral, granting authority to the 
agent to act. Second, implied authority-the principal acts in such a manner 
which leads the agent to believe that he has authority to act for the principal. 
Third, apparent authority-acts by the principal involving third parties who are 
conversant with the business practices of the principal, whereby a reasonable 
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person would be [led] to believe that the agent has authority to act for the 
principal. [Citations omitted.] 
Gissel v. State, III Idaho 725, 728-29, 727 P.2d 1153, 1156-57 (1986). 
Virginia Mathews, as secretary for CRI, had actual authority to act on behalf of CRI. 
Idaho Code § 30-1-841 speaks to the authority corporate officers have to bind a corporation: 
Each Officer has the authority and shall perform the duties set forth in the 
bylaws or, to the extent consistent with the bylaws, the duties prescribed by the 
board of directors or by direction of an officer authorized by the board of 
directors to prescribe the duties of other officers. 
CRI has failed to provide to Steel Farms any of CRl's bylaws, if they exist, which would 
have governed CRI's activities during the time in question? However, Venna Reed was 
director and president of CRI at the time, and, as Virginia Mathews stated in her deposition, 
her mother had asked her to deal with eRI matters on her behalf, and Virginia Mathews had 
instructed Kevin Steel as such.3 As the director and President, Venna Reed had the authority 
2 Although Virginia Mathews' affidavit claims the bylaws were attached as Exhibit D, they 
were not provided. The only bylaws that have been provided by CRl in discovery include bylaws 
which were executed in 2007, well after Ms. Mathews authorized the written change to the Lease 
and Option. (Casperson Aff., ~ 3, Ex. "B"). 
3 See Deposition of Virginia Mathews, p. 73-74: 
Q. Isn't it true that you had previously had a conversation with Mr. Steel in 
which you told him not to deal with your mother anymore, but to come 
directly to you? 
A. I told Mr. Steel that he could call me and not my mother. 
Q. And you specifically told him not to call your mother, correct? 
A. Because my mother asked me to. 
Q. Okay. So, you told him to deal exclusively with you and not with your 
mother. 
MR. OLSEN: Misstatement of testimony. 
BY MS. CASPERSON: 
Q. Correct? 
A. I was doing what my mother wished. 
(Casperson Aff., ~ 2, Ex. "A" (V. Mathews Depo., ~ 73-74)). 
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to delegate such tasks to officers. Based upon Venna Reed's instruction to Virginia Mathews 
to deal with CRl on her behalf, Virginia Mathews had express, actual authority to bind CRI. 
Virginia Mathews also had apparent authority to act for CRI. Steel Farms' previous 
dealings with Virginia Mathews indicated to Kevin Steel that Virginia Mathews could bind 
CRl. Virginia Mathews instructed Kevin Steel to deal only with her, and not with her 
mother, Venna Reed, regarding dealings between CRl and Steel Farms. (Kevin Steel Aff., 
~ 16). After her instruction, Kevin Steel took all annual payments to Ms. Mathews, rather 
than to her mother. (Kevin Steel Aff., ~ 16). Moreover, Virginia Mathews was the 
Secretary ofCRl from 2004 through 2006 (Casperson Aff., ~ 4, Ex. "C" (Annual Statements 
ofCRI». Although Ms. Mathews claims that immediately before she initialed the extension 
of the Lease she informed Kevin Steel that she did not know whether she had authority to 
sign the document on behalf of CRl, the fact remains that she initialed the document on 
behalf ofCRl at that time and directed Kevin Steel to not deal with Venna Reed. (Virginia 
Mathews Aff., ~ 11). Further, after initialing the document, Ms. Mathews admitted she never 
took any steps to correct her action if she did not have authority, although she now claims 
Kevin Steel somehow "coerced" her into signing the Lease. (Casperson Aff., ~ 2, Ex. 
"A" (V. Mathews Depo., p. 73-78». Based upon his prior business dealings with Virginia 
Mathews on behalf of CRl, Virginia Mathews would appear not only to have the authority 
to execute documents on behalf of CRl, but also was apparently the only individual who 
could do so, given the fact that Kevin Steel was told by Virginia Mathews to bring any and 
all issues pertaining to CRl to her, rather than Venna Reed, the only other officer of CRl. 
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Therefore, Virginia Mathews had apparent authority, as well as actual authority, to act on 
behalf of CRI at the time she initialed the extension of the Lease expiration date, and CRI 
is bound by that written amendment. 
2. The Extension ofthe Lease by CRI Pursuant to the Authority of Virginia 
Mathews Was Ratified By CRI. 
Documents executed both before and after Virginia Mathews initialed the extension 
of the expiration date of the Lease affirmed that the expiration date of the lease had been 
agreed to and extended by CRI. The Consent to Assignment of Lease, in which CRI 
consented to allow Steel Farms to sublease to Walker Land, states in its recitals: 
WHEREAS, Lessor and Lessee entered into that certain Lease Agreement 
dated the 24th day of April, 2004 (the "Lease") attached hereto as Exhibit "A" 
and incorporated herein by reference, wherein Lessee is currently leasing the 
premises located at 4488 North 115th West, Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402 (the 
"Premises") from Lessor which Lease commenced on tlte 24tll day of April, 
2004 and ends on the pi day of]Jlarcll 2009. 
(Kevin Steel Aff., 15, Ex. 3 (emphasis added». Additionally, the Sublease Agreement 
between Steel Farms and Walker Land provides that Walker Land may continue to sublease 
the Property from Steel Farms up to February 14, 2009. (Kevin Steel Aff., ~ 20, Ex. 4). 
Venna Reed also signed the Sublease, indicating she approved and acknowledged that the 
Lease was to extend beyond the March 1, 2008, date because the Sublease extended to 
February 14,2009. 
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3. Steel Farms Was Clearly Not in a Holdover Tenancy. Pursuant to the 
Terms Governing Hold-over Tenancy in the Lease. 
Based upon the language of the Lease itself, Steel Farms could not have been in a 
hold-over period between March 1, 2008 and March 1, 2009. Paragraph 20.11 of the Lease 
states the terms of the Lease in the case of a hold-over period: 
20.11. Holding Over. If Tenant remains in possession of all or any part of the 
Premises after the expiration of the term hereof, with or without the express 
or implied consent of Landlord, such tenancy shall be from month to month 
only, and not a renewal hereof or an extension for any further term, and 
in such case rent, including percentage rent and other monetary sums due 
hereunder, shall be payable in the amount and at the time specified in this 
Lease and such month tenancy shall be subject to every other term, covenant 
and agreement contained herein. 
(Kevin Steel Aff., ~ 6, Ex. 1, ~ 20.11 (bold emphasis added)). Under the terms of ~ 20.11, 
any holdover tenancy "shall be from month to month only," necessitating the division of 
yearly rent into a "percentage rent" of the total yeady rent Thus, any rental payments under 
a holdover term would have been made monthly, and would have been a 1I12th percentage 
of the $40,000.00 total yearly rent, or $3,33333. However, in 2008, Steel Farms made a 
single annual payment to eRI in the form of a check in the amount of $40,000.00. (Kevin 
Steel Aff., ,-r 21). eRI accepted that check and did not return the check or request that Steel 
Farms pay monthly as opposed to annually as required during the regular term ofthe Lease. 
(Kevin Steel Aff., ,-r 21). Therefore, CRl clearly did not believe that Steel Farms was in a 
holdover tenancy and further acknowledged and ratified the revised Lease date. 
Based on the above, it is evident that eRI ratified the extension of the expiration date 
ofthe Lease to March 1, 2009, and that Steel Farms was not in a holdover tenancy at the time 
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it exercised its Option to Purchase the Property. Therefore, Steel Farms' exercise of its 
Option to Purchase was valid and enforceable. 
C. IF CRI'S ASSERTION THAT STEEL FARMS WAS IN A HOLDOVER 
PERIOD IS ACCEPTED AS CORRECT, THE LEASE IS AMBIGUOUS AND 
EXTRINSIC EVIDENCE WOULD BE ADMISSIBLE TO CLARIFY THAT 
THE LEASE WAS EXTENDED THROUGH MARCH 1, 2009. 
"If [a] contract is ambiguous, extrinsic evidence may be considered to discern the 
true intent of the parties." Bilow v. Pre co, Inc., 132 Idaho 23, 27, 966 P.2d 23,27 (1998) 
(citing Dille v. Doerr Distributing Co., 125 Idaho 123, 125, 867 P.2d 997, 999 (Ct. 
App.1993);lnternational Eng'g Co. v. Daum Indus., Inc., 102 Idaho 363, 365, 630 P.2d 155, 
157 (1981). '''A contract is ambiguous if it is reasonably subject to conflicting 
interpretations.'" Id. 132 Idaho at 27-8,966 P.2d at 27-8 (citing Dille, 125 Idaho at 126,867 
P.2d at 1000 (quoting Murr v. Selag Corp., 113 Idaho 773,781,747 P.2d 1302, 1310 eCL 
App.1987)). 
If the Lease is interpreted in the manner that CRl propounds (that Steel Farms was in 
a hold-over period after March 1,2008), then the Option would never have been enforceable. 
If the Lease were to expire on March 1, 2008, and the Option could not be exercised until 
after July 15,2008, and could only be exercised during the term of the Lease, then the Option 
could never have been exercised. Therefore, under CRl's interpretation, the Lease is 
ambiguous, because it is unclear what purpose the insertion of the three and a half pages of 
Option language serves. Because the Lease is ambiguous under that interpretation, extrinsic 
evidence of the parties' intent would be admissible. As mentioned above, both the Consent 
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to Sublease and the Sublease Agreement indicate that the expiration date of the Lease was 
intended to be and extended to March 1, 2009 by CRl. Further, Kevin Steers affidavit 
supports that the parties intended the Lease to expire on March 1, 2009. Thus, extrinsic 
evidence indicates that it was the true intent of the parties that the Lease expire on March 1, 
2009, rather than March 1, 2008, and Steel Farms' exercise of its Option to Purchase was 
valid and enforceable. 
D. ANY ALLEGED VIOLATION OF CIVIL, CRIMINAL OR 
ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS IS MOOT BECAUSE STEEL FARMS 
EXERCISED ITS OPTION UNDER THE LEASE WELL BEFORE CRI SENT 
OUT ANY NOTICE OF DEFAULT CANCELING THE LEASE. 
Even assuming arguendo that Steel Farms had committed any violation of civil, 
criminal or environmental laws, such violation is moot regarding cancellation ofthe Option. 
Pursuant to Paragraph 19.1 of the Lease, the Steel Farms' Option to Purchase matured on 
July 15, 2008, and could be exercised thereafter. Steel Farms exercised its Option to 
Purchase on July 18,2008. (Kevin Steel Aff., ~ 22, Ex. 5). As set forth in Paragraph 19.8 
of the Lease, and is reiterated in Steel Farms' Exercise of Option to Purchase Premises: 
The time of closing this sale shall be at such time as the Tenant may designate 
by in writing at the time of exercise of the Option (herein called time of 
closing), but in no event shall the date be less that [sic] thirty (30) days or 
more than sixty (60) days following the exercise of the Option, unless (1) 
the Landlord shall agree in writing to such other closing time or (ii) the 
automatic extension of the closing is provided for herein. If, after exercise, the 
Option is not closed as herein provided then the same shall lapse and be of no 
further force or effect whatsoever. 
Based on the time line established in ~ 19.8, the Closing of the sale of the Property 
under the Option was required to occur by September 16,2008. CRI asserts that it conducted 
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an inspection of the Property on November 25,2008, and then again on December 6,2008. 
These visits were the first time that CRl became concerned of any alleged issues with the 
presence of certain items and substances on the Property. (See Memorandum, p. 17, "CRl 
learned of Steel Farms' [alleged] default on November 25,2008."). CRI has produced no 
evidence that these alleged conditions existed prior to November 25,2008. Of course, for 
the past 23 years, CRI had no problem with how Steel Farms had maintained the Propeliy, 
but suddenly objected after CRI refused to honor the Option. CRI did not provide Steel 
Farms with a notice oftermination of the lease until December 29,2008, Clearly, there was 
no evidence of any alleged default on Steel Farms' part until November 25, 2008 at the 
earliest, far beyond the September 16, 2008 closing date deadline, past which time any 
alleged default on the part of Steel Farms would have been moot 
Furthermore, Steel Farms was not given notice of termination of the Lease based on 
the alleged default until December 29, 2008, three and a half months after the sale of the 
Property should have closed, pursuant to the terms of the Option. The fact remains that there 
is no evidence of any alleged default by Steel Farms prior to the time in which the sale of the 
Property should have closed, and any alleged default which occurred after that time has no 
bearing on the validity of Steel Farms' exercise of its Option to Purchase. CRJ's only 
purpose in raising the alleged environmental violations was to avoid its obligations to honor 
the Option. 
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E. CRI IS ESTOPPED FROM MAKING ANY CLAIM THAT STEEL FARMS IS 
IN DEFAULT OF THE LEASE BECAUSE OF CERTAIN ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONDITIONS ON THE PROPERTY DUE TO CRI'S OWN PREVIOUS 
DUMPING ACTIVITIES ON THE PROPERTY, PROVISIONS WITHIN THE 
LEASE, AND CRI'S LACK OF PROOF THAT THE PRESENCE OF THE 
ITEMS AND SUBSTANCES ALLEGED ON THE PROPERTY VIOLATE 
ANY ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS. 
CRl claims that "[ w ]hether or not the Lease was extended beyond March 1, 2008, 
Steel Farms defaulted on the Lease by permitting unlawful acts on the property." 
(Memorandum, p. 14). CRl alleges these unlawful acts include the dumping of solid waste, 
and the improper storage and use of oil and fueL However, due to CRI's previous actions 
and use of the Property, CRI is estopped from claiming the CRl is the cause of any alleged 
contamination of the Property. Additionally, pursuant to the Lease, Steel Farms was only 
required to maintain the Property in the same manner that the Property had been maintained 
in the past by both landlord and tenant. Moreover, CRl has not produced any expert evidence 
that the presence of the items and substances on the Property are what they allege they are 
and/or that the presence ofthose items and substances violates any environmental laws. eRI 
has set forth no foundation that Virginia or Russell Mathews have any knowledge of 
hazardous substances or chemical training. Because eRI has failed to support its allegations, 
Steel Farms has moved to strike certain portions ofCRI's affidavits. 
1. Durina: the Course of its Use of the Property, CRI Ena:aa:ed in Multiple 
Instances of Dumpin2 and Possible Contamination of the Property. 
Prior to leasing the Property to Steel Farms, CRl farmed the Property. During that 
time, CRl engaged in multiple instances of the same activity CRl claims is polluting the 
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Property. In particular, at one time Dick Reed maintained an open dumping pit on the 
Property which was observed by Kevin Steel. (Kevin Steel Aff., ~ 25). Richard Reed 
eventually filled in and covered the pit, burying all discarded waste, including potentially 
toxic substances. (Kevin Steel Aff., ~ 25). CRI also contaminated the Property with known 
oil on previous occasions. (Kevin Steel Aff., 1 25). CRl had an older model tractor which 
leaked large amounts of oil onto the Property. (Kevin Steel Aff., ~ 25). Thus, if the Property 
is contaminated, CRI significantly contributed to the contaminated prior to leasing the 
Property to Steel Farms. 
2. Provisions in the Lease Only Required Steel Farms to Maintain the 
Property in the Same Manner as it Had Been Maintained by CRI and 
Steel Farms in the Past. 
Paragraph 8.1.1 of the Lease states: 
8.1.1 By Landlord and Tenant. Landlord and Tenant agree at all times during 
the term of this Lease, to maintain the Premises in the same manner that the 
Premises [sic] has been maintained by both the Landlord and Tenant in the 
past. 
Clearly, this paragraph allows Steel Farms to maintain the Property in the same 
manner as it has been maintained by CRl in the past. As mentioned in the above section, 
eRI's past use and maintenance of the Property involved dumping waste in an open pit 
which eRI later filled and covered, and allowing oil to contaminate the farm ground. (Kevin 
Steel Atl., ~ 25). Thus, under the maintenance requirements ofthe Lease, Steel Farms was 
permitted to engage in all of those behaviors. However, Steel Farms does not admit that it 
ever engaged in dumping or contamination of the Property of any kind. 
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3. CRI Has Provided No Proof That the Items or Substances Are the Items 
or Substances They Assert They Are, or That Those Items or Substances 
Violate Civil, Criminal or Environmental Laws in Any Way. 
CRl claims that it "found solid waste dumped or discarded on their property in 
violation ofLC. 31-4401." (Memorandum, p. 14). First, even ifit could be proven that Steel 
Farms had discarded items and substances on the Property that fell within the definition of 
"solid waste" under the Idaho Code, it is doubtful that Steel Farms could be found to have 
violated Idaho Code § 31-4410 because a violation of that section entails "throwing away, 
dumping, discarding, any type or nature of solid waste" on the "private land of another. " 
Idaho Code § 31-4410. The term "private land of another" indicates that the party engaging 
in the throwing away, dumping, or discarding does not have a right to use or be present on 
the land in question. In the case at hand, this is impossible, given that the Lease grants to 
Steel Farms a right to possession of the land. 
Moreover, CRl does not indicate that any testing or professional analysis of the items 
and substances on the Property has been done, nor has CRl provided any proof regarding the 
origins of the items and substances. Further, CRl has not put forth any information regarding 
whether any of the owners of CRl who observed the items and substances on the Property 
have any environmental science or engineering training or expertise. Moreover, some of the 
alleged contamination is nothing more than standard operation of the new pump system 
installed by Steel Fanus. The new pump has to be constantly lubricated and an oil-drip 
system is used. (Kevin Steel Aft., ~ 27). The pictures of the drip system taken by CRl do 
not demonstrate contamination. The drip system sits on a concrete pad and the oil runs down 
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the shaft of the pump. Steel Farms is operating the pump as required and according to 
installation instructions. (Kevin Steel AfL, ~ 27). Therefore, it cannot be proven that any 
civil, criminal or environmental violations of any kind have occurred. 
4. Steel Farms Corrected Any Alleged Default Issues. 
Steel Farms corrected any alleged default. Kevin Steel consulted with the Sublessee 
to verify that the alleged default items had been corrected. (Kevin Steel Aff., ~ 26). 
Although some items could not be corrected until the snow cleared, Kevin Steel verified by 
inspecting the Property that the concerns had been addressed. Kevin Steel confirmed that 
any garbage in the pit had been removed and the open buckets of material had been removed 
and cleaned up. (Kevin Steel AfC ~ 26). Consequently, there is no basis for CRI to allege 
a breach of any portion of the Lease and Option. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
Based upon the foregoing, Steel Farms respectfully requests that CRl's Motion for 
Summary Judgment be denied. 
Date: S /C;;;{21 
DeAnne Casperson, Es . 
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
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IN TI-IE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH nJDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STEEL FARMS, INC.,. 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
CROFT & REED, INC., 
Defendant. 
CROFT & REED, INC., 
Counterclaimant, 
v. 
STEEL FARMS, INC., 
Counterdefendants. 
Case No. CV-2008-7912 
MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF 
THE AFFIDAVITS OF VIRGINIA R. 
MATHEWS AND RUSSELL J. 
MATHEWS 
COMES NOW Plaintiff Steel Farms, Inc., CPlaintiff"), by and through counsel of 
record, Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, PLLC, and moves the Court to strike portions of 
the Affidavit of Virginia R. Mathews and the Affidavit of Russell J. Mathews (the 
"Affidavits") on the grounds that portions of the Affidavits lack an adequate foundation 
and contain alleged expert testimony without establishing the affiant as an expert. This 
MAY-05-09 04:26PM FROM-HOLDEN K HAHN & CRAPO 209-523-9518 T-186 P.004/011 F-39r 
motion is supported by the Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike submitted 
herewith. 
Date: 5'{S/O'i 
DeAnne Casperson, Esq. 
HOLDEN, KIDWELL. HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
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Charles A. Homer, Esq. (ISB No. 1630) 
DeAnne Casperson, Esq. (ISB No. 6698) 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P.LL.C. 
P.O. Box 50130 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Telephone: (208)523-0620 
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Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STEEL FARMS, INC., 
v. 
CROFT & REED, INC., 
Plaintiff, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV-08-7912 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 
OF MOTION TO STRIKE 
PORTIONS OF THE AFFIDAVITS 
OF VIRGINIA R. MATHEWS AND 
RUSSELL J. MATHEWS 
CONIES NOW Plaintiff Steel Fanus, Inc. ("Plaintiff"), by and tlrrough counsel of 
record, Holden, Kidwell, Halm & Crapo, PLLC, and submits this Memorandum in Support 
of Motion to Strike ("Memorandwn"). 
I. STATEMENT OF FACTS 
Defendant Croft & Reed. Inc. ("Defendant") submitted its Motion for Summary 
Judgment on March 26,2009. In support of its Motion for Summary Judgment, Defendant 
submitted the Affidavit of Virginia R. Mathews ("Virginia Affidavit") and the Affidavit of 
Russell J. Mathews ("Russell Affidavit") (collectively "Affidavits"). Portions of the 
Affidavits contain information that lacks the proper foundation and attempts to provide 
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expert opinions without establishing any expertise on the part of either pany. As such, 
Plaintiff objects to those portions of the Affidavits and requests that the Court strike those 
portions of the Affidavits from the record. 
II. ARGUMENT 
Plaintiff moves to strike the following portions of the Affidavits, as explained below: 
A. Virginia Matllews Affidavit 
1. Paragraph 18: In our inspections, as confirmed [sic] also discovered 
several containers that were overflowing with used oil. The oil was 
clearly seeping into the ground in several spots and potentially 
threatening contamination of the grotmdwater. We also found and 
photographed a water pump that was leaking oil and other hazardous 
materials into the ground. These oil and fuel spills were also 
documented willi photographs taken by Russell on December 6, 2008, 
attached as part of Exhibit D. 
Paragraph 18 of the Virginia Affidavit lacks foundation and personal knowledge and 
contains an expert opinion for which no expertise has been established on the part of Virginia 
Mathews, in violation of Idaho Rules of Evidence 402 and 702. 
Ms. Mathews provides no indication as to how she knew the alleged substance 
overflowing from containers was used oil. Additionally, she does not explain how she knew 
that the substance leaking from the water pump was oil and further did not indicate how she 
knew that the "other [ ] materials" were "hazardous materials." Finally, she indicates that 
there were "fuel spills" documented with photographs taken by Russell Mathews, but fails 
to identify how she knew that the alleged "spills" were fuel. Without the proper foundation, 
the evidence is irrelevant. Idaho Rule of Evidence 402. Further, her claim that "the oil was 
2 - MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTTON TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF THE AFFlDA VITS OF 
VIRGINIA R. MATHEWS AND RUSSELL J. MATHEWS 
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clearly seeping into the ground in several spots and potentially threatening contamination of 
the groundwater" also lacks fOIDldation, as she provides no explanation as to how she knew 
that the alleged oil was seeping into the ground and threatening groundwater contamination, 
violating Idaho Rules of Evidence 402. 
Moreover, making a determination as to whether any oftlle substances were oil, fuel, 
or hazardous materials, or that tllose substances were somehow contaminating the 
groundwater is an expert opinion regarding environmental matters. Idaho Rule of Evidence 
702 requires that a witness must be "qualified as an expert by knowledge, skill, experience, 
training, or education" before testifying as to scientific, technical or other specialized 
knowledge. Ms. Mathews has not presented any credentials regarding any specialized 
expertise she may have in environmental contamination matters. Therefore, she is uot an 
expert and cannot testify as to whether certain substances mayor may not be oil or other 
hazardous materials, or whether those substances are threatening to contaminate the 
groundwater. Therefore, because paragraph 18 of the Virginia Mathews Affidavit violates 
Rules of Evidence 402 and 702, the paragraph is inadmissible. 
B. Russell Mathews Affidavit 
i. Paragraph 6: In our inspection we also discovered several containers 
that were overflowing with used oiL The oil was clearly seeping into 
the ground in several spots and potentially threatening contamination 
of the groundwater. We also found a water pump that was leaking oil 
and other hazardous materials into the grOlmd. These oil and fuel spills 
were also documented with photographs that I took on December 6, 
2008, attached as part of Exhibit A. 
3 _ MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF THE AFFIDAVITS OF 
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Paragraph 7: I explained my concerns to eRl about the contaminate(l 
area .... 
Paragraph 10: '" However, oil sludge still was contaminating the site. 
Like Paragraph 18 of the Virginia Mathews Affidavit, paragraph 6 of the Russell 
Affidavit lacks foundation and contains an expert opinion for which no expertise has been 
established on tlle part of Russell Mathews, in violation ofIdaho Rules of Evidence 402 and 
702. In fact, the arguments regarding violations of Idaho Rules of Evidence 402 and 702 in 
the Virginia Mathews Affidavit, as explained infra in SectionILA. above, apply to Paragraph 
6 of the Russell Matllews Affidavit as well. Additionally, the above noted portions of 
paragraph 7 and 10 of the Russell Mathews Affidavit lacks foundation, as there is no 
explanation as to how Mr. Mathews knew the alleged substance described was oil or that 
there was "contamination," in violation of Idaho Rules of Evidence 402. Furthennore, 
whether or not the alleged substance described in paragraph 10 was actually oil or whether 
it was contaminating the property are conclusions based upon scientific or technical 
knowledge relating to expertise in environmental issues. Mr. Mathews has not been 
established as an expert in environmental contamination matters, and therefore cannot testify 
regarding any alJeged contamination of the property. Thus, the above noted portion of 
paragraphs 7 and 10 also violates Idaho Rule of Evidence 702. Because paragraph 6 of the 
Russell Affidavit violates Idaho Rules of Evidence 402 and 702 in the same manner as 
paragraph 18 of the Virginia Affidavit, and because dle noted portion of paragraph 10 of the 
4 - MEMORANDUM TN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF THE AFFIDAVITS OF 
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Russell Affidavit violates Rules of Evidence 402 and 702 as wel1~ paragraph 6 and the 
denoted portion of paragraph 10 of the Russell Affidavit are inadmissible. 
III. CONCLUSION 
Based upon the foregoing, Plaintiff respectfully request that the Court strike the 
aforementioned portions of the Affidavit of Virginia R Mathews and the Affidavit of Russell 
J. Mathews from the record. 
Date: 5l S" ( 01 
DeAnne Casperson~ Esq. 
HOLDEN, KlDWELL~ HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
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Attorney for Defendant/Counterclaimant, Croft & Reed, Inc. 
DISTRICT COURT SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
BONNEVILLE COUNTY IDAHO 
STEEL FARMS, INC. 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CROFT & REED, INC., 
Defendant. 
CROFT & REED, INC. 
Counterclaimant, 
vs. 
STEEL FARMS, INC.; DOUG STEEL, 
individually; and KEVIN STEEL, 
individually, 
Counterdefendants. 
Case No.: CV-08-7912 
CROFT & REED, INC.'S 
RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF 
THE AFFIDAVITS OF VIRGINIA R. 
MATHEWS AND RUSSELL 1. 
MATHEWS 
Defendant/Counterclaimant, Croft & Reed, Inc. (CRI), by and through counsel of 
record, Nathan M. Olsen of Beard St. Clair Gaffney PA, submits the following Response 
to Plaintiffs (Steel Farm's) Motion to Strike Portions of the Affidavits of Virginia R. 
Croft & Reed, Inc.'s Response to Plaintiffs Motion to Strike Portions of the Affidavits of 
Virginia R. Mathews and Russell J. Mathews Page 1 
Mathews and Russell 1. Mathews. This memorandum is supported by the affidavits 
Virginia R. Mathews and Russell 1. Mathews filed herewith. 
SUMMARY 
Steel Farm's motion, which is not supported by any legal authority other than 
their interpretation of the Rules of Evidence, is nothing short of a desperate attempt to 
compel the Court to disregard critical and clear evidence that would essentially nullify 
any right to purchase CRI's property. The fact remains that Mr. and Mrs. Mathews are 
capable of recognizing the characteristics of used oil. Moreover, it is not necessary to 
obtain an expert to identify whether used oil, or other hazardous compounds are being 
improperly stored and disposed of under the law. 
ARGUMENT 
I. Russell Mathews and Virginia Mathews have enough knowledge and 
experience to identify used oil. 
Mr. and Mrs. Mathews initial atIidavits submitted to the court indicate that they both 
witnessed used oil and possibly other hazardous substances oozing off of containers and 
pumps onto the ground. Oil is a fairly common compound which person of middle age 
would normally be expected to recognize and identify. 
Nevertheless, to assuage Steel Farm's concerns about "foundation" of Mathews' 
testimony, the Mathews have offered additional affidavits to the Court stating their 
background and ability to identify such substances. Indeed, Virginia Mathews worked on 
her father's farm, including the proper maintenance machinery and vehicles. (V. Mathew 
May 11,2009, Aff. ~~ 1-8) Russell Mathews has maintained vehicles throughout his 
life, changing the oil on numerous occasions, including on the vehicle he now drives with 
over 200,000 miles. (R. Mathew May 11, ?ot9? Aff. ~~ 1-11.) Mr. Mathews also has 
Croft & Reed, Inc. 's Response to Plaintiffs Motion to Strike Portions of the Affidavits of 
Virginia R. Mathews and Russel\ J. Mathews Page 2 
experience in inspecting property for potential environmental hazards as a commercial 
insurance agent. 
Through their experience and background, the Mathews observed the improper 
storage of the oil and fuel on the farm. They documented their observations with 
photographs. Any person with ordinary intelligence will easily recognize dark oil sludge 
in the photographs spilling over onto the ground. Steel Farm's argument under relevance 
should be disregarded. 
II. The hazardous materials violations observed by the Mathews do not 
require an "expert" to confirm 
Steel Farms misrepresents the Mathews affidavit as "expert testimony" on the leakage 
of oil into the ground. Rule 702 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence only applies in cases 
where an expert with "specialized knowledge" "will assist" the trier of fact to 
"understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue." IDAHO R. EVID. 702 (2008). 
CRI is not attempting to qualifY the Mathews as "expert witnesses" (although they 
reserve that right in the future), but are simply presenting evidence through the first hand 
knowledge and observations of the Mathews pursuant to Rule 701 of the Idaho Rules of 
Evidence allowing for lay testimony. IDAHO R. EVID. 701 (2008). This rule allows lay 
witnesses to testifY in regard to a) their own perceptions, b) assist in the understanding of 
the facts in issue which are c) not based on scientific knowledge. ld. 
What the Mathews observed is straight forward and does not require an expert to 
verifY. An expert does not always necessary to testifY whether a condition is occurring. 
A person who observes an armed robbery does not need an expert to confirm that a 
robbery has occurred. The same holds true for environmental conditions. An expert 
would not be needed to confirm that cet2il ~mmon materials are being released into the 
Croft & Reed, Inc.' s Response to Plaintiff's Motion to Strike Portions of the Affidavits of 
Virginia R. Mathews and Russell J. Mathews Page 3 
environment. This testimony can come in through a lay witness as provided under Rule 
701,Id. 
Steel Farms wants to strike Mathews' basic observation of containers of oil and other 
substances on the farm which were overflowing and spilling onto the ground in several 
spots. (Plai. Mem. Mot. Str.) No expert is necessary to confirm what the Mathews 
observed. As stated in their affidavits, the Mathews observed containers overflowing 
with oil, as confirmed by the photographs. The Mathews also observed an area around 
the containers saturated with oil. It takes no expert to conclude that gravitational forces 
will potentially pull the oil down through the porous soil into groundwater. Oil seepage 
into groundwater is contamination, as clearly stated in the federal and state rules and 
regulations cited in the Memorandum in support of CRI' s motion for summary judgment. 
In short, no "assistance" of an expert is required to confinn the Mathews 
testimony and the stark photographs that containers were overflowing with oil. 
Moreover, no expert is required to demonstrate that this oil seepage can potentially affect 
the ground water. Steel Farm's motion to strike falls woefully short and should be 
denied. 
CONCLUSION 
For the above stated reasons, Steel Farm's motion should be denied. Moreover, 
CRI notes that Steel Farms has not challenged the Mathews' observations of the illegal 
dumping of trash on t 
. Olsen 
Of Beard St. Clair Gaffney PA 
Attorney for Croft & Reed, Inc. 
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2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404-7495 
Telephone: (208) 523-5171 
Facsimile: (208) 529-9732 
Attorneys for Defendant, Croft & Reed, Inc. 
DISTRICT COURT SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
BONNEVILLE COUNTY IDAHO 
STEEL FARMS, INC. 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CROFT & REED, INC., 
Defendant. 
CROFT & REED, INC. 
Counterclaimant, 
vs. 
STEEL FARMS, INC. 
Counterdefendants. 
Case No.: CV-08-7912 
DEFENDANT'S AND 
COUNTERCLAIMANT'S REPLY TO 
PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM IN 
OPPOSITION OF DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
Defendant and Counterclaimant, Croft & Reed, Inc. (CRI), by and through 
counsel of record, Nathan M. Olsen of Beard St. Clair Gaffney PA, submits the following 
reply to Plaintiff Steel Farms, Inc. (Steel Farm's) memorandum in opposition to CRl's 
Motion for Summary Judgment. This memorandum is suppOlied by the previo~ 
i) t') ,t 
t., (.d , 
Defendant's and Counterc1aimant's Reply to Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition to 
Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment Page 1 
, . 
pleadings and affidavits as well as additional affidavits provided by Virginia R. Mathews, 
Russell J. Mathews. and Nathan Olsen. 
SUMMARY 
Steel Farm's response to the motion omits key facts that defeat their arguments. 
Notwithstanding Steel Farm's attempt to steer the Court away from the underlying facts 
and arguments ofthe summary judgment, there is no material dispute over the lack of 
authority for Virginia Mathews to extend the 2004 Lease, the lack of which prevents 
Steel Farms from exercising an option to purchase. Even then, Steel Farms has no real 
answer to the blatant lease violations which clearly prevents them from purchasing the 
property. CRl's motion should be granted. 
ADDITONAL MATERIAL FACTS 
CRI Bylaws in 2004 
On December 28, 1961, CRI approved bylaws for the management ofthe 
corporation. (V. Mathews Aff. Ex. 8.) To the best ofCRI's knowledge, these bylaws 
were in effect in 2004. (V. Mathews Aff. ~ 9) Article III, Section 1 of these bylaws 
require the President to approve all corporate "contracts and instruments" in writing 
which must have been "first approved by the Board of Directors. (ld. Ex 8.) Article VI 
of the bylaws provides that "no contract by any officer of the company shall be valid 
without the previous authorization or subsequent ratification of the President of the Board 
of Directors." (Id.) 
Suspension of Exercise of Option 
CRI attorney Nathan Olsen sent Steel Farms attorney Charles Homer a letter 
dated September 23,2008, listing concerns and errors contained within Steel Farms 
attempted exercise of option in July of 20~82~d related documents. (Olsen Aff. ~ 3-4. 
Defendant's and Counterclaimanfs Reply to Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition to 
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See also Olsen Ex. A and Steel Aff. Ex. 7) These concerns included an inaccurate legal 
description which described property not owned by CRI, which Steel Farms later 
admitted in their pleadings before the Court. (Id. at ~ 4, see also Steel Complaint ~ See 
also Steel Aff. Ex. 7) Olsen also cited inaccurate and/or contradictory pricing and 
payment terms, including an illegal "non-interest bearing deed of trust note" that Steel 
Farms wanted CRI to sign. (Id. Olsen Ex. A.) Mr. Olsen also noted that purchase 
documents would have required the impossibility of both a title to the property "free and 
clear of all encumbrances" and a "mortgage" or "lien" on real property. (ld.) Mr. Homer 
responded by proposing the drafting of a new purchase agreement. (Olsen Aff. ~ 6.) 
Homer offered to draft the documents. (Olsen Aff. ~ 6.) During the period which Homer 
worked on the new proposal, no efforts were taken by CRI to pursue an option to 
purchase the property, including a revised written notice of option. (Olsen Afl ~ 7.) On 
November 18, 2008, Homer e-mailed Olsen a draft purchase agreement for review. 
(Olsen Aff.~ 8.) This draft agreement contained an "indemnification" clause requiring 
CRI to indemnify Steel Farms from any environmental violations found on the property. 
(ld. ~ 8.) CRI agents subsequently conducted an inspection of their property and found 
the violations previously described. (See R. Mathews and V. Mathews Affs.) 
At no point has Steel Farms provided CRI a revised or accurate "written notice" 
of intent to purchase the property as required under Sec. 19.9.1 of the Lease. (Olsen Aff. 
~ 9) Instead, Steel Farms recorded a "Notice of Option" in the country records, 
effectively clouding CRI's title to the propeliy. In addition, Steel Farms initiated the 
current lawsuit. 
Failure of CRI to address default 
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CRrs attorney provided written notice dated December 30,2008, to Steel Farms 
oflease violations on the property. (Olsen Aff. ~ 10; see also Steel Aff. Ex. 10) Steel 
Farms communicated no efforts made to address any of the defaults prior to affidavits of 
Kevin Steel provided to the Court with their response to CRr s motion for summary 
judgment. (Olsen AfT ~ 11.) In the mean time, after receiving notice of default, Sublessee 
Walker Land subsequently vacated the premises and the lease expired. 
Additional foundation and environmental violations found by CRI 
CRl agent Russell Mathews is 50 years old and has good vision. (R. Mathews 
May 11,09 Aff. ~ 2.) Throughout his life he has engaged in activities and occupations 
that have familiarized him with the characteristics of used oil and other hazardous 
materials. (ld. ~~ 2-6.) He is also capable of reading and studying the laws and rules that 
regulate the environment. (ld. ~ 7.) Through his life experience and education, he is also 
aware of the porous nature of soil and the forces of gravity. (ld. ~ 8.) He is aware that 
liquid substances left on the soil can seep into the ground, potentially finding its way to 
the water table. (ld.) 
During his previous visits to the Croft and Reed farm on behalf of CRI described 
in previous affidavits, Mathews observed used oil and other potentially hazardous 
substances being improperly stored. (ld. ~ 9) He noticed that these substances had 
spilled onto the ground in several places. (ld. ~ 9). He photographed what he observed. 
(ld. ~ 9). 
Virginia Mathews is familiar with the characteristics of used oil and other 
hazardous materials. Her experience working on her father's farm eminently qualifies 
her. (V. Mathews May 11,2009 AfI. ~2-5.) She also learned the proper handling of such 
materials. (ld. ~~ 6-7.) On her November 2522~08, visit to the Croft & Reed farms she 
Defendanfs and Counterclaimant's Reply to Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition to 
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observed oil and other potentially hazardous substances being improperly stored and 
spilling onto the ground. (ld. ~~ 7-.) 
On April 24, 2009, Russell Mathews made another site visit to the Croft & Reed 
farm. (R. Mathews May 11,2009 AfI. ~~ 10-11.) He noticed that the tenant Steel Farms 
had left several canisters strewn about the premises. (Id. ~ 10.) Upon closer 
examination, he noticed that the canisters were a highly toxic and hazardous pesticide 
substance called "Fumitoxin." (Id.) The label on the canister contains several strict 
warnings about the hazardous nature and proper storage of the toxin, including the 
possibility of serious injury or death if such warnings are not strictly adhered to. (Jd.) He 
documented my observation and the canisters with photographs. (Jd.) In his experience, 
and according to the warning labels themselves, leaving several canisters of hazardous 
and dangerous toxins such as "Fumitoxin" strewn about the ground is not the proper 
storage and disposal of such substances, and in fact can lead to harm to the environment 
and threats to human and animals. (Id. ~ 11.) 
ARGUMENT 
I. Steel Farms' facts should be disregarded. 
Steel Farm's response contains several pages and paragraphs of alleged facts which 
have nothing to do with the underlying motion andlor which should be excluded for 
violations of the Idaho Rules of Evidence. For instance, the alleged facts contain 
numerous "hearsay" statements from Dick Reed and CRI's accountant, Richard Hale. 
There are also numerous allegations made about the background and formation of the 
2004 lease and option to purchase, including the "relationship" of the parties, price tenns, 
and extraneous items such as the purchase of improvements to the property. These facts 
may be excluded under Idaho's rules regarding the use of extrinsic evidence in 
Defendant's and Counterclaimant's R?P~?o Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition to 
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interpreting or defining a contract, particularly when there is a "merger" clause in the 
contract. (See, Univ. of Idaho Found., Inc. v. Civic Partners, Inc. (In re Univ. 
Place/Idaho Water Ctr. Project), 199 P.3d 102 (Idaho 2008) "If a written contract is 
complete upon its face and unambiguous, extrinsic evidence of prior or contemporaneous 
negotiations or conversations is not admissible to contradict, vary, alter, add to, or detract 
from the terms of the contract. A written contract that contains a merger clause is 
complete upon its face.") In any case, none of these alleged facts have any relevance to 
the underlying motion. The motion assumes that the Lease is valid and enforceable. The 
motion focuses on whether the agreement's terms prevent Steel Farms from purchasing 
the propeliy. 
The Court should not be confused or diverted by these alleged facts made by Steel 
Farms-which is an attempt to portray the 2004 Lease as a purchase contract and not a 
lease. In examining the document itself, the 2004 Lease is primarily a ground lease, with 
the possibility of an option to purchase the ground if certain conditions were met. Steel 
Farms' attempt to inject facts and allegations suggesting otherwise is contrary to the 
contract, which speaks for itself. Such alleged facts should be disregarded by the Court. 
As stated in CRI's initial memorandum, CRI accepts the terms of the 2004 lease as 
being valid for purposes of summary judgment. If and when it becomes appropriate, CRI 
will argue against certain allegations made by Steel Farms about the terms' validity (or 
lack thereof) and option to purchase the property. For the purposes of summary 
judgment only, the Court must focus on the specific terms of the Lease which are clearly 
understood to prevent Steel Farms from purchasing CRrs property 
II. Virginia Mathews lacked authority to extend or modify the lease, thus 
nullifying the Option. 226 
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As discussed below, Steel Farms has not presented any relevant evidence to suggest 
that Virginia Mathews had the authority to modify the lease or bind the corporation. 
A. eRl's bylaws and the contract itself prevents Ms. Mathews from making 
modifications 
Steel Farms has not refuted Section 20.4 of the Lease which requires any 
modification ofthe agreement to be in writing signed by both Landlord (CRI) and Tenant 
(Steel Farms). According to CRrs bylaws, Virginia Mathews did not have the authority 
to make such modifications for CRI in her capacity as Secretary. Steel Farms questioned 
whether there were bylaws in place for the corporation in April of 2006 which prevented 
Mrs. Mathews as Secretary only and not a shareholder from binding the corporation. (The 
bylaws cited in the previous memorandum were the "amended bylaws" approved by the 
corporation in 2007.) CRI has now discovered bylaws in its records dating from 1961 in 
place in 2006 that prevented Mrs. Mathews from binding the corporation. (Mathews Aff. 
Ex. B) Article III, Section 1 requires that the President of the Corporation (at that time 
Venna Reed) has the sole authority to sign contracts for the corporation unless the 
President is "unavailable." (Id.) Article VI of bylaws state that "no contract by any 
officer of the company shall be valid without the previous authorization or subsequent 
ratification of the President ofthe Board of Directors" (Id.) 
In April of 2006, Venna Reed was available to sign documents, and in fact in that same 
month Ms. Reed had authorized by her signature a Sublease for the property. (See Steel 
Aff. Ex. 4 "Sublease") This document was signed by Mrs. Reed, as President of CRI, and 
the other parties. including Kevin Steel in his capacity as president, and a dozen or so 
members of Walker Land and Cattle, LLC. (Id.) In addition, all of these signatures were 
notarized. (Id.) It is therefore disingenuous for Steel Farms to suggest that they 
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somehow believed that Virginia Mathews now had authority to bind the corporation by 
initialing a major modification to a two year old contract when in fact they had just 
witnessed Venna Reed sign other contracts on behalf of the Corporation. 
Corporate bylaws provide the rules and designated authority to bind and protect the 
interests of the corporation. IDAHO CODE ANN. § 30-1-841 (2008). One of those 
protections prevents unauthorized agents from binding or hurting the corporation's 
interests, even if such damage is unintentional. Thus, whatever the perceptions of Kevin 
Steel or Virginia Mathews were in April of2006 when Mr. Steel visited Mathews on her 
doorstep to make the major modification to the lease does not matter. Whether Kevin 
Steel believed that Virginia Mathews was an authorized agent does not matter. CRrs 
bylaws and the lease itselfrequired the approval and signature of Venn a Reed as the 
President and sole shareholder of CRI. This never occurred. Thus, any such unapproved 
markings should be disregarded, and the unambiguous four year term of the lease ending 
in March of 2008 should stand. 
Moreover, at no point has the President of CRI or its Board of Directors ever 
ratified the modifications or extended the lease. (See V. Mathews Aff.) In fact, the 
September 23,2008, letter from CRI's attorney to counsel for Steel Farms cited in Steel 
Farm's brief - indicates that CRI would be willing to negotiate an "extension of the 
lease." (See Steel Aff. Ex. 7, pg. 2.) This is an demonstrates that CRI did not extend the 
lease and that Steel Farms remained as a holdover tenant. 
B. Virginia Mathews never acted outside of her capacity has Secretary of the 
Corporation. 
Mrs. Mathews has consistently stated that in 2006 she acted only in her capacity as 
secretary to the corporation. (V. Mathews Aff. 1-10) In January of 2006, Mathews 
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learned the Steels took then 79 year old Venna Reed to the bank to sign numerous 
documents that had not been reviewed by Ms. Reed or an attorney. (V. Mathews Dep. 
60:10-25; 61:1-7; 90: 18-23, April 3, 2009.) After this experience, Mathews simply 
suggested that the Steels could contact her mother for corporate business through her 
(Virginia Mathews.) (Id. 78:17-18 and corrections Olsen Aff. Ex. D.) Any suggestion 
that Mathews told Steels to "deal exclusively" through her is incorrect and misstates her 
testimony. In fact, Mathews provided a corrected version of an answer to a misleading 
question asked by counsel in her deposition in that regard. (Id. note objection and 
corrections.) In any case, there is simply no evidence suggesting that in April of2006 
anyone other than Venna Reed possessed the authority to bind the corporation. 
I. The four year term is not inconsistent with any of the terms of the Option 
and 2006 Sublease 
Steel Farms incorrectly alleges that a four year term makes the Option 
"unenforceable." (See Steel Mem. at 13-14.) As stated in CRI's initial brief, the lease 
contemplates the possibility of exercising the Option during an extension of the lease. 
Section 19.9.1 of the lease indicates that: 
[I]n order to exercise the Option, the Tenant must give written notice thereof to the 
Landlord subsequent to the maturity of this option on July 15, 2008 and during the 
Term of this lease (including any agreed extension or exercised option term but 
excluding any holdover term.)" (emphasis added) 
Thus, had the parties extended the lease, then Steel Fanns could have exercised the 
Option. 
Conversely, if the lease is not extended, the language specifically indicates that 
there is no right to exercise the option during any "holdover" term. Thus, the contract 
contemplates both an extension of the lease, wherein the Option can be exercised and a 
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"holdover term" where there is no such right to an option. This section signals that the 
2004 agreement signed between the patties was primarily a lease and secondarily the 
providing of an option to buy the propelty if certain conditions were met. It could easily 
be understood that the Landlord, or CRl, wanted to ascertain if Steel Farms would 
comply with the lease and allow for the opportunity of an extension of the lease during 
which an option could be exercised. If there is no such extension, then as expressed by 
the contract, there is no option. This would not be a "mistake," or an "impossibility," but 
would be consistent with the terms of the parties 2004 agreement. 
Moreover, although the Sublease does allow the Sublessee to extend their 
"Sublease" through March of2009, the terms of the Sublease make it clear that such a 
right is subject to the Lease. Section 1 of that Sublease specifically states that it is 
"subject to the terms and provisions of the Lease." (Steel Aff. Ex. 7 Sec. 1.) Again, 
Section 2 of that Sublease makes it distinctly clear that "it is specifically understood and 
agreed that Sublesseee shall not acquire any greater rights in the Premises than that 
which is held by Sublessor pursuant to the terms and provision of the Lease."Id. 
(emphasis added.) 
Finally, Steel Farms errantly concludes that because CRI did not collect rent 
"month-to-month" during the holdover period, that this was somehow not a holdover 
period. In fact, the lease provision cited in both briefs indicate that even in a holdover 
period that the rent "shall be payable in the amount and at the time specified in this 
Lease." (Section 20.11 of the Lease). This meant that, as required in the Lease, CRl 
would continue to accept annual payments of rent even in a holdover period. However, 
CRI would be able to eject the tenant Steel Farms upon thirty days notice. (See Lease) 
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II. Steel Farms cannot hold up a document never fully executed and 
replaced by a subsequent agreement as a "ratification" of a lease 
extension. 
Steel Fanns refers to a "Consent to Assignment of Lease" dated in January of 2006. 
(Steel AfT. Ex. 3.) This document attempted to transfer Steel Farms' rights and 
obligations under the Lease to a third party, Walker Land & Cattle, LLC (Walker Land). 
(!d.) Steel Fanns omits the fact that this proposed assignment was never signed by the 
key principal of the agreement Walker Land and was later replaced by the Sublease 
signed three months later in April of2006. (See Steel Farms. Ex. 7.) Steel Farms also 
fails to mention that Section 21 of the Sublease states that the terms of the Sublease: 
[S]hall supersede all such prior negotiations and agreements, that there are no other 
verbal promises, implied promises, agreements, stipulations, representations or 
warranties of any kind or nature, excepting those set forth in this Sublease Agreement 
and that this Sublease shall be and is the final expression of the agreement of the 
parties and shall control. 
(ld.) 
This section explicitly prevents the January 2006 "Consent to Assignment of Lease" 
from being binding in any way or even used as evidence to interpret intent or terms 
agreed to by the parties. Thus, the Court should disregard the 2006 consent. Any 
"recitals" (or non-binding terms) of this unexecuted document, including that there was a 
"lease ending on the 1 st day of March" was not an agreed upon provision or "ratification" 
by CRI, and any other party for that matter. 
III. The timing of Steel Farms' default has no bearing on the voidance of 
their right to an option on the property. 
Notwithstanding the discussion above regarding the extension of the Lease, the 
contract makes it clear that any default of the ~'S1?y voids the option. Until the parties 
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reached closure on the option, Steel Farms was still subject to the terms of the Lease. As 
stated in eRI's previous brief, Section 19.9.3 states: 
The Tenant's right to exercise the Option is suspended and the Tenant shall not have 
the right to exercise the Option while the Tenant is in default in performing any of the 
provisions of this lease to be performed by the Tenant, whether or not a notice of 
default has been served by the Landlord specifYing such defaults. Tenant's right to 
exercise the Option is cancelled in the event if the cancellation of the term as herein 
provided. 
(CITATION) 
This provision does not state that all rights to such an option is suspended during the 
default and ultimately cancelled when the lease itself is cancelled. Id. 
The undisputed facts are that CRr s agents discovered conditions on their property 
that were in clear violation of the lease. (See V. Mathews and R. Mathews Affidavits.) 
The Mathews discovered, documented and photographed the improper storage of oil, and 
seepage of oil onto the ground, and the property being unlawfully used as a landfill. (ld.) 
The unlawful nature of these activities was concisely documented in CRl' s previous 
brief. It was clear to these agents that this activity must have been occurring over time. 
(ld.) Neveliheless, the violations were apparent, and CRl sent notice to Steel Farms. 
Rather than address these issues, Steel Farms instead chose to disregard their 
obligations and file this lawsuit. Steel Farms stopped communicating with CRI about 
efforts taken to clean up the property until claiming as such in their affidavits provided to 
the Court with their brief. In the mean time, by any interpretation, the Lease has expired, 
and CRl's option is cancelled. 
IV. Even if timing were a factor, Steel Farms had not effectively attempted an 
exercise of option, and/or had by agreement suspended its efforts to 
exercise the option. 
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In its brief, Steel Farms refers to a letter dated September 23,2008, sent by CRl's 
counsel to Steel Farms' counsel stating a number of concerns and flaws in regard to Steel 
Farms attempt to exercise the option. (Steel Aff. Ex. 7.) The letter actually supports 
CRI's position. Among the key problems with the attempted exercise was the inaccurate 
legal description of the property Steel Farms sought to purchase. Steel Farms admitted in 
its Complaint that this description was not only inaccurate but describes property not 
owned by CRl. Moreover, the pricing and payment terms of the attempted exercise of 
option were unclear, conflicted, or illegal. The exercise of option lists a purchase price 
and payments of around $360,000 rather than total payments of $427,000 as required 
under the provisions of the Lease. (See Lease and Olsen Aff. Ex. A.) Moreover, Steel 
Farms' attorney prepared an unsecured "non-interest bearing" promissory note that would 
have been illegal for tax purposes. (Id.) In addition the purchase documents would have 
required the impossibility of both a title to the property "free and clear of all 
encumbrances" and a "mortgage" or "lien" on real property. (Id.) In short, Steel Farms' 
attempt to exercise the option failed and was therefore no attempt at all. 
When these concerns were raised by CRl's attorney in the letter to Steel Farms' 
counsel, counsel for Steel Farms responded by agreeing to suspend efforts to exercise the 
option and instead try to work out a different contract. Steel Farms' attorney, Charles 
Homer, offered to prepare a draft of a different agreement. Horner emailed CRl's 
counsel a proposed purchase contract on November 17,2008. Interestingly, the proposed 
purchase contract contained an indemnification clause which would have required CRI to 
"indemnify" Steel Fanns from any environmental hazards or violations on the property. 
A few days after receiving the proposed purchase contract, CRl agents discovered the 
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environmental violations occurring on the property and turned down Steel Farms 
proposed purchase agreement. 
Rather than providing CRI with a corrected or accurate notice of an exercise an 
option to purchase the property, Steel Farms proceeded to file a Notice of Option in the 
county records. To this day, Steel Fanns has failed to provide a proper and accurate 
"wTitten notice" of its intent to exercise the Option pursuant to Section 19.9.1 of the 
Lease. The Lease has since been tenninated or has expired and thus Steel Farms has no 
right to exercise an option to purchase the property. Its prematurely recorded Notice 
should be removed, and CRI should be awarded damages for Steel Fanns slander or 
clouding ofCRl's title to the property. 
V. The environmental violations on the property are apparent and 
unexcused 
Perhaps the most far reaching and weakest of the arguments raised by Steel Farms 
response is that 1) Virginia Mathews and Russell Mathews are incapable of identifying 
used oil and what happens when that oil is spilled onto the ground, 2) CRI or its agents 
are incapable of reading and understanding laws that prohibit certain harmful 
environmental activities and 3) that Steel Farms is somehow absolved from complying 
with state and federal environmental laws because of how activities may have been 
conducted on the property 20 or 30 years ago. The Mathews clearly have enough 
capability as would most ordinary middle aged persons would be recognizing used oil 
and fuel. Nevertheless, additional foundation has been set forth in the affidavits provided 
before the Court. 
Further, the photographs taken by Mr. Mathews undeniably show the improper 
storage and disposal of used oil and possibly other hazardous substances. CRI's initial 
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brief lays out in detail the state and federal requirements for the proper disposal of used 
oil These requirements were not followed. In addition, Mr. Mathews recently discovered 
and documented for the Court deadly and toxic canisters of pesticide strewn about on the 
property, again in violations of environmental and health laws. 
In addition, Steel Farms simply has no plausible answer or reason for the disposal of 
debris in an open pit, clearly in violation ofIdaho Statute and Regulations (again 
meticulously laid out in CRI's previous brief.) Even if Dick Reed did dispose of debris 
in such fashion as far back as 1991 (when he last managed the farm), the Lease is 
explicitly clear that the Tenants were to follow the laws in the management of the 
property. (See CRI's brief in support ofSJ.) CRI relied on Steel Farms as a tenant to 
follow the law, regardless of what occurred in the past. Steel Farms did not follow the 
law, and therefore they are not entitled to buy the property. 
There is simply no way that the Lease can be construed as allowing Steel Farms to 
break environmental laws and regulations. Such conduct is a default of the lease and 
warrants cancelation of the Lease and any of its associated rights. In this day and age of 
strict and broad environmental regulations, with their hefty civil and even criminal 
penalties for violation - tenants are expected to follow such rules, regardless of past 
practice. The failure to adhere to these rules can lead to severe consequences to the 
owners of the property, and a devaluation of the property itself. By allowing this activity 
to occur, Steel Famls has jeopardized the title owners of the property, and the property 
itself. Under the Lease, Steel Farms cannot be allowed the right to purchase the property 
when it has placed the Landlord in jeopardy. Steel Farms has damaged CRl in an amount 
to be proven at trial. 
CONCLUSION 
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Because of the aforementioned facts and law, which are not in dispute, CRl' s 
Motion for Summary Judgment should be granted. Steel Farms' Notice of Option should 
be removed and Steel Farms should be held liable for damages caused by its breach of 
contract and slander of CRr s title. 
NatHan en 
Of Beard St. Clair Gaffney P A 
Attorneys for the Defendant 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STEEL FARMS, INC., 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
CROFT & REED, INC., 
Defendant. 
CROFT & REED, INC., 
Counterclaimant, 
v. 
STEEL FARMS, INC., 
Counterdefendants. 
Case No. CV-2008-7912 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
DISCOVERY PURSUANT TO IDAHO 
RULE OF' CIVIL PROCEDURE 56(1) 
Plaintiff Steel Farms, Inc. ("Steel Farms"), through its counsel of record, Holden, 
Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C., hereby requests that pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil 
Procedure 56(f) the Court continue the hearing on Defendant Croft & Reed's Motion for 
Summary Judgment until such time that Plaintiff has had the opportunity to conduct 
discovery that is necessary to the adjudication of its claims. 
Plaintiff sets forth this Motion on the grounds that, in its Reply to Plaintiffs 
Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment, Defendant 
Croft & Reed, Inc. ("CRI"), has asserted new facts and allegations which are set out more 
specifically in the Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Discovery Pursuant 
to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(f) filed herewith. These new assertions have not 
previously been propounded by CRI and therefore require additional discovery on the part 
of Steel Farms in order for Steel Farms to properly address these issues at the Motion for 
Summary Judgment hearing. 
Steel Farms has not yet had any opportunity to depose Richard Hale, CRl's 
accountant at the time the original Lease was signed. Mr. Hale's deposition should settle 
many of the new arguments propounded by CRl due to the fact that he was intimately 
involved in structuring the lease and option and had numerous conversations with Richard 
and Venn a Reed regarding these matters. Steel Farms has diligently attempted to schedule 
the deposition of Richard Hale prior to the hearing on DefendanCs Motion for Summary 
Judgment. Richard Hale's deposition is currently scheduled for May 20,2009, the 
earliest date available according to Defendant's counsel's schedule. Consequently, the 
additional discovery can be conducted shortly and Plaintiff has been actively pursuing 
such discovery. (Casperson Aff., ~ 5). 
No deadline for discovery has yet been set. Pursuant to this Motion and 
accompanying documentation, Plaintiff now seeks leave to conduct discovery to 
adequately respond to Defendant's Motion at the hearing on Defendant's motion. In 
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support of this Motion, Plaintiff has submitted herewith Plaintiffs Memorandum in 
Support of Plaintiff s Motion for Discovery Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 
56(f), and the Affidavit of DeAnne Casperson. 
~..-~~ ~ Dated: _'5;-=t-(_'Lf-'4/-=-01-'---.....-... __ _ 
DeAnne Casperson 
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, PL.L.C. 
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described pleading or document on the attorneys listed below by hand delivering, by 
mailing or by facsimile, with the correct postage thereon, a true and correct copy thereof. 
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ATTORNEYS SERVED: 
Nathan M. Olsen 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR DISCOVERY 
PURSUANT TO IDAHO RULE OF CIVIL 
PROCEDURE 56(1) 
BEARD, ST. CLAIR, GAFFNEY, P.A. 
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( ) Hand De livery 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STEEL FARMS, INC., 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
CROFT & REED, INC., 
Defendant 
CROFT & REED, INC., 
Counterclaimant, 
v. 
STEEL FARMS, INC., 
Counterdefendants. 
Case No. CV-2008-7912 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
DISCOVERY PURSUANT TO IDAHO 
RULE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 56(1) 
Plaintiff Steel Farms, Inc. ("Plaintiff' or "Steel Farms"), by and through its 
counsel of record, Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.c., and pursuant to Rule 56(f) 
of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, hereby submits this Memorandum in support of its 
Motion For Discovery Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(t} 
ORIGINAL 
I. 
BACKGROUND 
Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(f), the hearing on Defendant Croft & 
Reed, Inc" 's Motion for Summary Judgment currently scheduled for May 19, 2009 should 
be continued until Steel Farms has taken the deposition of Richard Hale and has had a 
reasonable opportunity to conduct further discovery in this case. In its Reply to Plaintiff s 
Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment, Croft & 
Reed, Inc. ("CRI"), raised new facts and arguments not previously addressed. In 
particular CRl has introduced the following in its Reply: (1) the bylaws of CRI allegedly 
in effect at the time the termination date of the Lease was corrected by Kevin Steel and 
Virginia Mathews are the bylaws submitted as Exhibit B to the Affidavit of Virginia 
Mathews, which were not previously produced, (2) it was necessary for Steel Farms to 
submit a new notice of exercise of option when the parties agreed to modify the terms of 
the purchase and sale agreement, and (3) the option in the lease was enforceable in the 
case that the term of the lease had been extended, and that the lease had been structured in 
such a way so that CRI could "ascertain if Steel Farms would comply with the lease and 
allow for the opportunity of an extension ofthe lease during which an option could be 
exercised." (Defendant's Reply, p. 10). These new facts and arguments necessitate Steel 
Farms conducting further discovery in order to adequately respond to those issues at the 
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hearing for Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment. Plaintiff requests additional 
discovery and an opportunity to revise its response .. 
Plaintiff is entitled to conduct additional discovery prior to the Court's 
adjudication of the Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment as is set forth below. 
II. 
DISCUSSION 
Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(t), Steel Farms is entitled to request 
that the Court continue the hearing on CRI's Motion for Summary Judgment set for May 
19,2009 until Steel Farms has had an opportunity to conduct and complete further 
discovery in this case and submit a revised response. 
Rule 56(t) ofthe Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure specifically allows for additional 
discovery, stating: 
Should .it appear from the affidavits of a party opposing the motion that the 
party cannot for reasons stated present by affidavit facts essential to justify 
the party's opposition, the court may refuse the application for judgment or 
may order a continuance to permit affidavits to be obtained or depositions 
to be taken or discovery to be had or may make such other order as is just. 
Idaho R Civ. P. 56(f). 
Although Idaho case law is sparse relating to Rule 56(t) motions, other 
commentators and courts have explained the mechanics of a Rule 56(t) motion. "An 
important aspect of a Rule 56(t) affidavit is that it need not contain evidentiary facts 
going to the merits of the case; rather it is merely a sworn statement explaining why these 
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facts cannot yet be presented." lOB Charles AlanWright et al., Federal Practice and 
Procedure § 2740 (1998). "[A] district court should continue a summary judgment 
motion upon a good faith showing by Affidavit that the continuance is needed to obtain 
facts essential to preclude summary judgment." State v. Campbell, 138 F.3d 772, 779 (9th 
Cif. 1998); see also Wichita Falls Office Assoc" v. Banc One Corp., 978 F.2d 915,919 n.4 
(5 th Cif. 1992) ("Rule 56(f) motions should be granted almost as a matter of course unless 
the nonmoving party has not diligently pursued discovery evidence."). Plaintiff submits 
that where no discovery cutoff date has yet been set the denial of a Rule 56(f) motion is 
particularly inappropriate. Cf Nidds v. Schindler Elevator Corp., 113 F.3d 912,921 (9th 
Cir. 1996). 
For Plaintiff to prevail on this Motion, it must show (1) that it has set forth in 
Affidavit form the specific facts that it hopes to elicit from further discovery, (2) that the 
facts sought exist, and (3) that the sought after facts are essential to resist the summary 
judgment motion. See Campbell, l38 F.3d at 779. Plaintiff amply demonstrates the 
necessary requirements for a Rule 56(f) Motion. 
A. Steel Farms, through its counsel. has set forth by Affidavit the specific facts 
that it hopes to elicit by deposition and from further discovery. 
Through its counsel, Plaintiff has provided the specific facts that it hopes to elicit 
in further discovery in order to demonstrate CRI's intent regarding the terms of the lease 
and the option. This information is critical as the original lease between Steel Farms and 
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CRI is ambiguous due to the inconsistencies between the original termination date of the 
lease and the date upon which the option matured and could be exercised. Steel Farms 
needs additional time to conduct discovery related to CRI's 1961 bylaws. Plaintiffs 
counsel has set forth by affidavit the facts Plaintiff intends to acquire, which will enable 
Plaintiff to overcome Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment requesting dismissal of 
all of Steel Farms' claims and requested relief in this matter, including Steel Farms' right 
to exercise its option. In order to propound its case and properly respond to CRl's Reply, 
Plaintiff needs to conduct additional discovery as follows: 
(l) Deposition of Richard Hale. Due to the lease's ambiguity, it will be 
necessary to examine extrinsic evidence to determine the intent of the parties regarding 
the ambiguities. Because Richard Hale played such an important role in structuring the 
option in the lease, and because Hale had numerous communications with CRl regarding 
the terms of the lease and option, he will be able to provide important information related 
to CRl's intentions regarding the lease and option. (Casperson Aff., 1 3). Richard Hale's 
deposition is scheduled for May 20, 2009. Plaintiff has diligently attempted to schedule 
the deposition. I 
I The 1961 bylaws were not produced until after Defendant's Motion for Summary 
Judgment and Plaintiff s responses were filed. Consequently, Plaintiff has had no 
0ppOliunity to conduct any discovery regarding these bylaws. (Casperson Aff. , 6). 
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(2) Discovery regarding CRI's 1961 bylaws. In order to determine where CRl 
obtained the 1961 bylaws and whether any effort was made by CRl to determine whether 
any other version ofCRl's bylaws was in effect in 2006, Steel Farms needs to conduct 
further discovery into this matter. (Casperson Aff., ~ 4). 
To obtain the above information, Plaintiff will need to take Richard Hale's 
deposition and conduct further discovery. Consequently, Steel Farms has adequately set 
forth specific facts that it hopes to elicit from Richard Hale and through further discovery. 
B. The facts Steel Farms intends to discover exist. 
The purpose of demonstrating that the facts exist is to exclude facts that are based 
on sheer speculation or clearly non-existent See Campbell, 138 F.3d at 779-30. Plaintiff 
submits that the facts sought in this case are neither speculative nor non-existent Steel 
Farms has had contact with Richard Hale, and Mr. Hale has indicated to Steel Farms that 
he was very involved in structuring the terms of the lease and option, and was well aware 
ofCRl's intent as to terms of the agreement. (Casperson Aff., ~ 3). Additionally, through 
further discovery CRl will be able to answer any questions Steel Farms has regarding how 
CRI came into possession of the 1961 bylaws and whether any further research was done 
regarding trying to find other more recent versions ofCRl's bylaws. Richard Hale's 
deposition and further discovery will reveal the facts necessary to determine the CRl' s 
intent regarding the terms of the lease and option and whether the 1961 bylaws were in 
effect in 2006 when Virginia Mathews initialed the extension of the lease. 
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C. The facts Plaintiff seeks to discover are essential to its ability to oppose 
Defendant Croft & Reed, Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment. 
The law and facts upon which CRl relies in its Motion involve important questions 
of fact that need to be resolved or, at a minimum, disclosed prior to the hearing on 
Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment Plaintiff must resolve several questions of 
fact before it is able to adequately oppose Defendants's Motion for Summary Judgment at 
the hearing. For example, Richard Hale will be able to testify as to CRI's intent regarding 
the terms of the lease, which is critical to the outcome of Defendant's Motion for 
Summary Judgment, especially since the officers of CRI who negotiated the deal are no 
longer living. Richard Hale was CRl's accountant and assisted structuring the sale as a 
lease and option. Additionally, he may be able to testify which bylaws were in effect at 
the time Virginia Mathews initialed the change in termination date in the lease which will 
likewise affect the outcome ofDefendanfs Motion for Summary Judgment. In order to 
adequately respond to Defendant's Motion, CRl must be permitted to conduct Richard 
Hale's deposition and further discovery regarding CRl's bylaws. 
III. 
CONCLUSION 
Plaintiff is entitled to additional time to take Richard Hale's deposition and to 
conduct further discovery pursuant to Rule 56(f) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
Plaintiff has demonstrated the specific facts that it hopes to elicit from Mr. Hale's 
deposition and further discovery, that such facts exist, and that the sought after facts are 
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essential to its contesting Defendants's Motion for Summary Judgment. Consequently, 
Steel Farms' Motion requesting a continuance of the hearing on Defendant's Motion for 
Summary Judgment until such time as Steel Farms can take Richard Hale's deposition 
and conduct further discovery pursuant to Rule 56(f) should be granted. 
Dated: _b ........ /--.-.J/tf'-l-l_oq __ _ 
DeAnne Casperson 
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 147ay of May, 2009, I served a copy of the following 
described pleading or document on the attorneys listed below by hand delivering, by 
mailing or by facsimile, with the correct postage thereon, a true and correct copy thereof 
DOCUMENT SERVED: MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR DISCOVERY PURSUANT TO IDAHO 
RULE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 56(F) 
ATTORNEYS SERVED: 
Nathan M. Olsen 
BEARD, ST. CLAIR, GAFFNEY, P.A. 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404-7495 
GIWPDATAICAHlI4919IPleadings\Rule 56(f).MEMO.wpd 
( "'1First Class Mail 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( vf'F acsimile 
( ) Overnight Mail 
~Lk~ 
DeAnne Casperson 
9 - Memorandum in Support ofP\aintiff's Motion for Discovery Pursuant to Idaho Rule ofCivii Procedure 
56(f) 
2085299732 
Nathan M. Olsen. ISB No. 7373 
BEARD ST. CLAIR GAFFNEY PA 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls. ID 83404-7495 
Telephone: (208) 523-5171 
Facsimile: (208) 529-9732 
Attorneys for Defendant, Croft & Reed, Inc. 
14 p,m, 05-15-2009 
DISTRICT COURT SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
BONNEVILLE COUNTY IDAHO 
STEEL FARMS, INC. 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CROFT & REED, INC., 
Defendant. 
CROFT & REED, INC. 
CountercJaimant, 
vs. 
STEEL r"ARMS, INC. 
Counterdefendants. 
Case No.: CV-08-7912 
DEFENDANT'S AND 
COUNTERCLAIMANrS OBJECTION 
TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
DISCOVERY 
Defendant and Counterclaimant, Croft & Reed, Inc. (CRT), by and through 
counsel of record, Nathan M. Olsen of Beard St. Clair Ganney P A, hereby objects to 
Plaintifrand Counterefendant's (Steel Farms) Motion for Discovery. This objection is 
supported by the affidavit of Nathan Olsen, other documents presented to the Court and 
the reasons stated below. 
Defendant's and Counterclaimant's Objection to Plaintiffs Motion for Discovery Page 1 
5/13 
::!085299732 5 p.m. 05-15-2009 6/13 
1. Steel Farms has received hundreds of documents and over nine hours of 
depositions [rom CRT through discovery, including CRrs bylaws instituted in 1961. CRI 
has certilied in its affidavit before the Court that these were the bylaws in place in 2004 
and 2006. The bylaws speak for itself and no additional "discovery" is needed in regard 
to the by laws. 
2. CRI provided Steel Farms an additional 21 days to response to its Motion for 
Summary Judgment. Steel Farms received notice of CRI's notice on March 24, 2009. At 
no point within the 53 prior days (including the additional 21 days granted to them) that 
CRI has had notice of its summary judgment has CRI given the Court or counsel for Steel 
Farms notice that the testimony of Richard Hale would be relevant to CRr's summary 
judgment motion. Moreover, Steel Farms did not indicate in its response to the Summary 
Judgment motion that Mr. Hale's deposition would be necessary for the purposes of this 
Summary Judgment Motion. 
3. Any additional evidence provided by Richard Hale would have no relevance on 
the issues under consideration for summary judgment. The "tax consequences" of the 
lease under review in the motion (Lease) have no bearing on whether CRI can be excused 
from enforcing the option clause for Steel Farm's violation of the lease. For the purposes 
of its motion. CRJ is not disputing the validity of an option clause found in the Lease, 
including the date of when the option could be exercised. Thus, Mr. Hale's confirmation 
of when that option could be exercised has no relevance to CRI' s motion and arguments. 
4. The Lease contained a "merger" clause. which precludes extrinsic evidence from 
being considered in the interpretation of the contact. Univ. ol1daho Found., Inc. v. Civic 
Partners, Inc. (In re Un;v. Place!ldaho Wafer Cfr. Project), 199 P.3d 102 (Idaho 2008). 
There are no ambiguities in the provisions of the Lease which are the subject ofCRl's 
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summary judgment motion. Thus Mr. Hale's testimony would be precluded from 
consideration for any of the issues in regard to Summary Judgment. 
5. Moreover, Steel Farms has ol1ered into evidence Deanne Casperson's testimony 
of Richard Hale's statements about statements made by Dick and Venna Reed in 2004. 
This constitutes "double" hearsay, not admissible as evidence pursuant to Sections 801 
and 802 Idaho Rules of Evidence. 
6. This motion is nothing short of an attempt by Steel Farms to divert the Court's 
NathaIl M. alsen or 
Of Beard St. Clair Gatlney PA 
Attorneys for the Defendant 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that I am a licensed attorney in the State ofldaho and that on May l~ 
2009, I served a true and correct copy of the DEFENDANT'S AND 
COUNTERCLAIMANT'S OBJEt'nON TO PLAINTIFF'S lvlOTION FOR DISCOVERY 
upon the following by the method of delivery designated: 
Charles A. Homer 
DeAnne Casperson 
Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo PLLC 
PO Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0130 
Fax: (208) 523-9518 
Bonneville County Courthouse 
605 N. Capital Avenue 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
Fax: (2Q8) ~29-1300 
,!t it: f~~ / f ~ r'l~\ ( \JI u\\ II f\ 
. l; -t-~. , , if i 
11 l ~ ~ \ Hi I' ,I' l\l\f~ \ ' l\J'" f,- " \ 'j.J, iu ; p{ i V "l.,_ '\u..r' v ""....... .... ~~, 
Nathan Ni."'Olsen 
Of Beard St. Clair Gafftley P A 
Attorneys lor the Defendant 
OJ US Mail !Ol I-land delivered )~~l(r"'acsimile 
/ 
[] US Mail fbJi Hand delivered ~ Facsimile 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO 1 IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STEEL FARMS 1 INC. 1 ) 
) 
Plaintiff l ) 
) MINUTE ENTRY 
vs. ) Case No. CV-08-7912 
) 
CROFT & REEDI INC. 1 ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
) 
CROFT & REEDI INC. 1 ) 
) 
Counterclaimant l ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
STEEL FARMS 1 INC. 1 ) 
) 
Counterdefendant. ) 
) 
On the 19th day of MaYI 2009 1 Defendant/s motion for summary 
judgment and Defendant Croft & Reed/s motion to strike came 
before the Honorable Joel E. TingeYI District Judge 1 in open 
court at Idaho Falls l Idaho. 
Mrs. Jenny Shults l Deputy Court Clerk l was present. The 
hearing was digitally recorded. 
Ms. Deanne Casperson appeared on behalf of the Plaintiff 
Steel Farms 1 Inc. 
Mr. Nathan Olsen appeared on behalf of the Defendant Croft & 
Reed l Inc. 
Ms. Casperson presented Plaintiff Steel Farms 1 motion for 
continuation pursuant to Rule 56(f) Mr. Olsen presented 
argument in opposition to the motion. Ms. Casperson presented 
rebuttal argument. 
The Court granted Plaintiff's motion for continuance and 
Defendant's motion for summary judgment was continued. Plaintiff 
also intends to seek summary judgment so a hearing is to be 
scheduled by the Parties at a mutually convenient time. Briefing 
and supporting documents on Plaintiff's motion are to be filed 45 
days from date of this order. Defendant may respond within 14 
days. Plaintiff will then have 7 days to reply_ 
Court was thus adjourned. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ,q 
caused a true and correct cop~ 
be delivered to the following: 
day of May, 2009, I 
the foregoing document to 
RONALD LONGMORE 
Charles A. Homer 
DeAnne Casperson 
PO Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Nathan Olsen 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 7495 
Deputy Court Clerk 
2085;;~99732 44 p.m. 05-15-2009 
11 iO 
Nathan M. Olsen, ISB No. 7373 
BEARD ST. CLAIR GAFFNEY PA 
2105 Coronado Street '." T Y 
Idaho Falls. ID 83404-7495 
Telephone: (208) 523-5171 
Facsimile: (208) 529-9732 
Attorneys for Defendant. Croft & Reed, Inc. 
DISTRICT COURT SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
BONNEVILLE COUNTY IDAHO 
STEEL FARMS, INC. 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CROFT & REED, INC., 
Defendant. 
CROFT & REED, INC. 
Counterclaimant, 
vs. 
STEEL FARMS, INC. 
Counterdefendants. 
Case No.: CV-08-7912 
DEFENDANT'S AND 
COUNTERCLAIMANrS OBJECTION 
TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO 
SHORTEN TIME 
Defendant and Counterclaimant, Croft & Reed, Inc. (CRI), by and through 
counsel of record, Nathan M. Olsen of Beard St. Clair Gaffney Pi\, hereby objects to 
Plaintiff and Counterdefendant's (Steel Farm's) Motion to Shorten. This objection is 
supported by the affidavit of Nathan Olsen and the reasons stated below. 
I. Steel Farms has had 53 days since receiving notice ofCRrs motion for summary 
judgment, including an additional 21 days provided as a courtesy by Steel Farms to raise 
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issues in regard to the need lor additional discovery, and has not. Steel Farms has 
therefore waived its right to a hearing without the appropriate time period to respond to 
their motion. 
2. Steel Fatm's failure to raise discovery issues in the prior 53 days it had notice of 
CRr summary judgment. including the additional 21 days it was given to address 
discovery issues. In comparison, CRI has been given only two business days to respond 
to Steel Farm's motion. Waiting until the very last moment is an unfair surprise to eRr, 
and is unfairly prejudicial to CRI's case. 
D"7\~D: May Iti 2009. 
! \1 M\~~ 
f \\\ It \\\) 
v 1\ '0 \ }"l' ,-
- l; ~J ~ 
Natha'fl M. Olsen 
Of Beat'd St. Clair Gaffney P A 
Attorneys for the Defendant 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certi fy that I am a licensed attorney in the State of Idaho and that on May 15, 
2009, I served a tnle and correct copy of the DEFENDANT'S AND 
COUNTERCLAJAIANLS OBJECTION TO PLAIN71F'F'S J\:{0710N TO SHORTEN 
TIA-fE upon the following by the method of delivery designated: 
Charles A. Homer 
DeAnne Casperson 
Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo PLLC 
PO Box 50130 
Idaho Falls. 10 83405·0130 
Fax: (208) 523-9518 
Bonneville County Courthouse 
605 N. Capital Avenue 
Idaho Falls, 10 83402 
Fax: (208) 529-1300 
; t 1\ t~) ~~\ Ai''- n"r, ~1 !Ji ~~:;~Ii l~ ~l ~i\ ; 'I' "'HIll ~, H! { ~ ., t'~ ~ 1 s \ ~ ~, ~~ ~ (t ~ 1 ~ E t ~ 
'1' t" '" .1 i; \Jj \~ \ >~u 
NatWm: ~. Olsen \J "',.e_ 
Of Beard St. Clair Gaffney P A 
Attorneys for the Defendant 
/ [} [j' il ~.j US Mail 1,...1 Hand delivered ' .. j Facsimile 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUD'ItIAti blSTRl€T 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STEEL FARMS, INC., 
Plaintiff, Case No. CV-2008-7912 
v. 
ORDER 
CROFT & REED, INC., 
Defendant. 
THIS MATTER comes before the Court upon Defendant's motion for summary 
judgment, and Plaintiffs motion for continuance pursuant to Rule 56(f), I.R.C.P. The 
Court heard oral argument on the motion for continuance, and good cause appearing 
therefore; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Plaintiffs motion for continuance is 
granted and the hearing on Defendant's motion for summary judgment is continued. 
Inasmuch as Plaintiff also intends to seek summary judgment, a consolidated hearing on 
such motions is to be scheduled by the Parties at their mutual convenience. Briefing and 
supporting documents on Plaintiffs motion are to be filed within 45 days of the date of 
this order. Defendant may thereafter respond within 14 days. Plaintiff may then reply to 
the response within 7 days. 
Dated this I &1 day of May, 2009. 
ORDER -1 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 1 q day of May, 2009, I did send a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document up~e parties listed below by mailing, with the correct 
postage thereon; by causing the same to be placed in the respective courthouse mailbox; 
or by causing the same to be hand-delivered. 
Nathan M. Olsen 
BEARD, ST.CLAIR, GAFFNEY 
2105 Coronado St. 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
DeAnne Casperson 
Charles A. Homer 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO 
P.O.Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
ORDER - 2 
RONALD LONGMORE 
Clerk of the District Court 
Bonneville County, Idaho 
Deputy Clerk 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STEEL FARMS, INC., 
Plaintiff, 
-vs.-
CROFT & REED, INC., 
Defendant. 
CROFT & REED, INC., 
Counterclaimant, 
-vs.-
STEEL FARMS, INC., 
Counterdefendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-2008-7912 
MINUTE ENTRY 
June 11, 2009, a Defendant's Motion for Disqualification of Counsel, Motion for 
Protective Order and Motion to Quash Subpoena came on for hearing before the Honorable Joel 
E. Tingey, District Judge, sitting in open court at Idaho Falls, Idaho. 
Mr. Jack Fuller, Court Reporter, and Ms. Rhonda Quintana, Deputy Court Clerk, were 
present. 
Mr. Charles Homer and Ms. Deanna Casperson appeared on behalf of plaintiff. 
Mr. Michael Gaffney and Mr. Nathan M. Olsen appeared on behalf of the defendant. 
MINUTE ENTRY - 1 
Mr. Gaffney addressed the Court in support of the motions and requested counsel be 
disqualified. He further argued for a protective order and the issued subpoena be quashed. 
Ms. Casperson responded in opposition and indicated that this was a procedural weapon 
used by counsel for their disqualification. 
The Court inquired of counsel regarding the capacity of the accountant and the privilege. 
Ms. Casperson responded and continued her argument in opposition. 
The Court indicated that privilege had not been waived. 
Ms. Casperson continued her argument in opposition and requested that the Court provide 
clarification. 
The Court responded and inquired regarding the scheduling of the deposition. 
Ms. Casperson indicated the deposition has not been scheduled. 
Mr. Homer addressed the Court in opposition of the Motion for Disqualification of 
Counsel. 
Mr. Gaffney responded and offered further argument in support of the motions. 
The Court ruled that the Motion for Disqualification of Counsel be denied and Motion to 
Quash Subpoena is moot. The Court further ruled that the Motion for Protective Order 
precluding the deposition of Richard Hale is hereby denied. 
Court was thus adjourned. 
c: Chuck Homer 
Michael Gaffney 
061109AMTingey #5 
MINUTE ENTRY - 2 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JU~)lct~L BIS&t¥ 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STEEL FARMS, INC., 
Plaintiff, Case No. CV-2008-7912 
v. 
ORDER 
CROFT & REED, INC., 
Defendant. 
THIS MATTER carne before the Court on Defendant's Motion to Disqualify 
Plaintiff's Counsel, and Plaintiff's motion to quash the subpoena relating to the 
deposition of Richard Hale. The Court having reviewed the record, and heard oral 
argument, and good cause appearing therefore; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Defendant's motion to disqualify counsel is 
denied without prejudice. The Court considers the motion to quash subpoena moot 
inasmuch as the time set out in the subpoena for the deposition has passed. To the extent 
Defendant's seek a protective order precluding the deposition of Richard Hale, such a 
motion is denied. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the scheduling order entered on May 19,2009 
as to Plaintiffs anticipated motion for summary judgment is withdrawn. Plaintiff's 
motion for summary judgment is to be filed within thirty (30) days of the completion of 
the deposition of Richard Hale. 
Dated this JL day of June, 2009. 
.JbEL E. TINGEY (; \lLA.f) 
tor CT JUDGE 
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ORDER -1 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this _,_,_ day of June, 2009, I did send a true and conect 
copy of the foregoing document upon the parties listed below by mailing, with the conect 
postage thereon; by causing the same to be placed in the respective courthouse mailbox; 
or by causing the same to be hand-delivered. 
Nathan M. Olsen 
BEARD, ST.CLAIR, GAFFNEY 
2105 Coronado st. 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
DeAnne Casperson 
Charles A. Homer 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO 
P.O.Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
ORDER - 2 266 
RONALD LONGMORE 
Clerk of the District Court 
Bonneville County, Idaho 
By J.T 
Deputy Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDIC~Rli!uJ:STRIC!T ,OF THE 
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STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
19 
STEEL FARMS, INC. , ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) ORDER FOR TELEPHONIC 
) STATUS CONFERENCE 
vs. ) Case No. CV-08-7912 
) 
CROFT & REED, INC. , ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
) 
CROFT & REED, INC. , ) 
) 
Counterclaimant, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
STEEL FARMS, INC. , ) 
) 
Counterdefendant. ) 
) 
Pursuant to Rule 16, 1. R. C. P. lit is hereby ordered that a 
status conference be conducted by and between the Court and the 
counsel of record in regard to the above-entitled case on August 
28, 2009 at 9:00 a.m. 
It is further ordered that at least one of the attorneys for 
each party participating in said status conference have authority 
to enter into stipulations and to make admissions regarding all 
matters that the parties may reasonably anticipate being 
discussed. (See Rule 16 (b) and Rule 16 (c)). Counsel shall also 
be prepared to furnish the Court with available dates for a pre-
trial conference and trial setting. 
The Plaintiff is directed to initiate the telephone 
267 
conference call t he Court. The telephoL _ umber is 529-1350 
extension 1340. 
Dated this ~ day of August, 2009. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ~ day of August, 2009, that I 
mailed or hand delivered a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
document to the following: 
Charles A. Homer 
DeAnne Casperson 
PO Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Nathan Olsen 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404-7495 
RONALD LONGMORE 
BY 'yV~ 
DEPUTY CLERK 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DI~RTnw~F THE 
"-IltJfJ t:::ts p 1 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STEEL FARMS, INC. , ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) ORDER AND NOTICE 
) SETTING JURY TRIAL 
vs. ) Case No. CV-08-7912 
) 
CROFT & REED, INC. , ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
) 
CROFT & REED, INC. , ) 
) 
Counterclaimant, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
STEEL FARMS, INC. , ) 
) 
Counterdefendant. ) 
) 
Pursuant to Rule 16 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, 
the following pre trial schedule shall govern all proceedings in 
this case: 
ORDER 
I. IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 
1. A Pre-trial Conference is scheduled for Jun 15, 2010 at 
8:30 a.m. 
2. Jury trial is scheduled for 10:00 a.m. on June 29, 
2010. Trial is anticipated to last 4 days. 
3. Dispositive motions must be filed at least 60 days 
prior to trial. 
4. Plaintiff(s) expert witness disclosure, including 
opinions and conclusions must be filed at least 100 
days before trial. Defendant(s) expert witness 
disclosure including opinions and conclusions must be 
filed at least 80 days before trial. 
5. All discovery shall be completed 45 days prior to 
trial. 
0hO ( .... \.i \.i 
ORDER 
6. The parties and their attorneys shall attend a 
mediation session before a qualified attorney mediator 
or district judge selected by the parties. Unless 
excused by Mediator, lead trial counsel, the parties 
and a representative of any insurer of a party shall 
attend the mediation with adequate settlement 
authority. Mediation should be completed at least 90 
days prior to trial. 
II. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that each attorney shall, no 
later than three (3) days prior to the pre-trial conference: 
1. File a list of names of persons who may be called to 
testify. 
2. File a descriptive list of all exhibits proposed to be 
offered into evidence 
3. File a brief citing legal authorities upon which the 
party relies as to each issue of law to be litigated. 
4. File proposed jury instructions. The parties need not 
submit IDJI2 instruction numbers 1.01 through 1.43. 
All instructions shall be prepared in accordance with 
I.R.C. P. 51 (a) . 
III. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that each attorney shall no later 
than seven (7) days before trial: 
1. File any objections to the jury instructions requested 
by an opponent specifying the instruction and the 
grounds for the objection. 
IV. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that: 
1. Any exhibits or witnesses discovered after the last 
required disclosure shall immediately be disclosed to 
the court and opposing counsel by filing and service 
stating the date upon which the same was discovered. 
2. No witnesses shall testify and no exhibits shall be 
admitted into evidence at trial other than those 
disclosed, listed and submitted to the clerk of the 
court in accordance with this order. 
3. On the first day of trial deposit with the clerk of the 
court all exhibits to be introduced. Plaintiff shall 
pre-mark and staple exhibits in numerical sequence as 
outlined in Plaintiff's exhibit list and Defendant's 
exhibits shall be pre-marked and stapled in 
alphabetical sequence as outlined in Defendant's 
exhibit list. Pages of exhibits shall be stapled, with 
a sticker placed on the first page of the actual 
270 
exhibit. 
4. This order shall control the course of this action 
unless modified for good cause shown to prevent 
manifest injustice. 
5. The Court may impose appropriate sanctions for 
violation of this order. 
DATED this ~' (f day of August/ 2009. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ~ day of August/ 2009/ I 
caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing document to 
be delivered to the following: 
Charles A. Homer 
DeAnne Casperson 
PO Box 50130 
Idaho Falls/ ID 83405 
Nathan Olsen 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls/ ID 83404-7495 
ORDER 
RONALD LONGMORE 
Deputy Court Clerk 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STEEL FARMS, INC. , ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) MINUTE ENTRY 
vs. ) Case No. CV-08-7912 
) 
CROFT & REED, INC. , ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
) 
CROFT & REED, INC. , ) 
) 
Counterclaimant, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
STEEL FARMS, INC. , ) 
) 
Counterdefendant. ) 
) 
) 
On the 30th day of September, 2009, Plaintiff's motion to 
compel discovery came before the Honorable Joel E. Tingey, 
District Judge, in open court at Idaho Falls, Idaho. 
Mr. Jack Fuller, Court Reporter, and Mrs. Marlene Southwick, 
Deputy Court Clerk, were present. The hearing was digitally 
recorded. 
Ms. Deanne Casperson appeared on behalf of the Plaintiff 
Steel Farms, Inc. 
Mr. Nathan Olsen appeared on behalf of the Defendant Croft & 
Reed, Inc. 
Ms. Casperson presented Plaintiff Steel Farms' motion to 
compel discovery. Mr. Olsen presented argument in opposition to 
27~ 
the motion. Ms. Casperson presented rebuttal argument. 
The Court will take the matter under advisement and issue a 
decision as soon as possible. 
Court was thus adjourned. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the "bo day of September r 2009 r I 
caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing document to 
be delivered to the following: 
Charles A. Homer 
DeAnne Casperson 
PO Box 50130 
Idaho Falls r ID 83405 
Nathan Olsen 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls r ID 83404-7495 
RONALD LONGMORE 
Deputy Court Clerk 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STEEL FARMS, INC., 
Plaintiff, Case No. CV-2008-7912 
v. 
ORDER ON MOTION TO COMPEL 
CROFT & REED, INC., 
Defendant. 
THIS MATTER came before the Court on Plaintiff's Motion to Compel 
Discovery with regard to the testimony of Richard Hale. The Court having reviewed the 
record, and heard oral argument, and good cause appearing therefore; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Plaintiff's motion is granted in part and denied 
in pali. Specifically, Plaintiff's motion is granted in that the Court finds that no privilege 
exists under Rule 515, IRE as to commlmications between Hale and Greg Ehal"dt and 
Kevin Steel. Hale will be required to testify as to what was said in those communications. 
The Court further finds that any privilege as to communications between Hale and 
Virginia Matthews has been waived. Hale will be required to testify as to 
communications he had with Matthews. The remainder of Plaintiff's motion to compel is 
denied. Hale will not be required to testify regarding ally conversations with 
representatives of his client, Croft & Reed, Inc., other that Virginia Matthews as 
indicated above. However, to the extent Hale has personal knowledge (not based on what 
his client said to him) regarding the circumstances of the subject agreement and the 
reasons or basis for any particular provision in the agreement or contract documents, he 
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ORDER ON MOTION TO COMPEL - 1 
will be required to testify as to his knowledge. Accordingly, Plaintiff is entitled to 
reschedule the deposition of Hale to make further inquiry as set out above. 
No sanctions are awarded at this time. 
Dated this ')0 day of September, 2009. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on thisc?O day of September, 2009, I did send a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document upon the parties listed below by mailing, with the 
correct postage thereon; by causing the same to be placed in the respective courthouse 
mailbox; or by causing the same to be hand-delivered. 
Nathan M. Olsen 
BEARD, ST.CLAIR, GAFFNEY 
2105 Coronado St. 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
DeAnne Casperson 
Charles A. Homer 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO 
P.O.Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
ORDER ON MOTION TO COMPEL - 2 
RONALD LONGMORE 
Clerk of the District Court 
Bonneville County, Idaho 
Deputy Clerk 
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